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summer SIZZLERS!

CDRW KINETIC RiscPC
The world's fastest RISC OS computer is available now!
The Kinetic RiscPC delivers a breath-taking performance
and is up to 40 times faster than the original RiscPC!

Rev T StrongARM processor * 40Gb hard drive

RISC OS 4 • 40x CDRW CD ROM drive

128Mb Fast SDRAM • FREE software -

2Mb VRAM ?/c^n0^aSiV)/roer(uaC,SMS Word docs), Resultz

* 4
' CHOOSEEITHER

FREE
MONITOR

c//vlo*

Code Description

KIN53 Kinetic CDRW

Canon colour printer

S450 bubble jet printer

5 SAVE <5^* Separate ink tanks <P save \
• 10 pages per minute
• Photo option available ^
• Textprint feature °">l°*

Requires /Printers 1.53 or greater *

Code Description Retail price Offer price

PR145 Canon S450 £139 £119

Offer rjrice

£1291

Postscript Laser printers also available from £299

IIDfJfJGfl CD re-writer
Use our IDE CD burner to create

CDs for archive and publication -
also doubles as standard CD reader

* 40x read, 24x write, lOx rewrite
* FREE- ICDBurn software

* FREE - Internal fitting kit
* SCSI and faster drives also available

,<r save \

Code Description

CDR25 CD re-writer

MGHH3 colour scanner
k4 flatbed scanner

0-bit

* Parallel port scanner
* Printer through connector
* ImageMaster & Twain and

PC software

* 1200 dpi and SCSI versions also available

Previous price

£179

Offer price

£149

Wo«*

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

SCA22 Mustek 600CP £116 £95

livama LCD flat screens

• New flicker free TFT LCD technology
• Wide angle viewing

(hor. 110° vert. 90°) jP* °*-
(15»-1024x768) \w5Suwfl S^tMtr,

• Tiny footprint «& MAS4314U1
• Max resolution 1280 x 1024 ^/aiV
• 16 million colours

• 3 year on-site warranty '

Code Description

MON21 liyama 15" LCD
MON23 livama 17"LCD

Offer price

£349

£549

Upgrade to KINETIC

New SDRAM processor card for all RISC PCs
4x faster than equivalent c\*l 0a.
StrongARM card £ free %
Free 64Mb SDRAM

• FreeRISCOS 4 VMb"A",^

Prices from £351.32 (trading up from R04 and StrongARM)

SONY CD digital camera
r \AL Or-

Digital still camera with mini <* ^
integrated CD burner *—^-~-HNOLOGY

• 2.1 Mega Super HAD CDD
• 3 x Zoom (6x precision digital Zoom)
• MPEG Movie mode/voice
• Up to 1080 pictures per 156Mb CD
• 100% compatible with Rise PC

NEW from £759

SALES OFFICE OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY

9am-5pm Tel: 01728 723200

24 HOUR ORDERING Fax: 01728 727427

E-mail: sales@castle.uk.co Web: www.castle.uk.co

Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate, Woodbridge Road. Framlingham, Suffolk IP13 9LL UK
Offers valid until 1st December 2002 or whilst stocks last. Prices include vat but exclude delivery

which is £15 per order. Full terms and conditions available on request. Official education orders
accepted. Payment by credit/debit card, cheque, postal order. E&OE
"FREE 15" CRT Monitor or FREE 600dpi Mustek scanner Inc Imagemaster and Twain. CASTLE
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Editor's Comment

The relaunch of Acorn User has been an overwhelming success. We've
had lots of positive feedback and some useful, constructive suggestions.
A big thank-you goes to those who have taken the trouble to write in and
tell me what you think of things. We've published some of your letters on
page 65.

Visitors to acornuser.com will have noticed that, in tandem with the
relaunch of the magazine, the Acorn UserWeb site has been redesigned
and relaunched, too. Featuring a slick, modern design, the Web site is
now under continued development.

Acorn User\s not the only player in the RISC OS market who has been
busy releasing new things to an unsuspecting public. RISCOS Ltd have
now released a Mnef/c-compatible version of Select and have recently
made an announcement regarding development of RISC OS for
embedded products and RON. The first product to reach fruition using
Castle's NEURON technology is the SZ.VM from Cumana, whilst
RiscStation's portable is almost upon us.

The next few months look to be very interesting for RISC OS users.

Michael Stubbs
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WIN a marvellous optical mouse worth
£40 from RiscStation

27 Viewfinder2

Brand new version of the RiscPC

graphics card is put to the test

32 *Commands

David Llewelyn-Jones continues his in-
depth tutorial on * commands

35 Internet Software

Michael Stubbs takes a look at general
Internet software for RISC OS.

40 S-Base

Steve Tumbull's detailed tutorial on this

powerful database language continues

45 MasterMap

What is MasterMap and what support is
there for RISC OS users?
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Whose desktop is it this month?

62 Don't miss another copy - subscribe to Acorn Userl
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RiscStation
RISC D.r i i) Technologies

It's time to upgrade to a
modern computer & RiscStation

RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation

Autumn Special Deal
I can't upgrade to RISCOS 4
because my Acorn is too old!

SOLUTION

A Modern R7500 + Computer
System from only £21.72* per

month and your old Acorn #
taken as full deposit.

* APR 19.9 % #Any working RISCOS m/c.

"The R7500 series are currently the most highly featured machines
available in the RISCOS world."

50 niip ARM7500FE system with 64Mb of fast 50ns Ram Memory,
The only machine with BUILT IN ZIP drive support. Midi support, 3D sound. & sampler ,
(including FREE Audio Sampling and mixing software), lObaseT port as standard,
RISC OS 4 as standard. High speed serial. High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb.

Systems include Over £500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

1^*|

The enhanced R7500 Plus with 50ns 64MB/ 10.2G hard I hive

Plus base only £549 +VAT £645.08 only £23.89 /month

Plus 15" System £649 +VAT £762.58 only £28.24 /month

Plus 17"System £689 +VAT £809.58 only £29.98 /month

Plus 19" System £749 +VAT £880.08 only £32.60 /month

Claim your
FREE Midi

cable with

this Advert

The R7500 + Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM Reader/
ReWriter and media, providing a brilliant

CD mastering platform for home & business

O Q O

from £399 + Vat(£468.83) £15.32/month

HD rr'm £449 +Vat (£527.57) £17.24/mth
50 niip Arm7500 system with 16Mb memory,
(HD version & Hard Drive), built in ZIP
drive support, Midi support, 3D sound, &
sampler , lObaseT port as standard. RISCOS
4 as standard, High speed serial , High speed
parallel, expandable to 256Mb memory &
hard drive/CD-ROM etc.

Backup Drives
NIKTip / I-SI20 icqmrcs/wdiivcis of RboSUlfcaMylch.nU atc luppun.

Spczrial Dial no OLD Slock vx page uppuulr

Zip 100 IDE inc media £49.00 £57.58

Zip 250 IDE inc media £79.00 E92.83

Zip 250 parallel ext. £139.00 £163.33

JAZ 2GB SCSI ext. £235.00 £276.12

JAZ 2GB Parallel ext. £299.00 £351.32

Olb 2.2 GB IDE £165.00 £193.87

Orb 2.2 GB Parrallel £199.00 £233 83

LS120 Media £4.00 £4.70

Zip 100 Media £7.65 £8.99

Zip 100 Media 5 pack £34.03 £39.99

Zip 250 Media £9.40 £11.05

Zip 250 Media 5 pack £45.00 £52.87

from £669 +Vat (£786.08)
only £29.II /month
Twindeck base

from £699 + Vat (£821.33)
only £30.43/montb

Claim your FREE 14" monitor with any Base Unit

RiscStation Palmtop

From only £143.83 +VAT

(£169.00 inc. VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £720.00 £846.00

8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellchcck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Compatable.

Removable Drives

4GB IDE Pullman

4GB Parallel Pullman

4GB P'll Datasale

10GB IDE Pullman

10GB P.llel Pullman

10GB P'llel Datasafe

20GB IDE Pullman

20GB P'llel Pullman

20GB P'llol Datasale

650MB PD Media

750Mb Nomai

2 GB Jaz Media

2.2 GB ORB Media

£65.00

£125.00

£105.00

£78.00

£138.00

£118.00

£85.00

£145.00

£125.00

£19.00

£38.00

£68.00

£32.00

£7637

£146.87

£123.37

£91.65

£162.15

£138.65

£99.87

£170.37

£146.87

£22.32

£44.65

£79.90

£37.60

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/week)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 yr optional warranties (mil), deposit 10%)

RiscStation Portable

Taking Orders NOW

Place your £100 deposit
ASAP to ensure you will
receive a portable when

manufactured

MicroDigital Omega

Specification
Magnesium Alloy Casing, Weighs Only
l.3Kg !, As small as 242 x 190 x 30mm!,
8.4" TFT 800x600 Colour Screen, 64Mb

RAM Onboard.JOGb IDE HD,
Touchscreen, GlidePoint Touchpad,
PCMCIA Onboard, USB Onboard.

LOObaseT Ethernet Onboard,TV out

VGA Output with DDC support, Audio
Input, Audio Output, Onboard Stereo
Speakers, 20W 3 cell LiFe battery,
RISCOS4 and Utilities.

Optional Extras Include :
Docking Station with CD, Floppy, Serial,
Parallel, VGA and PS2 Ports, Car Power

Adapter, High Capacity 40W Battery
Specifications maybe subject to change.

CD-ROM WRITERS

Place a £50 deposit and
get an extra 256Mb free

From £999.00 +VAT(£1173.83 inc.)

287Mhz StrongARM, ATX Tower case
Full spec, on release
Free software pack

Above prices </" notinclude monitors pleasesee
separateprice list

Acorn $

300Mhz Kinetic RPC
Latest Acorn StrongARMseries machine

70MB, 10GBHD,52xCD

from £935 + VAT(£1099) £34.51/month

Internet RFC 138MB, 30GB HD,52xCD

€1,199 + VAT (€41.42 /month)
(includes internet pack)

MP3 CD Player
Plays back

ordinary audio
CDs, CD-R and

MP3CDs (which
can hold 160-200

MP3 tracks each).

Ideal with

CD-ROM

Writers

only £67.23 exc. VAT
(£79 inc.)

-o

m

"ScorchIT" CD Writer Pack

Upgrade yourAcorn or RiscStation 7500 with
;i home CD authoring package OS found in the

RiscStation SCORCHER machine. This package
contains the latest version of CO Kuril. Writable

anil RcWritahle media to get you started and one
pnwcrfiill

16xl0x40x CD ROM Writer/

Only £149 +Vat (£175.08)
Now SCSI Version with

12x10x32x Re-Writer

only £225 + Vat (£264.38)

IDE 24x10x40xCDR/W £100.00 £117.50

SCSI 12x10x32xCDR/W £176.00 £206.80

CD-BURN £49.00 £57.58

CD-SCRIBE 2 £39.00 £45.83

External versions Available

CD-ROM media

ex VAT inc VAT

CDR 80 min £0.79 £0.93

CDR80min 10pck £5.95 £6.99

CDR 80min 25 pek £17.01 £19.99

CDR/W CD-ROM £1.28 £1.50

CDR/W10pack £10.00 £11.75

5.2Gb DVD RAM £25.00 £29.37

CD-ROMS

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanger
£75.00 +vat (£88.13)

40xSCSI £65.00 £76.37

52xlDE £30.00 £35.25 32x SCSI £59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs

52x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT
40x SCSI Kwith cable) £115 + VAT
4()x SCSI H(with cable) £120 + VAT
6x 40x CD Tower mid *•*) £449 + VAT

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines inelude Internet software, ISP setup and 56K modem



No More Balls !
Optical Wheel MouseRSM330

RS7500/A7000 etc.

only £19.95 inc
(£16.98 +VAT)

RPC Version

£38.95 inc.

Optical RFWheel Mouse RSM400

RS7500/A7000 etc.
only £39.95 inc

(£34 + VAT)

RPC Version

£58.95 inc.

Cgtoie-Free

Mouse lor RiscStation ct A7000 Atica £19.95 inc.
Mouse for Rise PC / A5000 /A400 etc. £38.95 inc

Keyboard for RiscStation,UPC/A7t)0() £29.95 inc.

Trackball Mouse

R7500/A7000
only £19.95

. RPC £38.95 inc

Acorn (RPC A5000 etc.JMouso

Acorn (Ilex adaptor) Mouse

A7000 (*)t Riscstatlon Mouse

Lower CASE Keyboard (PS2)

A400/A5000 Ergo Keyboard

A4 replacement keyboard

A4000 Koyguard (special needs)

A3000 /A300.400.500 Koyguard

A3louchpad lor Concept Koybrd

£16.90

Inc. VAT

£19.95

£25.49 £29.95

£10.00 £11.75

£29.70 £34.99

£69.00 £81.08

£49.00 £57.58

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

Refurbished PCs inc monitor

e.g. P2-266 inc. 15" monitor and
\Vin95 only £249.00 inc VAT

ring for other prices.

S £*4fe&€
Bare Phoebe

—=-•• cases

(no electronics

. sorry)
Only £25.00

2 (£29.38 inc)
IBM PC to fit

V£200.00 Callyourself, onl

Desktop FAX MODEMS

56k V92 Hayes Accura £85.00 £99.87

56k V90 (Rockwell) £42.00 £49.35

56k V90 Internal for RS £49.00 £57.58

ISDN modem (external) £79.00 £92.83

(Dialler £17.02 £20.00

Oregano £49.00 £57.58

Webster XL £21.28 £25.00

Messenger Pro £25.53 £30.00

ArcFax Fax s oltware £26.38 £31.00

MONITORS

jr*-*fe

15" LCD

only £270 +vat
(£317.25)

(3 yr warranty)

Ex VAT Inc VAT

AKF52 Multisync 14" 1yrRTB £127.00 £149.22

15" LCD (3yron-site) £270.00 £317.25

17" LCD (3yron-slto) £425.00 £499.37

18" LCD (3yr on-site) £POA £0.00

15" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site) £95.00 £111.62

15" SVGA 0.28 Mulli-Media £119.00 £139.83

17" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site) £129.00 £151.58

19" SVGA 0.26 (3yr on-site) £199.00 £233.83

21" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site) £479.00 £562.83

15" liyama S500M1 £109.00 £128.08

irilyama Vision Master 1401 £144.00 £169.20

17"llyamaPro1411 £199.00 £233.83

19" llyama Pro 452 (S702JT) £275.00 £323.12

19" liyama SM900MT1 £199.00 £233.83

21" liyama Vison Master 505 £535.00 £628.62

22" liyama Pro 511 £558.00 £655.65

SVGA 14" rofurb 90 days wly £42.00 £49.35

AKF12PAL »4'refurt>90day* £42.00 £49.35

AKF52/53 M'syncrelurb90 days £65.00 £76.37

AKF65 M-Mstfa14"rofurb90days £49.00 £57.58

Multisync A300/A3000 cable £8.50 £9.99

All monitors inc 3 yrs wty unless specified

COLOUR SCANNERS

All scanners inc RISCOS Software

hi

P'llel Mustek 600dpi £99.00 £116.32

Mustek A4 1200dpi £126.81 £149.00
(SCSI interface)

ImageM & Twain alsoavailable separately

Consumables
PremierQuality Ink Refill

All sires availahh inC.M.Y.K

FLOPPY DISKS (a) 15vll

Ex VAT Inc VAT

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 10 £1.70 £2.00

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 100 £12.77 £15.00

HD Re-label Ac'n or PC 10 £1.70 £2.00

HD Re-label Ac or PC 100 £12.77 £15.00

HD bulk Acorn or PC 10's £2.00 £2.35

HD bulk Acorn or PC 100 £17.02 £20.00

HD Branded 10 pack £3.00 £3.53

20 cap Disk Box £1.69 £2.00

40 cap Disk Box £2.54 £2.98

100 cap Disk Box £2.98 £3.50

Mouse cleaner £4.99 £5.86

3.5" Floppy head cleaners £2.50 £2.94

CD-ROM cleaner £4.25 £4.99

CD-ROM Lens cleaner £4.25 £4.99

15 cap CD-ROM box £6.50 £7.64

24 cap CD-ROM wallet £5.10 £5.99

20 cap CD-ROM wallet £3.39 £3.98

20 cap CD-ROM tower £4.25 £4.99

Mouse Mats From £0.64 £0.75

PRINTERS

UP l.i\cr i!itk"is Iii>m t

Mega-Deal
COLOUR

HP Laserjet 5
only £399.00 inc.
B/W Lasers from

£89 inc VAT

units are refurbished

with 90 days wty
other models available

Postscript colour Inkjet from A4

Postscript colour Laser trom A4

Postscript B/W Laser A4

Canon BJC 2100 colour (€) A4

Canon BJC S400 colour € A4

Canon BJC S450 colour €» A4

Canon BJC S800 Photo a A4

Epson Stylus 1520 colour

HP 940 inc. RO driver

HP 1220 inc. RO driver

0 Photo Drivers lor

€ Needs Enhanced Drive's

Ex VAT

C• 199.00

£1025.00

£245.00

£50.21

£67.23

£85.11

£285.00

£340.00

£92.00

£288.51

£58.72

£29.79

Inc VAT

£233.93

£1204.37

£287.87

£59.00

£79.00

£100.00

£334.87

£399.50

£108.10

£339.00

£69.00

£35.00

A3

Ki-furli dnl matrix Printer from 110.00 Inc VAT

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

210Mb

500MB / 1GB

10.2GB"

20.1GB*

40.0GB *

60.0GB *

).0GB "

100 GB*

120 GB*

Ex VAT

£20.00

£30.00

£59.00

£67.00

£75.00

£89.00

£110.00

£145.00

£195.00

Inc VAT

£23.50

£35.25

£69.33

£78.73

£88.12

£104.57

£129.25

£170.37

£229.12

SCSI HARD DRIVES

1.0 Gb £35.00 £41.12

2.0 Gb £69.00 £81.08

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200) £80.00 £94.00

9.1Gb (7200 rpm) £136.00 £159.80

18.6Gb (10K< 7200 rpm) £152.00 £178.60

36.4Gb (10K/ 7200 rpm) £279.00 £327.82

73.4Gb (7200 rpm) £575.00 £675.62

A3020 A30X0 & I/F

Ex VAT Inc VAT

170MB £35.00 £41.12

340MB £45.00 £52.87

500MB £55.00 £64.62

810MB # £70.00 £82.25

1.0Gb # £99.00 £116.32

2.1GB 0 £109.00 £128.08

4.3GB 0 £129.00 £151.58

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£85.00 £99.87

£95.00 £111.62

£105.00 £123.37

£100.00 £117.50

£129.00 £151.58

£139.00 £163.33

£159.00 £186.83

A30X0 version includes CD ROM i/f which can be

used in A3020 or A4000. For external A300O i/f add
£20.00 +VAT # includes partitioning software
Upgrade A310 A400 A540 A 3000 A3010 A5000

I 2MB £25 £15

2-4MB C50 £45

I-4MB £35- £75 £35 £45

•I 8MB £55 £55 C45 £55 £55 "#

RISCOS

Carrier

£19" £19*

RISCOS

3.1

£25 £25 £25 £25 £25

MEMCIa £20 £20

Arm3(33) | £45
Arm3(25) ' £85
& FPA10

£45 £45*

£85 £85*

FPA10

VIDC/IOC

£45 £45 ? £45

£20 I £20 £20 £20 L'20

A3020/A

All above

000 n

prices
emorj

exclu

only

ic VAT

£4 I).

SEE January Issue for ;
Software Bargains.

SEE September Issue for;

Cooling Pans
Inkjet Refills
Network Products

Please ring for Prices

UPS's

500 VA

£49.00

+ VAT

Spike protection, RFI filter and
modem protector, Power boost
function to correct low mains voltage

More models available.

Cameras

Special Deals on Factory Refurbished
Cameras e.g. 1.3M pixel for £139 inc

FULL 12 MONTHS WTY

Smart Media Compact Flash

32MB CI 3.00

64MB £24 00

[128MB, £52.00

£15.27

' £28 20
' £61 10

32MB £16.00 £18.80

64MB ! £25.00 £29.37

1128MB £43.00 £50.52

256MB £91.00 C1C5.2?

MEMORY

Ex VAT Inc VAT

8Mb SIMM EDO/FPM £6.49 £7.63

16MbSIMMED0/FPM £16.00 £18.80

32Mb SIMMEOO/FPM £21.00 £24.68

64Mb SIMMEDO/FPM £39.00 £45.83

64Mb SIMM RS 50ns £49.00 £57.58

128Mb SIMM trom £85.00 £99.87

1Mb VRAM £20.00 £23.50

2Mb VRAM £69.00 £81.08

64MB l33MSDRam £12.50 £14.69

128MB 133MSDRam £25.30 £29.73

256MB 133MSDRam £49.50 £58.16

The only Hi- Quality 16 bit
stereo sound sampler

available for RISCOS

* FREE*

with any RiscStation machine

"Accent" Midi upgrades

Midi Breakout cable with driver sw £15 + VAT

Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetablc Card.
Midi cable & drivers £99 + VAT

Yamaha DBS I XG Wavetable Card.

Midi cable, drivers &
Evolution MK149 keyboard £169 + VAT

Podule "MidiMax Card I £79.00 £92.83

MiniPodule Midi card(A3x00) [£69.00 I£81.08
Refurbished Midi card A3x00 £20.00 £23.50

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT (for Software seeJan issue)

Monitors

AKF12PAL f-TroluroOOuays

AKF52/53M'sync rulurb 90days

AKF65 MMnfe 14"^j.000days

SVGA 14" eclurb00days wly

SVGA 15" rcluib 00days wly

SVGA 17"relurb90dayswly

SVGA 20" «o s-»'rrefurb90days

SVGA 21 • rclurb90days wly

Drives (Hard & CD)

SCSI 4x6x autostackor (new)

SCSI 1MB Jaz bit with media

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£42.00 £49.35

£65.00 £76.37

£49.00 £57.58

£45.00 £52.87

£55.00 £64.62

£81.00 £95.17

£149.00 £175 08

£170.00 £199.75

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£115.00 £135.13

£99.00 £116.32

IDE 1MB Syquest int. 8 rnodia

IDE 230 Syquost int. 8 media

SCSI 44M Syquest int. 8 media

Hardware Bargains

A3000 2Mb HD Systems 0

A3020 2Mb HD Systems 0

A4000 2Mb bases from 0

A5000 4Mb bases from 0

A310/400 Floppy drives 0

A3000 / A400/1 Floppy drive 0

A30X0 keyboards 0

A3000 psu's n

A30X0 analogue / user card 0

£99.00

£99.00

£99.00

exc VAT

£85.00

£85.00

£100.00

£170.00

£12.00

£12.00

£20.00

£20.00

£15.00

£116.32

£116.3?

£116.32

inc VAT

£99.87

£99.87

£117.50

£199.75

£14.10

£14.10

£23.50

£23.50

£17.62

Hardware Bargains

A30X0 IDE/user port cards

A3OX0 Castle IDE cards

A3000 Dual Podule expan. 0

A4000 Motherboards (new)
Scanlight 256 hand scanners 0

RiscPC 486sx33 PC cards 0

RiscPC 486DX66 PC card 0

RiscPC 486DX100 PC card 0

P'll Joystick Controller.

BBC Printer cables

BBC master PSU

» all 2nd user items 90 flays Wly

exc VAT

£40.00

£35.00

£30.00

£39.00

£30.00

£25.00

£50.00

£70.00

£20.00

£4.00

£10.00

inc VAT

£47.00

£41.12

£35.25

£45.83

£35.25

£29.37

£58.75

£82.25

£23.50

£4.70

£11.75

HOW TO ORDER
HY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to CTA DIRECT.
CREDITCARD/ SWITCH pleasegivename,
address, lei. no, card no. expiry date, issue no.
BY EMAIL: snles@ctadirect.co.iik
OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAILor FAXplease
Carriage charges inc. ins. & packauini; charged at cost

Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totalling upto 25kg...£6.50 + vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
Allgoodsare fullyguaranteed butnotsupplied on
approval.



News

Fast networking comes to RISC OS

Castle Technology have announced the
availability of two new networking
products.

The first, a 10/100Mbps network
interface podule, allows a RiscPC or
A7000 to communicate over a Local

Area Network (LAN) at speeds of up to
100Mbps.

This is a milestone in RISC OS

networking, as previous network cards
were only able to communicate at 1/10th
of the speed- 10Mbps.

Whilst the card has an internal bus

width of 32-bits,

and operates at
a maximum

throughput of
100Mbps, it may
not be possible
to achieve these

high theoretical
transfers due to

slower

throughput of
the EASI bus.

The second offering is a NIC version
of the above, which fits into the RiscPC
network interface slot, and is slightly
cheaper (and doesn't take up valuable
podule slots!)

The cards are compatible with RISC
OS 3.5 onwards, and provide the ability
to flash the ROM on the card with later

versions of software as they become
available. What functionality Castle are
planning remains to be seen, but
possibilities such as the 802.x Quality of
Service protocol support could be

included in future.

Another interesting feature is that the
software supports multiple cards, so in
theory you could install several cards into
a single machine, and communicate with
several networks at once (RiscPC routers
anyone?)

The podule is available via the usual
retail outlets, and from Castle directly
priced at £99+VAT for the podule version,
and £94+VAT for the RiscPC NIC

version. Contact Jack Lillingston at Castle
Technology for further details.

Castle Technology Ltd
Ore Trading Estate
Woodbridge Road
Framlingham
Suffolk

IP13 9LL

Telephone: (+44) (0)1728 723200

www.castle.uk.co

sales@castle.uk.co

Cerilica announce official release of premier

text effects package.

Cerilica have announced that their new

design and effects software, Insignia,
has been officially released and is now in
stock.

Insignia is a new form of design
application that will be of great interest to
all designers, both for the Web and for
traditional print work.

As reviewed in our last issue, Insignia
allows you :

• Precise control over layout of text
lines, arcs or stars

• Flexible colouring of background and
text including radial, linear, rectangular
and sprite fills

• Soft drop shadows may be fine-tuned
to provide the perfect pseudo-

elevation of text from the 'paper'
• Text profile effects including 'print

halftoning', blur, vortex and pixelise
• Highly realistic After Effects add that

final touch and include lens flare,

snowfall and star spangles
• Save natively as Sprite, PNG (both

with optional non-linear deep alpha
channel) or JPEG.

Cerilica are offering customers free
upgrades via their Web site. Insignia is
priced at £39 in the UKand is available
from Cerilica's overseas dealers.

There is a demonstration of the

software to download from cerilica.com.

For full details and example results,
please visit the Cerilica Web site or see
other contact details below.

Cerilica Limited

PO Box 40

Ross-on-Wye
HR9 7WH

England

Telephone: (UK) 0870 2411731

www.cerilica.com/insignia
cerilica@cerilica.com

*£4e K <"< '. »*&



News

New version of clipart management software

released by RComp

RComp have released an upgrade to
EasyClip 2+ bringing the version to 2.20.

The latest version enhances the way
the application exports clipart and
photos for use in other applications.

EasyClipprovides support for the
Windows MetaFile {WMF) format, which
allows the software to provide indexed

thumbnails of WMF clipart CDs (for
example) and convert these images to
drawfiles on-the-fly as needed for use in
RISC OS applications.

Another useful feature is the ability to
save vector graphic images (ie.
Draw/WMF/Artworks) as sprites -
convenient for online work, where bitmap
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graphics are the norm.
The upgrade has been sent out to all

registered customers - ifyou haven't yet
received yours you should contact
RComp.

Please note that this upgrade is only
applicable to owners of EasyClip 2+
(which included WebThumbsas well),
launched in October.

The upgrade price from EasyClip2 to
EasyClip2+ is £5 + VAT (£5.85) ifyou
haven't already purchased it in
October/Nov/Dec last year.

R-Comp
22 Robert Moffat

High Legh
Knutsford

Cheshire

WA16 6PS

Tel: (+44) (0)1925 755043

www.rcomp.co.uk
rcomp@rcomp.co.uk

Digital Arts declares RISC OS image-processing

software as freeware

Following in the footsteps of Impression
Junior and ArcElite, thanks to its authors

and the investigative work of Michael
Gerbracht, the RISC OS version of DA's

Picture from Digital Arts had now been
declared Freeware.

The program, originally released in
1994 as a commercial package, is a
24-bit image processor along the lines of
Photodesk, although it has a distinctive
non-RISC OS look and feel.

The software is reported to work on
RISC OS 3.5 and above, and can be

downloaded from the Michael Gerbracht's

Web site at www.arcsite.de/hp/
dapicture

Although the binaries are freely
available, the source code is not, and as
such no development will be possible to
add features or fix compatibility problems

(such as running on Viewfinder or later
versions of RISC OS). However, the
software has tested OK on RISC OS

Select.

This releases

comes after

Michael found that

the Atari version of

the software had

been released as

Freeware, and

contacted the

authors who gave
their permission for
the RISC OS

version to be

released in the

same way.

At the moment,

the software

appears to run properly using the current
Viewfinder and Select, although it is not
known whether it will run on all setups.



• •••( News

Wakefield 2002 confirmed

The Wakefield RISCOS Computer Club
(formerly Wakefield Acorn Computer
User Group) have confirmed that this
year's Wakefield show will be held on
Saturday and Sunday 18th and 19th of
May 2002.

The venue remains the same as

previous years - Thornes Park Athletics
Stadium which has good road and rail
access and ample free car parking.

There was some uncertainty as to
whether this years show would go ahead
with the recent tragic death of Mike
Wilson, one of the organisers.

However, show organiser Chris
Hughes is confident that this years show
will be as well run and popular with both

exhibitors and

visitors as ever,

and has enlisted

other members of

the Wakefield

group to assist
with the

organisation.

Many of the
Wakefield show

regular attractions
will be returning
like the charity
stand (sponsored
by the Wakefield
RISC OS

Computer Club),
presentation

theatre and games arcade (sponsored by
RComp Interactive)

Also, for the first time, advance tickets

may be purchased via credit or debit card
from the show Web site or telephone; a
service provided by Spellings.net, also
one of the show sponsors.

Ticket prices for Wakefield 2002 are
as follows :

Type Advanced On The Door

Adults/

Foundation/

OAP

£4 £5

Juniors (16-) £2 £3

W/end ticket

A/F/OAP

£6 £8

W/end ticket

Juniors

£4 £6

The last date for advance ticket

purchases is 10th May 2002.
For more information on the show,

including up-to-the-minute news releases,
ticket purchasing, venue and location
information, realtime exhibitor listings and
to sign up for e-mail alerts, visit the new
show Web site at www.wakefieldshow.

org.uk/show/2002/ or e-mail
showinfo@wrocc.org.uk

Businesses, organisations and
individuals who wish to exhibit should

visit the show's Exhibitor Web site at

exhibitor.wakefieldshow.org.uk for

stand information and pricing, and to
reserve stands and manage their booking
online.

Readers who do not have online

capability or a credit/debit card may still
take advantage of the reduced advance
ticket prices by sending a cheque for the
appropriate amount payable to "WACG
Show" to:

Chris Hughes
95 Cumbrian Way
Lupset Park
Wakefield

WF2 8JT

United Kingdom

Customers are asked to ensure that they
enclose their return address in order that

tickets can be reliably and efficiently
despatched.

Cumana issue more SLYM specifications

In the last issue, we incorrectly attributed
the SLYM product as being released by
Castle.

Cumana have kindly pointed out that
SLYM is actually one of their own
products, which uses the NEURON
technology produced by Castle.

Some more details of the SLYM

specification have been released :
• ARM 7500FE (64MHz Neuron100

Board)
15" TFT Multimedia Screen (17" & 19"
available)
32Mb EDO RAM

16Mb Flash

RJ45 10/100 Network card

2x PS2 ports
Serial port
16bit Audio

• Audio out jack (stereo 3.5 320hm)
• Parallel Port

• SVGA Port

• Reset Switch

• RISC OS 4

• Oregano Web Browser (Internet
Ready)

Prices are as follows :

• SLYM Base unit only with Keyboard &
Mouse £329 + VAT

• SLYM with 15" LCD Taxan 680

CrystalVision monitor £695 + VAT

Cumana also pointout that the NEURON
motherboard is not a shrunken A7000+

board, but a completely new design.
We apologise for the errors made.



POSuirl

IMA**

Microdigital Computers
Mico £715.50

fc Omega £1179.00

Case and PSU upgrades £C&

H-i
Expansion cards

RiscStation Computers

£C«

I
R7500 Lite £598.00

R R7500 Lite+ £656.75

R7500 NetWorx £480.50
i R7500 NetWorx HD £539.30

R7500 Scorcher £797.50

R7500 Scorcher Twindeck £833.00
%ft Osaris £180.00

Osaris Plus pack £210.00

Osaris Classroom pack £857.50

Portable ECall

Games pack (with a system) £47.00

Call us for your nearest UK
deafer for the POSum point of
sale systems and the EBMS

business management
solutions.

Rise PC Kinetic 300 series
Kinetic Ek (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1105.00
Kinetic DVD (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, DVD) £1179.00
Kinetic (128+4+2Mb, 30Gb HD, CD R/W) £1299.00
Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 48x, 56K) £1409.00
Kinetic CD Writer (70Mb, 30Gb, CD R/W, 17") £1505.00

Rise PC StrongARM series
Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
Rise PC 16+OMb, 4Gb HD £948.00
Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 48x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00
Web Wizard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD, CD, speakers,

Internet pack with Oregano & 56K modem £1179.00

Monitors
iiyama 1352 (15" FST) £134.95

iiyama Vision Master 1401 (17" SF) £210.85
iiyama Vision Master 1402 (17" FST) £170.65
iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF) £241.20
iiyama Vision Master Pro 1411 (17" NF) £221.85
iiyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17" NF) £295.60
iiyama Vision Master Pro 413 (17" HBNF) £242.10

iiyama S900MT1 (19" FST) £245.25
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19" FST) £323.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF) £397.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 452 (19" NF) £339.10
iiyama Vision Master Pro 453 (19" NF) £476.95

iiyama Vision Master 505 (21" FST) £619.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 511 (22" NF) £627.25
iiyama Vision Master Pro 512 (22" NF) £737.45

iiyama Pro-Lite 3816 (15" LCD) £370.20
iiyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD) £407.20
iiyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD) £514.50
iiyama Pro-Lite 3834 (15" LCD) £655.90
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4311 (17" LCD) £703.75
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4431 (17.4" LCD) £1036.95
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4636 (18.1" LCD) £979.60
iiyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD) £1231.10
iiyama Pro-Lite 4831 (19" LCD) £1763.50
Touchscreen monitors ECall

Authorised Registered
Installer Developer &TDK

Discs (e.g.20x black discs - £6.28)
Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline-£2.14)

Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,
CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

United Kingdom
Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com Allprices INCLUDE VAT &UKcarriage
http://WWW.liquid-Silicon.COm Official orders, foreign orders andcallers welcome.
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Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Rise PC/A7000/RiseStatlon/Mlco SIMMs:

16Mb FPM £28.20

32Mb EDO (HC, works In Rise PCs) £26.75
64Mb EDO (works In Rise PCs) £39.00
128Mb EDO £77.55

2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical items

MIDI interfaces:

MIDI Max II internal 1 x1 x 1 £93.95

Parallel Port 1x1 x1 (back in stock) £92.95
RiscStation MIDI drivers & cable £17.95

RiscStatfon XG card & cable £116.95

RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard £245.95
Sibelius 6 £99.95

Sibelius 7 Student £319.95

Sibelius 7 £520.95
Sibelius for PC/Mac is also available

Sound module serial driver £37.95

Other Hardware
Mouse (Genlus/STD Acorn-compatible) £19.95
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £14.99
PS2MouseMini adaptor for older machlnes£18.95
Printers ECall
Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £95.00
RISC OS 4 (fitting available) £109.95
RiscStation second serial port £10.95
Scanners £Call

StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 £269.00
StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £299.00
ViewFlnder card £235.00

Other Software
Abuse £20.00
Ankh £23.00
CD Burn £55.95
Chaos Engine £19.50
Data Power 2 £165.00

Doom* CDs £30.00

Descent CDs £25.00

Desktop Repton 3 CD £15.95
DialUp & Messenger Pro £54.95
EasiWriter Pro+ £139.95

Exodus £22.00

FastSpool-t- £17.50
Heroes of Might &Magic 2 £32.00
Kirsalls Collection Gold CD £25.95

OHP 2 £37.95
Oregano CD £57.50
Other Worlds CD £17.95
Ovation Pro £138.95

PC Pro 3 £70.00
Personal Accounts £44.00

Photodesk Olympic £127.95
Prophet 3+ Pro £160.00
Quake £22.00
R-Comp Internet Suite £68.95
Schema 2 £121.50
SiteWrlter £58.95
Sleuth 3 £65.95

Sound Plugln £11.50
SVG PIugin £11.50
Syndicate* £26.50

TBA Games CD £20.00

TechWriter Pro* £209.95
WebFX3D £24.50

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD £29.95

We will attempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.
Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.

Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.



• ••• News

User group meetings
As usual the regional Acorn and RISC
OS usergroups are meeting with a variety
of topics being discussed.

Essex

The Essex Acorn User Group are
meeting at 7:45pm on Tuesday 12th
March 2002 to discuss "Emulation -

Archie, Red Squirrel? The why's and
wherefore's".

For entertainment only(?), one of their
new members will be demonstrating "the
RISC OS Desktop" on a PC. This will
reveal how well or otherwise some well-

known software behaves. RISC OS 4 will

not be present, but there is likely to be
some discussion on the use of other

ROM images.
Essex meetings are held in the Library

in Witham, in the centre of Essex, just off
the A12. For directions, see the club's

Web site: www.wattys.fsnet.co.uk/
eaug.htm

Surrey
The Surrey and Sussex Acorn Usergroup

(SASAUG) is meeting on the 11th March
with guest speaker Mike Williams of
Akalat Publishing (Acorn Publisher) who
will be exploring the use of RISC OS
computers in the area of publishing.
SASAUG meet at 8 pm the second
Monday of every month at the Methodist
Chuch hall, London Road, Horsham.

Their Web site www.poppyfields.net/
sasaug/ contains a location map.
The Bristol Areas RISC Usergrup
(BARUG) have a visit from David Holden
from APDL on 27th March.

They meet at 7.30pm on the last
Wednesday of each month at the Brook
Way Community Centre, Bradley Stoke,
Bristol (just off the M5). For a map see
their Web site at

www.snave.demon.co.uk/BARUG

All usergroup information, meeting and
contact details for groups world-wide can
be found on www.aaug.net

AAUG say that their Web site will soon
be up-to-date with the return of their
Webmaster.

Digital cameras and RISC OS
Neil Farnham-Smith has contacted Acorn

User following the last (relaunch) issue to
correct concerns raised by MikeCook
within the Hints & Tips article last month.
The good news is that Fuji cameras
(reviewed in the January issue) can be
interfaced with RISC OS machines using
Surftec's digital camera connectivity
software. We reproduce his letter below:

DigiFlashhas been available since the
RISC OS 2000 Show, where
CompactFlash readers were launched.
This product supports Kodak, Casio,
Epson, Nikon and many other makes of
digital camera.

At the RISC OS 2001 Show last

September we added to the DigiFlash
range with our SmartMedia reader
completing RISC OS compatibility with
digital cameras, allowing Olympus, Fuji
etc to be used with RISC OS systems.

RISC OS users now - thanks to our

product - have access to the vast
majority of digital cameras available.

An example of this is the Internet
Cameras Direct advert in the January
issue which lists 54 cameras, five of

which are SONY Mavica cameras that

use standard DOS formatted floppy discs

(thus work with RISC OS); two of the
SONY cameras use MemoryStick which
won't interface with RISC OS and I can

only then spot a further two cameras
which won't interface with our DigiFlash
product as these cameras do not have
the ability to use any form of media.

DigiFlashallows 45 of these cameras
to be interfaced to RISC OS machines,

and a further 5 have always worked as
they just use standard floppies.

RISC OS therefore has impressive
support for most makes and models of
Digital Camera; in the afore-mentioned
advert 94 percent of the cameras listed
work with RISC 0S\

Surftec Ltd

Burma Cottage
Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

United Kingdom

Tel:+44 (0)1428 608121

www.surftec.com

sales@surftec.com

In brief

Pace sits on 32bit RISC OS

It appears that recent developments at
Pace have meant that many of the 32-bit
RISC OS libraries they had developed are
not going to be made available to
RISCOS Ltd.

When Pace reorganised their Internet
Appliance Divisionsome months ago,
work on their RISC OS Set Top Box (as
appears in the Bush Internet TV) was
scrapped and all RISC OS engineers
moved onto their non- RISC OS projects.

As such, code developed for that
project was never released by Pace into a
product, or even passed onto RISCOS Ltd
for release to RISC OS software

developers.
Why Pace chose not to pass on this

potentially valuable piece of development

work we can only speculate on, but one
possible reason could be approaches
made by other parties to license RISC OS
themselves, and Pace how now just
decided to shut and bolt the door on any
external development of RISC OS.

This is a setback for RISCOS Ltd who

could have utilised development work
already done by Pace in developing a
32-bit version of RISC OS to support
future Intel StrongARM processors which
don't have the 26-bit compatibility mode
present that the current RISC OS 4
requires.

Showing off
The next RISC OS show will be the RISC

OS Southwest 2002 show on Saturday
2nd March 2002 at the Webbington Hotel.
Loxton, nr Axbridge. North Somerset

The usual array of RISC OS
companies will be present including
Castle, RiscStation, Cerilica, APDL,

RISCOS Ltd, RComp and many others.
The show will be an ideal opportunity

to see many of the products reported on

this month including Insignia from Cerilica
and the new RiscStation portable.

Doors open at 10am until4.30pm.
Admission for adults is £2.50 and £1.50

for ARM Club & Foundation members.

Children under 16 free if accompanied by
adult.

For further information, visit the show

Web site or e-mail the organisers.

www.argonet.co.uk/acornshow/sw02
acornshow@argonet.co.uk



Daffqdfajjfe Ltd
WWW.datacable.co.uk

Freephone 0500 - 69 00 70
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Acorns
Avantis CD server

Laptops
PC's

Servers

Network Cabling
Network Hardware

Network Audit / Consultancy
Computer Benching
Wireless Networks

Projectors
Whiteboards

Printers

Education software

On-site support and training
(West Yorkshire only)

Music PCs

Music Suites

Software -

Winsuite / Textease / NetOp Schools

pnanfl

CALL KHADAM

0500-690070 for further

information

PHILIPS

Projector and
Whiteboard Bundle

Philips cSmart + 60" Smart Board

Call for quantity pricing Z» jfc O %/ O
Installation kit £295 Installation £450

For use with standard PC's
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Strong quarter for ARM
ARM Holdings Pic has produced a strong
fourth quarter and year-end financial
report, belying fears that the company
would be hamstrung by the woes of
wireless customers. However, a decline

in royalty revenue and a slowdown in new
license fees did suggest that ARM'S
problems may simply be lagging those of
its main customers.

For the fourth quarter ended
December 31, ARMs pre-tax profit rose
38% to 13.8m pounds from revenue 35%
better at 40.2m pounds. For the full year,
pre-tax profit rose 42% to 50.3m pounds,
from revenue 45% better at 146.3m

pounds.
For its own part, ARM described its

2001 performance as "successful" in "the
context of a difficult economic

environment and a severe downturn in

the semiconductor industry." And on the
face of things, business did seem to be
good for a company which is widely
perceived as the "dominant" supplier of
chips to the mobile phone business, at a
time when that business was suffering its
first financial downturn in its short history.

In fact, only about 10% of ARM
revenue is "directly"derived from wireless
companies, according to executive VP of
business development, Peter Magowan,
although that figure is closer to 50%

when the destination ARM semiconductor

manufacturing customers' products are
taken into account.

The worry for ARM from its latest
figures, is that whereas it increased chip
partner licensees from 50 to 77 over the
course of the year, it lost some
established licensees, and of its 27 new
licenses, 18 were "single-use" contracts.
These are not the lucrative open-ended
deals that are likely one day to generate
substantial royalties, although ARM said
it did sign nine of these more
"conventional" licenses in the period.

ARM has estimated in the past that it
takes anything from two to three years for
a license to begin generating significant
royalties, which is one of the reasons why
the company is known to be a "high
license, low-royalty" SIP vendor.

In recent times, as major customers
such as Intel have brought ARM-based
products to market, there has been a
steady increase in royalties as a
proportion of business, which continued
in the fourth quarter that saw royalties
rise 7% to 6.4m pounds, or 17% of
revenue. However, year-on-year this
represented a 16% decline, and with
ARM reporting royalties a quarter in
arrears, there could still be further sting in
the tail of 2001 to come.

Register.com snaps up

Virtual Internet

Register.com Inc is to buy struggling rival
Virtual Internet Pic for £11.99m in order

to get a foothold into the UKand
European markets, the companies
announced.

The all-cash deal has been

unanimously accepted by Vl's board and
the 53.2% of the shares they control, but
needs approval by 90% of outstanding
shares to close. The purchase price puts
a premium of 35.7% on Vl's January 31
closing share price.

Both companies are domain name
registrars, and have previously worked as
jointowners of RegistryPro LLC, the
company that hopes to launch the
registry of .pro domain names - aimed at
"professionals" such as lawyers and
accountants.

That particular joint venture has
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suffered a number of unspecified
contractual hiccups, and will be the last of
the seven new domain registries
approved by industry regulators fourteen
months ago to go live following .BIZ,
.NAME and .INFO.

Register.com is the second largest
registrar in the world, with over three
million domain names registered with it.
VI was the 77th largest, as of December
31, with just over 2,000 names on its
books.

Recently, the consolidation of the
domain name registration market has
exclusively involved Register.com's arch
rival VeriSign Inc buying up floundering
registrars to add to its already substantial
market share. The market is crowded,

with about 100 registrars active and many
more accredited to practice.

Young Engineers Challenge
The interest and excitement generated by
the Robot Wars series of programmes has
led many schools and young people to
ask, "Howcan we get involved."
Problems of cost and safety have been
addressed, and now Young Engineers
have teamed up with BTexact
Technologies and Rex Garrod to devise a
national challenge competition for school
students.

Open to individuals and teams of up to
four, there will be two age categories at
the regional heats, with the finals
scheduled for the Robot Show at Olympia
in early July. Rex's robot Cassius, and all
the TV robots have incredibly complex
control and operating systems, are very
big and built from aerospace high tech
materials beyond the scope and pockets
of young people.

Rex has therefore devised a challenge
that will encourage recycling, but the use
of titanium and Kevlar and similar

materials is outlawed! Aluminium and

MDF are in, and don't forget that controller
you can rescue from the old remote
control car that no longer works. Much
cheaper than multichannel radio control
equipment.

Oh, and the drive motors must be
recycled windscreen wiper motors that are
cheap and easy to obtain.

In Rex's own words, "Throwing money
at the project is not the answer, good
design, ingenuity and innovation will be
the key to success.

Some of you will have your own ideas,
you may even have already built a robot,
but for those who haven't and don't know

where to start, I have written a little
handbook.

It explains how to use windscreen
motors and how to fix wheels to them,
how to adapt bicycle pumps that will serve
as pneumatic rams. It also covers helpful
tips on radio control, general robot
building and most importantly - SAFETY
- and that will ensure everyone has a
great time."

The challenge is open to individuals
and teams who register with Young
Engineers, plus entry is free. Interested
young people can set up on their own or
be members of other organisations such
as the Guides or Scouts or any youth
group.

Young Engineers has a network of
over 1450 clubs that operate in schools
and colleges throughout the UK, and their
aim is to promote engineering.

So why not get your technology or
science teacher to start a club?

For further details see the Young
Engineers website www.youngeng.org

Neil Spellings
news(5)acornuser.com



Osaris (Epoc)
Similar to the Psion Revo, Arm7, 4MB RAM, 320x200
pixel backlit LCD, 6.75" x 3.5" x 0.75", IrDa, RS232
cable, uses 2 AA Batteries, Compact Flash slot. Includes
PD RISC OS transfer SW. was £170

NOW £115f inc UK delivery

<£e,
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Up to 90%+ OFF
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270+ Educational Titles

250+ Other Programs
http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/swqffers/

All items in stock as of the 5"' February 2002 but stocks are
limited, so don't be disappointed and order today!

LCDs 15"£330, lT^mttSO, 19 M

1600x1200 £1520
S/H StrongARMs

from £120

Refurbished hi-spec monitors! Offers from (Jg^4D
15" £60f +£iop&p

17" £110t+£i5P&p
21" £260t +£2op&p

HP LaSerS (Refurbished)
S/H RiscPCs from £200t

RiscPC, RO 3.60, 16MB, IMBvram & HD £200f
StrongARM Mk3 RiscPC, RO 4.02, 32MB

IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £480t

A7000 RO 3.6, 32MB DRAM, HD & CD £110t
AKP60 (£501 with system) £60t

t Fourth Dimension products have no VAT

Phone for full specifications.
3 month warranty

HP4 tray fed 600dpi 8ppm
£140t + £10p&p

HP6L 600dpi 6ppm
£160t + £10p&p

Lexmark Laser 600dpi 12ppm Tray pcl& PS3 £270 | / SVX/* J7m A
Epson Perfection 1200s scsi Scanner inc s/w £1701'J^&^ *e^™? ^S^ i

^\%V^0W usmS 32MB Rage Pro Cards
netBook ExDemo (£200 OFF SRP) £68oW^ Up t0 2048xl536x32K colours 72Hz
MC218 (PsionSmx) £150 OFF £2601

A7000+ Odyssey Surf 40MB £450
£250 OFF!

Agfa A4 SCSI Scanners from £1201
Special offer!

Nikon Coolscan3 SCSI Slide scanner £510
Lastfew!

A7000 Motherboards £30f

IDE CD ReWriter 161032 with Acorn s/w £150

20GB IDE Hard Disc £110

RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables
& Lanman98 £185

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W £185

S/H 10base2 or T Access+ podules £75t

RAM A7000/+/RS7500 32MB £40, 64MB £55
RiscPC 64MB £70 & 128MB £130

17.4" LCD 1280x1024

Two Analogue Inputs
£680

& 1920xl440xl6M colours 74Hz

Can now run Sibelius & Games etc without

rebooting, Dual input monitor preferred.

£240
Original 8MB ViewFinders £ 195

Kinetic Offers
Kinetic RiscPC 64MB upgraded to 128MB free!

128MB Kinetic £1190 inc VAT

Kinetic 128MB upgrades at 64MB price

From £350 Saving £81
Part exchanging StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £350

Part exchanging StrongARM £400
Part exchanging RISC OS 4 £410

Full pack i.e. no part exchange £469
Fulldetails at:- http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/kinetic/

Canon BJC7000
A4+ 550gsm ex Demo

BJC7000 with new BC60 & BC61 Carts £150

BJC7000 with new Carts BC60, BC61, BC62,
Photoreai Driver, HR101 &GP301 Paper £230

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE

Prices subject to change &stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN1CRO'
CJEV649 Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/



All products arecompatible with StrongARM andRISC OS 4'
Some products are enhanced for RISC OS4

All prices inclnde"$TAT aridJJK carriage (where appi
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Please note - R-Comp prices now include VAT

Web Authoring
HTMLEdit 5 Studio (Whole Suite) . .
Next-generation Webauthoring tools forRISC OS
HTMLEdit Studio is the solution to all your Web authoring
needs,whether large or small. Available either as a complete
suiteor piece bypieceas a seriesof components:

Internet Utilities
£115 R-Comp Internet Suite £69

Firstclass software to get you onlinel
Consists of DialUp, Messenger Pro2 &WebsterXL (described
below). Available with a 56k Modem andAccount for £115.

HTMLEdit V5 £55

Award-winning HTML editor with many powerful features. V5
includes massively updated support for JavaScript, Cascading
Style Sheetsand font handling, plus many smaller updates.
Upgrade from v3orlater • £20&return old (+WDT2) discs.
WebsterXL £30
Fully-featured Web browser, tuned towork with HTMLEdit
Web Designer's Toolkit v2+ £30
Visual editing of frames, tables, animation, image maps etc.
Nowincludes WebThumbs photo gallery creator!
WebSpell (HTML-aware spelling checker) . . . .£15

Also Available:

SiteMaster 2+ £35
Site management tools for checking, moving, publishing and
uploading whole orpartial web sites.

Utilities

EasyClip 2+ £25
Graphical resource managementsystem
Store and manage your clip-art and photograph collections with
great ease. Now includes WebThumbs gallery creator!
Upgrade from 2.10 or later for £5 by returning disc.

Messenger Pro 2 £37
Comprehensive email andnews readersoftware
• Easyto set upand use, yetextremely powerful
• Flexible view options, suchas a powerful threading mode
• Offline and Network (£45) versions available.
WebsterXL £30
Browserwithsupport foradvanced Web technologies
' Supports frames, tables, JavaScript and 128-bit SSLetc.
• Flexible printing, saving, exporting, cut/paste facilities
DialUp £23
Internet connectionutility; supports multipleISP accounts
NB. £18 toMessenger Pro owners, or £12 if you own WXL

Also Available:

SiteSeer

Web sitegrabbing utility for offline viewing
£25

Messenger Pro 2 New Version!
The leading RISC OS Email system is now easierto use, yet
packs inmany new features including message deferring,
improved threading, "Hotlisting" of links for when you goonline
and much more. Includes a new48 page printed manual.
Contact us for upgrade prices andmore information . . £37
Server version for home networks due soon!

rW^'ffriiilT^

Network Printing/Shared Internet
Internet/Print Sharing Box £165
Share your modem/ISDN/cable/ADSL internet, plus a printer
too! Supplied with Network Printers software and NetFetch
internet software.
Print-server Box inc Software £155

2(3)-port 10Mbit print server, supplied with Network Printers
software: access upto threetraditional printers via a network

Network Printers . £40
(Software only; includes sitelicence)
Print to network-enabled printers and print serverboxes

Music

Anthem £70
TheRISC OS MIDI Sequencer, withextensive features.

Parallel Port MIDI Interface £95
ESP MIDI Synthesiser Plus £45

Games
Abuse £2500

The Chaos Engine £20-00
Descent 1 & 2 Double Pack £35-00
Descent 2 for existing owners £15.00

Doom+ Trilogy £32-50
Final Doom £15-00
Heretic and Hexen £30-00
Heroes of Might and Magic II .... £35-00
The Price of Loyalty (forHoMM2) £2200
Quake £23-00
Spheres of Chaos version 2 £15-00
Syndicate* £29-00
TBA Classics (six-game collection) . . . £22-00
Krisalis Gold CD £26.00

RISC User in a Nutshell CD £32-00

Artex
Ankh £10-00

Exodus .... £2000

Watch this Space!



Take the high path
How many blacksmiths do you know

that use RISC OS every day as an
essential tool in engineering

production? How many of these skilled
engineers are also RISC OS
programmers?

Chris Bell combines his engineering
skills with his dedication to RISC OS to

run Highpath Engineering with colleague

Checking those processor cycles

Dave Wrath-Sharman. Blacksmithy and
precision milling are just some of their
many skills.

These two multi-talented engineers
operate from two small workshops in rural
Wales, and made media news in the mid

'90s with their innovative BROX

quadricycle. Dave's pioneering work on
off-road cycles pre-dates the emergence
of the mountain bike, and he's an

authority on hub-brakes and recumbent
cycle design.

Chris also uses a bicycle for everyday
transport and has a passion for
appropriate technology; hence his
appreciation of the intuitive nature of the
RISC OS graphic user interface. Chris
uses RISC OS for everything from word
processing and engineering drawing
through to small part manufacture using
his own ProCAM for process control.

Chris wrote the ProCAM software to

convert drawings using ProCAD+ by
David Snell (www.dsnell.zynet.co.uk/
CADindex.html) into toolpaths for milling
machine control and engraving.

ProCAM is a free download from the

Highpath Web site at www.highpath.net/
comput_/ftp/procam.zip

EasiHTML is another Chris Bell

software production for a different but
related area of required precision; to ease
the production of Web pages. Offered as
Shareware, EasiHTML allows editing of
HTML files without the need to

understand HTML.

With EasiHTML you can change font

sizes, table layouts, colours, rules, page
titles and many other attributes both in
single HTML files and throughout whole
sites. Particularly useful is its facility to
mend broken local links, tidy poor code
and add pictorial navigation icons to the
top and/or bottom of the page. A
selection of arrow button designs is
supplied within the program, and you can
add your own designs to the collection.

EasiHTML includes features to edit

HTML files created by Icon Technology's
EasiWriterand TechWriter. Some

unexpected results can occur if the
EasiWriter default text choices are

altered, and EasiHTML can sort these

out, as well as replace the original named
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navigation links with graphic buttons.
Chris suggests that users who create
HTML files with EasiWriter always save
via EasiHTML rather than directly.

The EasiHTML help file is a good
example of its own output, and Chris
offers good advice on page formatting for
print-out and Web view compatibility
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Drag ithere, then drag it there

when using EasiWriter. The shareware
registration fee of £6 or 10 Euros due
after one month's tryout seems very
reasonable.

EasiHTML by Chris Bell
www.highpath.net/comput.htm

Comms

In brief

Watching Brief
NetWatch automatically checks specified
Web sites for changes in content. The
author, Maarten Bezemer, a student at the
University of Twente in the Netherlands,
spends almost every free minute creating
programs for RISCOS.Type-in or drag a
URL-typed file to the NetWatch list
window, set the checking frequency and
NetWatch takes over. When you're online,
each page to be monitored is fetched and
a checksum is calculated and stored. If

the checksum has changed since last
time, NetWatch lets you know the page
has been updated. FTP URLs can be
specified, and pages with user name and
password protection can be included for
monitoring.

home.student.utwente.nl/m.m.bezemer/

netwatchuk.html

ClosedWorld Opened
The cost and availabilityof Broadband
ADSL and Cable modem services is

highly volatile, so any information to help
us decide whether we can yet afford an
always-on connection is welcome. The
BTO UserGroup FAQ of the previously
closed support newsgroups for BT
OpenWorld is now available online,
together with a useful Web-News
Gateway that allows anyone to browse
these private groups. The FAQ combines
BTO-specific user material together with a
wealth of other Broadband information,
covering Firewalls and security,
Connection sharing, Hosting servers,
alternative Routers and ADSL modems,
and more.

www.btofaq.net

Simon's Search

As a break from his quest for photons
from the young universe, Dr. Simon
Melhuish develops software for RISC OS.
Projects to be found on his new dot-info
domain Web site include an application to
drive the 1-wire weather station, IIC bus
programs and other utilities.A recent
project is LanMocwhich monitors and
controls a 3-COM LAN modem; an ISDN

Terminal Adaptor and router with built-in
Ethernet Hub. Simon's LanMoc provides
RISC OS with similar facilities to the

Windows manager supplied with the
modem. Simon suggests a future version
of LanMoccould update a dynamic DNS
service, allowing users' machines or
servers with dynamically-assigned IP
addresses to become accessible from the

Internet by name.

melhuish. info/simon/projects/
index.html#lanmoc

David Dade

comms(CUacornuser.com



Giving you more

^AChoice
V^ Stationery Supplies

/
"We constantly monitor our
prices to ensure we offer you
the best value, should you
happen to find any of our
products cheaper elsewhere,
we will beat it by up to 10%!"
Terms & conditions apply.

r— /~\ , • I oartriciges avauame Tor most ot tne tpson stylus range inciuamg:
tOROn V^Om Drill HfiS 200/400/440/460/480/500/580/600/640/660/PhotoEX/700/740/750/760/

rUVM wvmi^muwiwu 800/860/880/900/980/1160/1200/SCAN 2000 & 2500 & lots more!

Quad
Pack

2 Black &
2 Colour

£9.99

Twin
Pack

1 Black &
1 Colour

£5.49

Double
Quad

4 Black &
4 Colour

£18.99

Epson Stylus 680/790/870/890/1270/1290 Now On Sale - Call for Details.

100% Guarantee
These cartridges are made to ISO9000 standards and are guaranteed to be equal to, if not
better quality, and have the same amount of ink as the manufacturer's original. J

Mono
Pack

5 Black
Cartridges

£10.49 "

Super
Pack

10 Black &
5 Colour

£33.99

Colour
Pack

5 Colour
Cartridges

FREE
Delivery

VAT
Inclusive

Prices

Canon Compatibles
Cartridge Ref.

BC01 Black
BC02 Black

BC05 Colour

BC06 Photo

BC20 Black

BX02 Black
BX03 Black

BJC4000 Twin

Suitable for Use in

BJ10E/BJ10EX/BJ20 £

BJC150/BJ2007BJ220EX/BJC1000 £
9.35

9.35

BJC150/BJ210/BJ220EX/BJC1000 £12.75
BJC240/BJC250/BJC1000 £13.75
BJC2000/BJC4000 £10.45
FAXB320/3410 £ 9.45

FAX B100/110/MP10 £ 9.45
2000/4000/5000 (BCi21B & BCi21C£ 4.39

HP Compatibles
Cartridge Ref. Suitable for Use in

51626A Black 500/510/520/540/550C/560C
51625A Colour 310/320/340/540/550/560
51629A Black 600/660/690C/695C
51649A Colour 600/610C/612C/660C/690C/695C
51645A Black 710C/720C/820CXI/850CXI/870CXI

51633A Black 310/320/340
C6614ABIack 610C/612C
C6615ABIack 810C/840C/843C

C1823AColour 710C/720C/810C/815C/820C/895C
C6578AColour 970CXI/930C/950C/1220C/P1000
C6625AColour 840C/843C

£10.25
£12.99

£10.45

£14.99

£10.45
£10.45

£10.75
£11.75
£15.49

£16.99

£16.99

Lexmark Compatibles
Cartridge Ref. Suitable for Use in

13619HC Colour 1000/1020/1100/2030/2050/3000 £15.99

13400HC Black 1000/1020/1100/2030/2050/3000 £14.49
12A1980 Colour 3200/5000/5700/7000/Z11/Z31 £15.99

12A1970 Black 3200/5000/5700/7000/Z11/Z31/Z51 £14.49

15M0120 Colour Z42/Z51/Z52 £17.49

17G0050 Black Z22/Z32 £14.49

17G0060 Colour Z22/Z32 £15.99

All Trademarks recognised. E & OE.

NEW!
CD ROM
PC Software

Request a tailings brochure
or visit

wv/tv.choecostalionery.com

Art Attack
Make It.

Based on Hit TV Show.

Forages 8-12.
Thousands of fun things
to design on computer,
print oul and make.

rrp. £19.99^

Thunderbirds
"Operation Volcano".

For ages 7-9.
Adventure interwoven

with learning outcomes
that are in line with Key
Stage 2.

S Club 7
On The Road.

•Band Rehearsal- waten
idem perform (7 tracks), loam tne
lyricsand have n jjo yourself (CD
includes Iroo microphonu)
•Interview - Edit your own
pop show and save to view

•Party - croate &print your
own S Club parly kit.
•Quiz - Audio clip quiz.

Specialist Inkjet Papers
A4 Gloss Range
Photo Gloss 140gsm 20 sheets
Photo Gloss 140gsm 50 sheets
Instant Dry Satin 150gsm 20 sheets
Instant Dry Gloss 160gsm 20 sheets
Instant Dry Gloss 180gsm 50 sheets
Instant Dry Gloss 210gsm 50 sheets
Instant Dry Gloss 254gsm 20 sheets
Instant Dry Gloss Self Adhesive 20 sheets
Double Sided Gloss 20 sheets

7x5 Photo Cards

A4 Matt Range

Coated Matt 100gsm 100 Sheets
Coated Matt 100gsm 200 Sheets
Coated Matt 140gsm 100 Sheets
Coated Matt 160gsm 100 Sheets
Coated Matt 210gsm 100 Sheets

Others

Try Our
Sample Selection of the

All Our Inkjet
Specialist Papers

are

2880 dpi Quality!

iT Shirt Transfer Pack 10 Sheets & Instructions

'Dark T Shirt Transfer Pack 10 Sheets & Instructions
Business Card Pack 250 Cards

CD Labels Matt Coated Pack 20 (2 per Sheet)
CD Labels Gloss Coated Pack 20 (2 per Sheet)
Clear OHP Film 10 Sheets

A6 Greeting Cards & Envelopes Pack 25
A5 Greeting Cards & Envelopes Pack 25

£ 4.49

£10.99

£ 5.99

£ 5.49
£12.99

£18.99
£ 9.99

£ 4.99

£10.99

£ 4.99

£ 5.99
£11.75

£ 7.49

£ 9.75
£11.45

5.99

5.99

3.99

2.99

6.20

4.99

5.49

6.99

Day Bright Paper 5x Green 5x Yellow 5x Orange (packi5)£ 3.99

Print any image
" onto any surface!

Simply photocopy your image onto Lazertran,
soak the paper in water and the image slides off.
Not recommended tor use with inkjet or bubblejet printers.

8 xA4 Sheets for £9.99

All Our Prices Include VAT!

FREE Delivery - Same Day Despatch!

No Minimum Order! - Free Technical Advice!

All Major Credit Cards Accepted - No Surcharges!

100% No Quibble Guarantee On All Our Products!

FREEPHONE 0800 093 3231

Telephone 0870 44 22 460 Fax 0870 44 22 461

Choice Stationery Supplies Ltd,
Unit 2 Mart Road Industrial Estate.

Minehead, Somerset, TA245BJ.

Personal Callers Welcome.

Please call or visit web site for up to date prices.



Graphics

Web graphics: ArtWorks Master Edition
In the last issue, it was concluded that

Vantage is an excellent buy, if you can
afford it. It is easy to use and provides

absolutely superb output. However,
Vantage might be a great piece of
software, but as long as there is a MW
Software, there will always be
competition to Vantage.

Computer Concepts wrote Artworks
so that third party authors could add new
functions and features via add-on

modules. Once added, these modules

integrate with the main program and act
as part of it.

MW Software has written countless

modules for ArtWorks, as well as bug-
fixing parts of the main software. The
company now supply a version of
ArtWorks called ArtWorks Master Edition,
which includes all of the updates and new
modules. It is these modules which keep
ArtWorks a viable, modern application.
For any serious work, you really do need
these modules and fixes, and it is the

Master Editionthat we put to the test this
month.

As you may remember, last issue I
created a logo and a small number of
Web graphics for an imagined computer
network company. This issue, I shall
attempt to recreate the same graphics
using ArtWorks Master Edition (which
shall be referred to simply as ArtWorks
for the rest of this article).

As we cast our eyes back over last
issue, we can see that the first thing
required is the star shape. Here, Vantage
scores a point: ArtWorks has no preset
star-shape tool. However, there are two
ways around this that spring immediately
to mind. The first way is to manually draw
a star shape using the line tool and the
grid. That's fine, but takes a lot of time for
a simple requirement. The other way is to
employ the use of another program.

It is well versed that the modular use

~

DrawLots

j Curved j 4-sided j Triangles

of programs under RISC OS is one of
it's many strengths. The widespread
use of the Draw format is another. To

get the star shape needed, we can take
advantage of both of these strengths
and use DrawLots (a free download
from www.argonet.co.uk/users/
miskin/Draw/main.html), a handy little
program that creates a wide variety of
shapes and outputs them in Draw
format.

Creating the star shape is a matter
of a couple of clicks of the mouse and
we soon have the basic building blocks
in the ArtWorks document.

Now we come to the difficult bit. We

need to colour the stars and apply
transparency. ArtWorks does not come
with real transparency facilities, but it is
actually possible to fake the effect of
transparency ifone employs time, skill
and care.

I knew it was possible to create the
transparency effect I wanted in Artworks,
but I didn't know how to do so. A quick e-
mail to MWSoftware soon provided me
with instructions and indeed an example
file, bearing the results. Thanks go to
Martin Wuerthner for providing the
following solution:

"You need the intersections of each

pair of shapes and the intersection of the
three of them. These are easy to create:

Let us call the three original shapes
Shapel, Shape2anti Shape3au6 their
colours Colourl, Colour2 and Colour3.

Select Shapel and Shape2, then
press Ctrl+K (clone), then press Ctrl+W
(intersect all). This creates an intersection
object we shall call Shapel2. Create a
new colour called Colourl2 with the same

value as Colourl and apply it to
Shapel2. Move Shapel2 ]us\ above
Shape2. Then do the same for Shape2
with Shape3 (resulting in Shape23w\\h

Colour23just
above Shaped) and
for Shapel with
Shape3 (resulting
in Shapel3with
Colourl3 just
above Shape3).
Finally, create
Shapel23, the
intersection of the

three shapes
(select the three of
them, clone them

and press Ctrl+W)

S Other

(Polygon fy Star _JLineStar |SineWave JGreekKey

|GeorgeCross jAndrewCross | MalteseCross _JMCross2 jSquareSpiral

LmeWidth Thin * 1 j 2 j 4 j
Units in jcm (m

Points ) 5| Outer j l| Inner

Rosemary Miskin's DrawLots in action

04 Preview Save i J

elektech networks
using network technology to serve you

The resultingArtWorks file with transparency

with Colourl23 (which is the same as
Colourl).

The cloning step, by the way, is
necessary because Intersect replaces the
selected objects with the intersection.

OK, now all we need to do is to colour

the objects accordingly. This can be done
using Phantasm. Export the colour table
from ArtWorks to Phantasm, set it to

ignore all colours except Colourl2, then
apply a colour shift towards Colour2. As
Colourl2 was originally Colourl, this is
the correct value for the intersection.

Then, in the same way, shift Colour23
towards Colour3 and Colour13 towards

Colour3. Then, shift Colourl23 towards

Colour2 and finally towards Colour3. Put
the colour table back into ArtWorks."

Once you have created your artwork, you
can output as a Sprite or a GIF. IN many
cases, GIFs will be fine for Internet use

but if you require more than 256 colours,
you should save out as a Sprite and then
use a utility such as John Kortink's
Translatrto convert to PNG or JPEG

(PNG is often better).

In conclusion

ArtWorks Master Edition provides an
advanced but cost-effective vector

graphics solution. It's bitmap output is fine
for Web use, although not as razor sharp
as Vantage. The lack of a transparency
tool can make some work complicated
and time-consuming, but the arrival of
Crystal in the near future will provide real
transparency in ArtWorks.

ArtWorks is an excellent vector

package, ideal for the Web. Crystalwill
further enhance its standing.

Michael Stubbs

graphics@acornuser.com
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nutmeg).

FASTER!
It's that simple. Nutmeg provides a cache for Oregano. In simple speak this means
that local files making up a website (such as pictures) are kept on your hard disc, so
that should they be needed again, they don't need to be refetched off of the internet

Nutmeg is our best selling product, and for only £20 (fully inclusive), you can easily
see why. So don't delay. Call us now. We accept ALL major credit/debit cards.

Image Software, 48 Hinchliffe Road, Poole, Dorset, BHI5 4ED Telephone 01202 269720
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RiscStation challenge the Odyssey of Castle
Last month we reviewed Castle

Technology's A7000+ Odyssey
Internet, which passed our review

with flying colours. This month we have a
feature-packed entry from RiscStation,
which we will test under the same

pretences as last month's entry.
To remind you; we've asked the

manufacturers to each submit a 56Mhz

machine, specifically built with the home
Internet user in mind. There are no price
limits or minimum features, except of
course that the mahine must come with

the appropriate hardware and software to
get on the Internet.

However, as with all computers, there
should be a balance between features

and price. We've left the manufacturers
free to make their own decisions on just
how to tip that balance.

Some readers may have questioned
the absence of a price in last month's
review. How can you review something
and not mention the price? Fear not, dear
reader, there is sound reasoning behnd
this; because we are reviewing one
machine each issue in this series, it

would be unfair to comment on price
because of the volatile nature of the

computer industry. Prices can go up and
down a great deal over the course of just
a day, so over several weeks the reviews
could well become unfair. With this in

mind, there will be a short recap on the
pros and cons of each machine and a
comparison of the prices as they stand at
that time, ensuring that you get accurate
representation of the prices.

With the formalities out of the way, it's
time to put the RiscStation to the test.
Have RiscStation created a desirable and

viable Internet machine? Will it stand up

Allsetup and running

to the might of Castle Technology? Read
on to find out...

The RiscStation machine arrived in a

much smaller box than the A7000+

Odyssey Internet had done. Opening up
the box revealed a well-packed machine,
but alas some items were missing. A
quick call to RiscStation and a few days
later another box arrived with the 15"

LCD, optical mouse, Internet pack and
user guide.

I was not impressed that these items
were forgotten when sending out the
original machine. After all, they are
essential to the running of the computer.
It has to be noted, though, that
RiscStation did rectify the situation and
got the missing items to me very quickly.

Both boxes were well packed, with all
items neatly arranged and with plenty of
packing material to protect expensive
items from damage during transit.
RiscStation opted to use shredded
magazines (made partly from PC
magazines, so they do have a use after
all!) and made sure both boxes were filled
with them.

This provides good protection and
stops items moving about and being
knocked as they wing their way across
the kingdom (or indeed, overseas). Top
marks to RiscStation, then, for their good
and responsible packing habits.

The most obvious difference between

an Acorn machine and a RiscStation

machine is the case. Whereas Castle

continue to use the propriety Acorn
cases, RiscStation use a standard mini

ATX PC case. Whereas the RiscStation

case lacks the individualityand style of
the A7000+ case, the RiscStation does

have the very distinct advantage of

allowing the user to have a CD-RW and
CD-ROM drive (or, as with this machine,
a Zip drive) in the machine.

This is an advantage over the RiscPC
case, too - no expensive slices when you
want to add another drive.

Setting up the computer was a doddle
(with one exception, which I shall discuss
a little later).

RiscStation supply a comprehensive
printed manual, which is aimed at those
new to RISC OS. It is of the same high
quality as the Acorn manual which Castle
supply, but since it is new, is competely
up-to-date. Castle really should take note
and upate their manual to be RISC OS
4-orientated and remove references to

Acorn Computers Ltd.
A new user to RISC OS or computing

in general should have no problems if
they follow the RiscStation manual.

The Castle machine worked perfectly
after setting up. It booted into the desktop
rather quickly as well. I am pleased to
report that the RiscStation also did not
disappoint here, although it took rather
much longer to boot, with it taking 27
seconds from power-on to a fully working
desktop.

Like the Castle machine, restarting this
machine takes less time than booting
from cold (power-on). At 22 seconds, this
makes the RiscStation a slower starter

than the A7000+ Odyssey Internet. Still,
we're talking RISC OS starting times here
and a few seconds hardly matters.

I mentioned that there was one

exception to the general ease in setting
up the computer. This was the LCD
display.

Unlike the A7000+ Odyssey Internet,
the RiscStation did not come

RiscStation use standard ATX cases
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Problems with the LCD display

preconfigured for use with the LCD
screen. The LCD display simply would
not hook onto the signal from the
RiscStation. I emailed RiscStation

support and asked for a monitor definition
file (MDF) but didn't get one.

Instead, I had to connect another

display and then delve into IBootand edit
a file in there. This isn't satisfactory for
anyone who is knew to RISC OS.

I was assured that the computer would
be supplied to customers already
configured for the display supplied with
the machine.

No doubt this is true (I've not heard
any complaints suggesting otherwise)
and the reason this review machine was

not configured was due to the earlier
confusion and it being supplied without
the LCD monitor at first.

After editing the appropriate file, the
display hooked onto the video signal and
I was soon into the RISC OS 4 desktop.
The display wasn't centred properly, so
some manual adjustment was needed.

Having done this (which is easy
enough using the display's OSD
controls), the display still wasn't centered.
Some more fiddling would be necessary
to sort this out and admittedly I didn't
have time to get this perfected.

As the machine would normally be
already configured, customers should not
have to deal with this problem. The

Goodies in the Internetdirectory
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picture on the LCD was mostly very
pleasing. Colours were reproduced well
and the image was sharp and
crisp.

There was interference and some

dead pixels, which is a sign of this being
a budget LCD. However, a swap-out
would probably fix these problems. This
being a review model, I was not at liberty
to exercise such warranties.

RiscStation supply a nice, little
external modem. Keeping up with modern
standards, this is a 56K V90 model,
allowing for maximum download speeds
on a normal telephone line. This machine
also comes with the RiscStation In Site

pack, which is a collection of software
from RComp for connecting to the
Internet.

This consists of the well-known

Internet applications from RComp,
including WebsterXL (the Web browser)
and MessengerPro (e-mail and news
client). The applicatons come on two
floppy disks (a reminder of how well
coded most RISC OS applications are),
inside Archives.

Strangely, there was no copy of
SparkPlugon the review machine, so I
had to copy it off my RiscPC. I later
discovered it on the WebsterXL update
disk, so remember to check all the

floppies! Installing the Internet suite was
plain-sailing and in just a few minutes I

had a directory full of
Internet goodies.

DialUp is supplied for
connecting to the Internet,
with WebsterXL for

browsing and
MessengerPro for e-mail
and newsgroups. DialUpis
an excellent choice, offering
ease-of-use and

The RiscStation desktop after a fresh bootup

compatibility with the standard .ins setup
file from the Windows world.

MessengerPro is a fantastic e-mail
and newsgroup client and is my personal
favourite, so top marks for supplying this.

WebsterXL is, in my experience, a
mixed beast; sometimes excellent,

sometimes it fails miserably and it can
often be a little slow. Still, we'll find out
how it fared soon...

Having setup the computer, I was now
ready to actually set about getting online.
Now the Castle machine offered two

Messengerinstallation

Messenger needs lo create a resource directory in
which to store messages and configuration

information. Ple3se drag the icon to a suitablo
director)' and then press Install to continue.

Create resource directory in

IDEFS::Harddioc $ !BOOT Resources.INewsDir

Cancel j j Install

MessengerPro is easy to setup

options for actually signing up for an
Internet account: option one was to
simply use BT Click, which doesn't
actually require you to sign up; and option
two was to signup (online) for a
Freeserve account of your choice.

There is no option to signup for a new
acount with this RiscStation machine,
which is a minus point for an Internet
machine. Instead, you'll have to
telephone RiscStation or your supplier
and ask for an account to be setup for
you (unless you have access to the
Internet somewhere else or already have
an existing account).

This is definitely an area that needs
some attention. Perhaps RComp should
consider adding support for signing up to
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FOR ALL THESE GREAT DEALS AND MORE VISIT OUR WEBSITE

ww InternetCamerasDirect
call 0870 745 1036

or fax 01484 845 947 ore-mail sales® internetcamerasdirect.co.uk

E53lq\

.co.uk

"Secure on-line ordering at internetcamerasdireaco.uk weusea 128bitmodel toencrypt your credit carddetails within
the browser on youtPC. Thedetailsare notdecrypted until downloaded ontoourserver. This is the mostsecuremodel. We
usean encryption standardcalledDiffie-Hellman, which isa public keyalgorithm forkeyexchange, and iswidely usedon
the internet. lntemetCamerasDirect.co.uk,4 Peel Street, Marsden, HuddersfieldHD76BW

VISA

EVERY CUSTOMER GETS
£2 OF DIGITAL PRINTING FREE

EXTENDED WARRANTIES
AVAILABLE FROM £20

FREE QBEO
PHOTOGENETICS 2.0

WORTH £24.99 WITH
EVERY PURCHASE

WIN 100 DIGITAL
PRINTS IN OUR WEEKLY PRIZE

DRAW- VISITWEBTO REGISTER

COMPARE & CONTRAST
DIGITAL CAMERA

SPECIFICATIONS SIDE BY SIDE

r FREE MINI TRIPOD WORTH
£8 WITH EVERY CAMERA

share & print

images

m
Store, share or order prints.

m
Prints delivered direct to your door.

mb on line
im storage

egistration

15 worth of
s with every

-urchase over £500

£15 OF DIGITAL ^
PRINTS WITH ALL
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WebsterXL doesn't like the Castle Web site.

a selection of Internet Service Providers

via DialUp.
In order to configure DialUp on the

RiscStation machine to get online, I
exported a script for my ISP from DialUp
(which I have on my RiscPC) and popped
iton a floppy disk. When you first load
DialUpyou are automatically taken
though a setup process, which gives you
the option to drop a script onto a window
that will set everything up automatically
for you.

I dropped my exported DialUp script,
entered my username and password and
the machine was configured for actually
accessing the Internet.

The final step in setting everything up
was to setup MessengerPro. This really is
a piece of cake - quite suprising for such
an advanced piece of software. A few
clicks, enter some details and you will be
setup for e-mail and newsgroup
participation in less than a minute
(depending on how complicated you
decide to make your setup, of course).

Whilst I am telling you about
MessengerPro, I should admit that I did
not put this particular piece of software
through it's paces. Why? Because I
already use it on a daily (nay, hourly!)
basis and know it to be excellent. Is it

better than Pluto? I couldn't say, as I
don't use Pluto at all, but what I can say
is that MessengerPro is a brilliant piece of
software and an excellent inclusion with

this machine. Ticks for RiscStation and

one-up over Castle for this.
With the software installed and ready

for action, I was finally ready to connect
to the Internet. With DialUp loaded, this is
achieved by clicking on the DialUp icon
on the iconbar.

The modem sprang into life and
connected to my ISP without any
problems. Incidentally, just as with the

22

Castle machine, I did not install any
drivers for the modem, even though it is
an external device. Now that is true plug-
and-play. Maybe someone should show
the concept to Microsoft...

Once connected successfully, e-mail is
automatically checked. This feature can
be turned off, but I imagine most users
will want to leave it, as checking e-mail is
usually one of the main reasons of going
online in the first place.

We know that this computer comes
very well equiped for e-mail and
newsgroup participation, but what about
browsing the Web?

Oregano is well-regarded as the best
RISC OS browser, so how does

WebsterXL compare?
To put this to the test, I visited the

same sites as last month. The timings are
shown below:

castle.uk.co:

bt.com:

news.bbc.co.uk:

2min 20 sees

1min 43secs

"Imin 45secs

There are no two ways about this:
compared to the results from the Castle
machine, these times are very poor.

It is essential to note that this is

actually not down to the hardware, but to
the software. Quite simply, WebsterXL is
a slow browser. It can actually be very
slow indeed.

A lot of this slowness can be attributed

to the fact that a lot of it is written in

BASIC. WebsterXL 2, which it is

rumoured is well under development at
the moment, will be written in Cand thus

be a lot faster. Some very nice features
are also rumoured to be on the way, too,
so things could suddenly get a whole lot
better for WebsterXL.

At the moment, though, WebsterXL
does not stand up to Oregano. It fails on

...but it is a British Telecom fan!

more sites than Oregano, the Castle Web
site being a case in point (see the
screenshot for evidence). The Castle
Web site works in Oregano, Internet
Explorerand Netscape Navigatorso
unfortunately it would seem that
WebsterXL is at fault here.

Conclusion

The RiscStation feels more resposive
than the A7000+ and many operations
are faster due to the improved speed of
the motherboard.

The initial problems were a shame, but
RiscStation redeemed themselves with

quick support.
MessengerPro and DialUpare

excellent inclusions, but Oregano would
have been a better choice for browsing.

In all, an excellent machine with some

great software. Pay a little extra for
Oregano and the RiscStation is a winner.

RiscStation R7500 Internet

56MHz ARM7500FE

RISC OS 4.03

9GIG harddrive

64Meg RAM
Keyboard
Optical Mouse
In Site Internet Pack (modem & software)

RiscStation Ltd

168 Elliott Street

Tyldesley
Manchester

M29 8DS

United Kingdom

Tel:+44 (0)1942 797777

www.riscstation.co.uk

sales@riscstation.co.uk

Michael Stubbs

editor@acornuser.com



Step into the future
—

With the ViewFinder graphics card from Windfall Engineering,
your computing experience will be transformed. With graphics
acceleration and high specification screen modes capable of
driving the latest monitors to the limit, ViewFinder is the future
of Acorn Rise PC graphics.

Incorporating the popular ATi XPert 2000 Pro AGP graphics card, ViewFinder gives you graphics capabilities never
before seen on the Rise PC. With a massive 32 megabytes of video RAM, ViewFinder removes the limitations of
the Rise PC's video system, offering higher resolutions, more colours and a flicker free display for the ultimate
high-productivity environment.

See the difference ViewFinder makes *

Colours Standard Rise PC ViewFinder (examples)
16 million 800 x 600 @ 60 Hz 2048 x 1536 @ 67 Hz, 1920 x 1440 @ 74 Hz, 1600 x 1200 @ 91 Hz
32 thousand 1024 x 768 @ 75 Hz 2048 x 1536 @ 72 Hz, 1920 x 1440 @ 76 Hz, 1600 x 1200 @ 91 Hz
256 1280 x 1024 @ 80 Hz 2048 x 1536 @ 72 Hz, 1920 x 1440 @ 76 Hz, 1600 x 1200 @ 91 Hz

ViewFinder is available direct from Windfall Engineering, or contact your preferred RISC OS dealer.
For further information and technical specifications, please visit the Windfall Engineering web site.

Windfall

Engineering

www.windfal1.nl



Competition

WIN a fantastic Genius optical mouse

•••*.

You could be the envy of your neighbours and friends with a brand new optical mouse.
With a Genius optical mouse, the days of clogged mechaniks and unreliable operation are

long gone. Demand a smooth and reliable operation from your mouse.

This month we have one Genius optical mouse to give away - worth a cool £40 - courtesy
of RiscStation Ltd.

To be in with a chance of winning, simply answer the following question:

What e-mail software do RiscStation supply with the R7500 Internet?

Send your answers on a postcard marked March 2002 Competition to us at the address
below. The answer is in the RiscStation review in this issue.

Rise Based Technologies

To be in with a chance of winning one of these fantastic products, send you answers in on a postcard to Acorn User
at the address below:

Tau Press Ltd • 28a Middle Hillgate • Stockport • Cheshire • SK1 3AY • United Kingdom

Entries must be received by Friday 22nd March 2002

Please note: your details may be passed on to the company providing the prize for marketing purposes. If you do not wish to be contacted by the
company, please make this clear on your entry.
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Data Duplication Specialists

HDC Associates Ltd, Bracken House, Broad Lane, Bradford, BD4 8PA, England.
t +44 (0)1274 656565 f +44 (0)1274 656575 esales@hdc.uk.com vvwww.hdc.uk.com

With over 20 years combined experience in the duplication

industry we have a service to help with any of your replication

requirements. Starting in the early days with floppy disk

duplication we have been at the cutting edge of technology

keeping up with different products in CD-ROM pressing and

more recently progressing into offering DVD production.

We also offer low volume duplication services for all CD formats.

Our main duplication product services consist of:

CD-ROM - Standard Size (12cm diameter).

CD-ROM - Mini size (8cm diameter).

CD-ROM - Business Card (30mb & 10Omb).
DVD - Both 5 and 9.

CD-R - All formats as CD-ROM, you can request:
Supply Only - Print on body - Burn data.

HD Disc - Floppy disc duplication and labelling.
Packaging - All associated print & packaging options.
Fulfilment - Complete packaging assembly, distribution (^pCti

and storage facilities.
*

In short, we offer the complete one stop

solution for all your duplication, packaging

and fulfilment requirements.

Please contact us via telephone, e-mail V
or fax quoting reference CS/01-04 for N 'j
help on our complete range of duplication,

print and packaging options tailored to

match your requirements.
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Originally developed by Computer Concepts Ltd. and initially released in 1992,
ArtWorks is still the most widely used advanced vector graphics package under
RISC OS today and one of the most actively supported applications.

ArtWorks plug-in modules

• Enhance your copy of ArtWorks

• Enjoy the latest features, bug-fixes and
improvements!

• Finally you can enter and edit text in
rotatable, multi-column text areas.

• Pattern-fills, hatching, dynamic replications,
native JPEG support, Sprite/GIF export, ...

"Full Set Collection" (18 modules)

All plug-in modules and the Updater utility.

"Update Collection" (6 modules)

BMExport, Grids, TextArea, JPEGObject,
ColourBar, Resizer

£80*

£60*

The MasterWorks Edition

• The complete solution

# Includes Artworks 1.7 (developed by
Computer Concepts).

# Plus the full set of plug-in modules developed
by MW Software.

# Plus enhancements and bug-fixes.

"The ArtWorks MasterWorks Edition" C\ All**
ArtWorks 1.7 and 18 plug-in modules.

Multi-column text areas in ArtWorks Transparency

£35
TextArea

Finally, you can enter and edit text
in ArtWorks as easily as in a word-
processor!

The TextArea module provides
rotatable, multi-column text areas.

You can change the number of
columns at any time.

Text effects: font, font size, X:Y

aspect, colour, sub-/superscript

Paragraph alignment, space
before/after paragraph, force to
next column, keep together,
simple ruler control...

Draw export and Undo support

This amazing plug-in module is included in the Full Set Collection, the
Update Collection and the ArtWorks MasterWorks Edition.

&tlf4,$6,i
Coming soon!

The Crystal tool will allow you to apply a
transparency level to any ArtWorks object
(shapes, text, sprites, text areas, etc.)

Expected release date:
End of first quarter 2002.

*Free e-mail delivery. Please add £2.50 for p&p. :i=-;Please add £7.50 for p&p.
All prices include 16% German VAT.

MW Software

Martin Wuerthner

Mannheimer Str. 18

67655 Kaiserslautern

Germany

martin@mw-software.com
http://www.mw-software.com

Please include payment (bank
notes or cheques payable to

Martin Wuerthner) with order.



Viewfinder 2

The essential graphics upgrade?
There is little doubt in most people's

minds that one of the areas where

a standard RiscPC is lacking is
graphics capabilities. Currently, a top-
specification machine comes with just
2Mb of video memory, with the best all-
round screen mode available being a
resolution of 1024 x 768 with 32,000

colours with a refresh rate of 70Hz.

Increase the resolution and your colours
will be reduced to 256 (or even less at
some resolutions). Increase the colours
and the resolution and refresh rate will

drop.
Users of Mac or PC systems built

within the last four years can expect to
have at least twice as much video

memory as a RiscPC. Buy a new Mac or
PC nowadays and it's certainly not
uncommon for your computer to arrive
with 32Mb or even 64Mb of video

memory. This leaves current RISC OS
systems trailing behind current standards.

Enter Windfall Engineering with
Viewfinder, an AGP graphics solution for
the RiscPC and A7000 range of
computers. Viewfinder consists of a PC
AGP graphics card, some custom
hardware to interface with the RiscPC

hardware and a driver to make it work

with RISC OS.

The first version of Viewfinder used an

ATi Xpert 98 graphics card, which
shipped with 8Mb of video memory. This
was a huge improvement over the
RiscPC, but still denied us those really
high-specification screen modes that PC
and Mac users have readily available.

Windfall Engineering have now
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released a new version of Viewfinder

which utilises the ATi Xpert2000
graphics card, which ships with 32Mb of
video memory. This card is powerful
enough to drive the latest 22" monitors to
their limits. So what is it like in use?

For the purposes of this review, Castle
Technology kindly supplied a 22" iiyama
flatscreen CRT monitor - the Vision

Master Pro512.

Installation

Viewfinder arrived with just a small slip of
paper, telling me to install the product in
my RiscPC in podule slot 1. After this,
you start your machine with V held down
(disables Viewfinder), open a task
window and type ViewFinderGuide. A
comprehensive user guide then appears
in the task window.

Having had too much experience with
setting up AGP cards on Windows
machines, these instructions seemed far

too simple. Surely there should be some
drivers to install? What about all the fun

of driver clashes etc? This didn't seem

right.
Off came the appropriate backplane, in

went Viewfinder into podule slot 1 and the
machine was started in the manner

requested. A brief read of the instructions
revealed that all one has to do is ensure

that the default standard (not Viewfinder)
screenmode uses hundreds of colours.

Those with Kinetic cards must type in a
short command in the task window at this

point, to ensure Viewfinder works
properly with the Kinetic. After this, it's
time to restart the machine.

•

My machine restarted without problems
and a few seconds later I was presented
with my usual resolution desktop, only
this time coming from the Viewfinder
output, not the usual RiscPC connection.

A new icon appears on the iconbar,
which is the screen mode control for

Viewfinder. Middle-clicking on this icon
brings up a menu divided into colours -
16 grey, 16 colours, right through to 16
million colours. The submenus of these

sections provide resolution and refresh
rate settings. I was soon running with 16
million colours at a resolution of 1600 x

1280. On the 22" review monitor, this

looked absolutely splendid. Plus, it really
was as simple as the instructions imply.
Top marks to Windfall Engineering for
easy installation.

Custom rates

The preset refresh rate for my chosen
resolution and number of colours was a

little bit low (circa. 70Hz). Any monitor
larger than 17" really needs a refresh rate
of 85Hz to eliminate flicker (which is one
of the reason of getting a Viewfinder).

To set a custom rate, one has to

middle-click over the usual RISC OS

mode changer (which remains on the
iconbar) and go through mode. Then,
following the instructions in
ViewFinderGuide, type in the necessary
text. Before long, I had a screen of 1600
x 1280,16 million colours and a refresh

rate of 85Hz.

Strangely, when you add this to the
Viewfinder presets, it changes it to 86Hz.
However, Windfall state that this is not

The essential graphics upgrade?
...
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Thescreenshot above shows a RISC OS desktop running at
1024 x 768 - one of the most common native resolutions.

Thescreenshot to the right shows the same desktop running
at 1600 x 1280, with 16 million colours and at a flicker-free
refresh rate of 84Hz. The screen is a lot less cluttered and

providesa lotmore work space, thus increasingproductivity.
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The Internetexperience - transformed!

actually a bug but a rounding error. They
say that to be able to display a mode at
85 Hz, it has to be generated by a pixel
clock X. X, however, can only be
approximated. Hence the end result,
when calculated 'back' to a framerate,

can deviate by a Hz. In all honesty, this
does not effect use of the Viewfinder at

all, but it helps to know that there isn't a
bug in the system.

Bigger is better
Having installed the card, I could now get
down to assessing the effect of using a
Viewfinder and indeed the 22" monitor. It

is worth noting that if you buy a
Viewfinder, you'll really need at least a
top specification 17" monitor to take
advantage of it. Likewise, you'll need a
Viewfinder to adequately drive any large,
modern display.

The first thing that strikes one when
using a high resolution with Viewfinder is
that RISC OS looks good at high
resolutions. The RISC OS GUI was

designed, amongst other things, to look
good on low resolution displays. This
means that some elements, such as title
bars and the icon bar, are bigger than
their Windows equivalents. Thus one can
drive RISC OS at a higher resolution than
Windowsand it still looks good and is
easy on the eyes. This is a good
consequence of the original design, or
maybe Acorn thought further ahead than
we would have thought...

Another thing that is immediately
apparent is that a 22" screen is not
overpowering at all. Yes, it's huge, but
very pleasant to use. I once tried a 19"
screen with Windows and found it

overpowering. Again, this could be down
to the RISC OS GUI. The advice here is

Design productivity is increased withmore screen estate

get the biggest screen you can afford, but
always go for quality over quantity.

Viewfinder in use

Benchmarks and numbers mean nothing
to most people, so there aren't any in this
review. Here I simply installed the
Viewfinder and carried on with my
everyday business of editing and
producing Acorn User, using the Internet
and generally wasting valuable time (as
one does).

Typically, the Internet was the first task
thrown at Viewfinder. I often have many
Internet applications open at the same
time and it does get rather cramped at
1024x768.

This problem is eradicated by
Viewfinder. At 1600 x 1280,1 had plenty
of room to spread out my various
applications (see above for screenshot).
All applications worked just as one would
expect. Web browsing with Oregano
brought a noticeable slowdown, but only
in the way of graphics-heavy Web pages
being redrawn on screen a little slower
than usual.

I use Ovation Pro and Vantage in the
course of producing Acorn User and my
own work. These are the sorts of

application that really benefit from the
extra screen space. With Viewfinder, you
can fit a whole A4 page on the screen
without having to scroll around or zoom
out. There's also loads of room for tool

bars and tool boxes, not to mention the

odd miscellaneous application open as
well.

The extra space and flicker-free
displays provided by Viewfinder will
benefit just about every application you
can think of. However, the Viewfinder
does not come without a small selection

of problems.
Some programs with naughty code in

them - the most famous being Sibelius -
simply will not run under Viewfinder.
Users of Sibelius will not be able to take

advantage of the new screen modes,
although Rhapsody4 (from Clares) is
compliant (look out for our forthcoming
review).

Overall, the desktop feels fast and
responsive. The mix of a Kinetic card and
a Viewfinder is actually quite impressive.
However, very large bitmaps and some
font operations tend to be slightly slower
than the native system. However, we're
not really talking painful delays here and
it's not really an issue.

In conclusion

Viewfinder, as Windfall Engineering
claim, speeds up many operations but
can slow one or two down slightly.
Overall, the speed-increases and
superior screen modes Viewfinder offers
far outweigh the small number of
disadvantages. At £240, Viewfinder now
offers excellent value for money.

Viewfinder

£240 (approx.)

Windfall Engineering
Aawal 53

5211 PS

Den Bosch

The Netherlands

www.windfall.nl

kortink@inter.nl.net

Michael Stubbs

editor(5)acornuser.com



Wardlaw Surveys
Your RISC OS dealer in the Far North

Civil Engineering and Computer Services
International suppliers of computer equipment
and software

• Dealers for the whole range of RiscStation
computers.

• Our flagship product, Digital Area Analysis, has
been included free-of-charge with RISC OS 4.

• Bundled with Foundation CD #2, this fully func
tional package is yet another good reason to
upgrade to the new operating system.

Don't have an unpleasant surprise!
An uninterruptable power supply (UPS) is invaluable
protection againts powercuts and lightning strikes.
Wardlaw Surveys can help you select the right UPS
for your needs. Prices start under £100 (inc VAT).

Wardlaw House, Kirkhill,
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

E-mail: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Web: www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Don't risk missing
your copy of

^CORNUSER
Hand this form to your local newsagent TODAY

and he'll make sure you never miss out!

Please reserve a copy of Acorn User magazine
every four weeks until further notice.

I I I will collect
J I would like it delivered to my home

Name

Address

.Postcode.

A message to the newsagent: Acorn User should be available
from your local wholesaler. If not, contact the

Retail Sales Manager on 0161 429 8902



Interview

Jack Lillingston: Castle Technology Ltd
Eagle-eyed readers will notice the

absence of the Public Domain

column this issue. There is no

cause for alarm; Public Domain is now bi

monthly and is in fact alternating with a
new series of interviews, of which this

article is the first.

Castle Technology
Castle Technology Ltd (normally know as
'Castle') is a major player in the RISC OS
desktop market. Started as a partnership
way back in 1993, Castle is now a
registered limited company and a hugely
successful business.

Castle started off small, like most
businesses, but in just a few years grew
to be the biggest Acorn dealer in the
United Kingdom.

With their business based firmly on
Acorn hardware development, it seems
fitting that Castle were the ones to obtain
the licenses to manufacture and develop
the Acorn RiscPCand A7000+ range of
computers when Acorn withdrew from the
market. This move is one of the major
reasons the market continues to this day.

Jack Lillingston
Jack Lillingston is the Managing Director
of Castle. He takes care of sales,

promotion and the money side of Castle,
whilst John Ballance (Castle's Technical
Director) takes care of designing Castle
hardware and overseeing technical
support to customers.

This interview was conducted at Castle's

premises in Framlingham (near Ipswich).

Michael Stubbs: Congratulations on the
NEURON developments. The first
product spawned by the NEURONis

W

Jack Lillingston, Castle's Managing Director

Cumana's SLYM. How has this been

received and was there a positive
reaction at this year's BETTshow?

Jack Lillingston: It was received very
well. It is worth understanding why we are
doing NEURON. The success and future
of RISC OS is dependant on sales. There
is no doubt that the RISC OS education

market is contracting. This is largely
down to politics and the dominance of
Microsoft. Home machines largely follow
suit fairly quickly. Lots of people use PCs
at school, so the home market is bound

to be contracting too.
However, commercial sales have held

up well. RISC OS is ROM-based and
uses low-power processors. These are
unique selling points.

The concept of the NEURONwas to
give us the mechanism to get our
technology into small and medium sized
businesses, using existing technology.
The NEURONgives businesses a
modular, low-cost embedded computer
with the option of adding a Cortex.

The work we've been doing with
Cannon/Cumana is a good example of
work we're doing with other people as
well; to provide solutions for individual
customers.

[Information on the NEURONand Cortex
is at www.castle.uk.co/neuron.]

For example, SLVMis 33% faster
because of NEURONm's 64MHz

processor (the previous Netstations were
only 48Mhz). It also has a faster boot-up
time because it has client material

resident in the Flash memory rather than
loading RISC OS and other material from
a remote fileserver. The actual

performance is also
enhanced by the fact that
it has a 10OBaseT

network connection.

We have high hopes
for SLYM.

MS: Is NEURON a

progressive series of
developments, with
NEURON300 and

NEURON400intended to

incorporate faster
processors and bus
speeds etc?

JL: The StrongARM

version of NEURON {NEURON200) has
to, at the very minimum, provide us with a
replacement for the current StrongARM
board. Therefore, the proposed
specifications are actually the minimum
the NEURON200w\\\ have. It won't be until

the product is released that we'll publish
the actual specifications. What you see
on the Web site is an indication of the

specifications.
Our commercial customers, who are

using RiscPCs in large numbers, are
using our machines for their own
business needs. Anything less than the
current RiscPC would be a problem,
anything more would not cause a
problem.

The NEURON is a progressive
development.

MS: How successful was BETTior you
this year?

JL: We were there to demonstrate the

NEURONand SLYM. The SLYMproduct
has a huge number of advantages. Not
only does it run RISC OS, but it also runs
Windows through Citrix. It doesn't even
need a file server; you can connect a
modem and connect to the Internet.

It's interesting how many homes are
setting up a network. We're seeing now a
lot of homes with more than one

computer in the house. This is another
market for SLYM.

There were awful lot of people at the
stand who were interested in and

intrigued by SLYM.

MS: We've been waiting for Oregano2\or
some time now. Why the delay and can
you give any idea of how much longer we
will be waiting?

JL: We will make an official

announcement as soon as possible.

MS: It was reported in Acorn User [wo
issues ago that Castle is selling an
increasing number of Acorn computers to
commercial customers. What sort of

commercial customers are buying Acorn
machines?

JL: The type of commercial customers
who would consider our technology, are
the ones that are considering or are
already using computer technology in
their products. Where we can identify that
a customer can benefit by using



Aprototype Neuronboard, as used in SLYM

NEURON technology, we'll be marketing
our products to them.

For example, one of customers is an
interactive whiteboard manufacturer.

Currently, users of their product use a
touch-sensitive white board, a PC running
additional software and a projector. The
NEURON, inserted inside the whiteboard
(with it's low power consumption, resident
flash etc), provides our customer with a
unique advantage over competitors
because there is no need for a PC. This

would not be possible with PC technology
due to the heat and the need for a

harddisc etc.

MS: Why are commercial customers
choosing Acorn?

JL: Our customers choose Acorn

because of our products' Unique Selling
Points. By and large these are business
decisions and are not influenced by
politics etc.

MS: Is there a future for RISC OS in

education, or do you see it as time to
pursue other markets for Acorn?

JL: It's important not to lose sight of
what's happening in education, because I

strongly believe RISC OS is the
champion OS there. Castle has
broadened its focus so that we can add

other markets, without losing focus on
existing markets.

Yes, there is a future in education, but

it is also time to pursue other markets in
addition.

MS: Have you had any schools actually
coming back to RISC OS or any showing
definite interest?

JL: We have a lot of schools who

continue to buy RISC OS products.

However pressure from the Government
and school Governors to buy PCs is
difficult to counter.

MS: When 32bit RISC OS appears and
manufacturers produce the new hardware
to go with it, do you think RISCOS
machines will be able to compete
successfully in the general desktop
market, or does success lie in specialised
markets?

JL: Success lies in having unique selling
points. If 32bit RISC OS has this, it
stands a good chance of succeeding.
That's not to underestimate the amount of

work needed for RISC OS to get these
USPs.The specialised markets are as
important as any other. I suspect it will
give the RISC OS industry more sales.

MS: VirtualAcorn. Good or bad? Why?

JL: I have no problem with VirtualAcorn
at all providing its is handled legally.
However, running RISC OS 3.11 is a
backwards step for a lot of people. If you
want to run RISC OS fast and reliably,
you need to buy a RISCOS machine.

MS: What inspired you to start Castle
Technology?

JL: We started Castle Technology in
1993 as a partnership. John was working
at BT and I was working for a company
called Lindis, that distributed John's

hardware designs. It seemed sensible to
join together.

Castle's first product was the Ergo
keyboard. We did the keyboard, then
went on to design our own IDE and SCSI
interfaces, then networking and we then
became an Acorn dealer. When Acorn

closed their warehouse in Germany, we
bought a large number A3010s\ They had

• ••<

Stacy Scruby, hardat work processing orders

German configurations, so we had to
replace all of the keyboards and other
German bits. This was when we did the

'Buy ten, get one free' offer. The Acorn
industry is an industry we know well and
we know we can do lots of exciting
things.

MS: Did you always intend to make your
own hardware?

JL: Absolutely!

John Ballance (who joins us at this
point): Castle is based on the premise
that Jack can sell what I make.

MS: Did you ever aim to make your own
computers, or was this purely due to
Acorn's decision to withdraw from the

market themselves?

JB: Itwas a logical development of the
circumstances that we running in at the
time.

JL: Our build cycle can be as little as four
weeks, a huge improvement over Acorn.
This means we can be very responsive to
the market.

MS: Are you still as enthusiastic now
about the market as you were during the
education boom of the early 1990s?

JL: The biggest seller was the A3000 in
the early '90s. By the time the A7000
came out, things had began to tail off.

I've been through two booms and
therefore busts. I am as enthusiastic now

as I was then.

MS: Thank you very much.

Michael Stubbs

editor(5)acornuser.com



Commands

Stars of the WIMP world
Over the last couple of months

we've been looking at
*-commands and how to use them

in a task window.

You should now be at home

wandering around your hard drive and
hopefully you've also had the chance to
play with some other commands taken
from the StrongHelp manuals.

So now — as promised — I'm going to
describe a utility which will take a star
command or library routine and turn it into
a fully fledged wimp application. It's not
ground breaking stuff, but you may find it
will turn some of your more laborious
tasks into a drag 'n' drop induced breeze!

In order to turn a star command into a

wimpapplication you would normally
need to do some programming, but we're
going to side step this by using a program
called StarApp. In effect, most of the
programming has been done for you; you
just need to download the program from
the Acorn User Web site at

www.acornuser.com/stars.

Double click on the icon to get it on the
icon bar, then clickon this icon to bring
up the main window. You should be
presented with a window much like that
shown in Figure I. Everything happens in
this window, so let's take a look around it.

The most important part, as you might
imagine, is the writable icon at the top in
which you enter your chosen '-command.
The format is the same as the commands

which we were entering last week, the
only difference being the variables
<filein> and <fileout>.

The idea is that StarApp will create a
separate application which, once created,
will allowa file to be dragged to the

•help copy
==) Help on keyword Copy
♦Copy copies one or More objects that natch the given uildcarded specification b
etween directories. Options are taken fron the
systen variable CopySOptions and those given to the connand,
Options: (use " to force off,eg, t)
H(ccess) Force destination access to sane as source <on)
C(onfirn) Pronpt for confirnation of each copy <on)
D(elete) Delete the source object after copy -(off)
F(orce) Force overwriting of existing objects <off)
L(ook) Look at destination before loading source file {off}
N(ewer) Copy only if source is nore recent than destination {off>
P(ronpt) Pronpt for the disc to be changed as needed in copy <off>
(Kuick) Use application workspace to speed file transfer <off>
R(ecurse) Copy subdirectories and contents <off>
S(tanp) Restanp datestanped files after copying <off>
sT(ructure) Copy only the directory structure {off}
U(erbose) Print infornation on each object copied <on>
Syntax: *Copy (source spec) (destination spec) [(options)]

Fig II: The copy command has lots of differentoptions

application's icon and then let you save
out a resulting file. The command will
then execute with <f ilein> replaced by
the path of the file you dragged in to the
icon and <f ileout> replaced by the
path of where you
dragged the save file to.
If this isn't quite clear
then don't worry, it
should make a lot more

sense after an example.
Before we give the

example, I need to
explain what the Multi
task button does. If selected (with a tick)
the command will be executed in a task

window, meaning that it will occur in the
background and you can carry on using
the computer at the same time.

Unfortunately, not all commands are
happy running in this way
and for these it can be

turned off. There are also a

lot of commands which

work almost

instantaneously and for
these there would be little

point running them in a task
window.

So we'll start with a

rather simple example, to
make a program which will
copy the file dragged in to it
to a new location. It's a bit

pointless, I admit, but it
should demonstrate how to

get things going. Now as
you hopefully know from
last month, the Copy

command has lots of different options
(see Figure II). For our program we need
to choose which will be turned on and

which will be turned off.

For example, we don't want prompting

Star Command

Copy <filein> <fileout> A-C-D-F-L-N-P-QR -s|
Multi-task

Star Command App Creator

Command <filein> <fileout>|

V Multi-task

Filetypes Application

m. I
J Out FFF ICommApp 1 Create 1

«.«. /

^ 27388 \

Fig III: commands with 'twiddles'

for confirmation or verbose output and if
you run through the list, you should find a
good choice to be something like

A~C~D~F~L~N~P~QR~S~ST~V

The 'twiddles' tell us that the option after
will be off and those without 'twiddles'

before them will be on. So the command

we need in the icon is that shown in

figure III.
As you can see, I've also turned off

multi-tasking, since copy seems to object
to running in a task window. Now to
create our application, drag the asterisk
sprite icon in the Application section into
a filer window so that a full pathname
appears below it. Having done this, click
on the Create button and it should appear
as an application where you asked (see
Figure IV).

To check that your new application
works, double click on it to load it on to

the icon bar. Drag a file in to the icon and
a save box should appear. Ifyou changeFig I: after loading StarApp
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lamDiscu E
:ileStar Command App Creator

j [ilein> <fileout> A-C-D-F~L~N-P->QR-S-sT-Vj
_j Multi-task

Filetypes

;ln

Application

_]Out 0.$.!CommApp |\ i
\ Create

"i| |R^M::RamOiscO.:

%J

Filer

BEETO Display

File 'DrawFile'

Select all

Clear selection

Options

New directory I

Copy

Rename

Delete

Access

Count

About this object

DrawFile

^
Tvpe Dra-vFile-a"

Size I 123

Find r

Set type '
Stamp

Access VVR"

Date ; 13:52:15 23 Aug 2001

Fig IV: creating an application

the name to something new and drag this
save icon somewhere else, you should
find the file is copied to the new location
with this new name.

What happens if you want to use a
star command that only has input but no
output, or vice versa? In this case simply
miss out the instance of <filein> or

<f ileout> in the command description,
the program will notice automatically and
will no longer prompt you to save a file in
or out, as required. What about the
filetypes? Well, sometimes you only want
your command to apply to filetypes with a
certain type.

For example, the Render <file>
command will plot a drawfile on the
screen, but it won't work if you try to give

it some other sort of file. To restrict the

program to draw files, click on the In
button and edit the text to the right from
fff to aff, which is the filetype number
for drawfiles.

To find out the filetype number of a
particular file, just look in the filer
information window as shown in Figure V.

If you don't select the Out button the
program will assume that the output file
has the same type as the input file.

Sometimes, however, the whole point
of a command will be to change the type
of a file. Take for example the Squash
application. This accepts any file in, but
once squashed it will always output a
Squash file (type &FCA). If this is the
case for the command you want to use,

Instead of placing an I/Ofunction in your library, you may prefer to have a self contained
application with the I/O routine inside the application directory. If you want to do this, you can use
the <command$Dir> system variable to point to the routine. Just before the command is run, this
system variable will be set to point inside the application directory of the program which you've
created. As an example, I have a utilitycalled Tidy in my library which will check a HTMLfile and
output a cleaner version. Instead of having it in my library, I could create an application using
StarApp using the command

<Command$Dir>.Tidy <filein> > <fileout>

and then place the Tidy utility inside the application directory.

Ifyou're writing a program in BASIC which takes files as input or output, you can turn them in to
library functions by using the short piece of code in Figure VI below. This will take the command
tail used when the program is run and place the first ten elements of it into the array variables
command! (0) to command! (10). So suppose you save your BASIC program as Progi, then
you could use

Progi <filein> <fileout>

to call your program and read <f ilein> and <f ileout> from command? (3) and
command? (4) respectively.

RAM::RamDiscO.$CominStrino IBASIC ui>'

SVS"OSJetEnv"TOco(ifiandstring$
DIrlcofiHand$(18)!n'4=B
HHILEIHSTR(cofinandstring$,u ")<>8RH0nH<i8

connand$(n'/.)=LEFT$(connandstring$,INSTR(comandstnng$," ")-D
[ connandstring$=RIGHT$(con(iandstring$,LEHconnandstring$-LENconnand$(n'!)-l)

n'/.t=l |fc
EHDHHILE *

[confland$(n'<!)=confi3ndstnng$

Fig VI: after loading StarApp

Fig V: the filerinformation window

then select the Out button and enter the

filetype which will be output and not only
will this give the save box the correct
icon, it will also set the type of the file
after the operation is complete.

There are just one or two further things
which need pointing out. First, if you want
to give your application a new name
simply type a different name into the path
icon in the Application section before
dragging the icon to a directory. Secondly
you can also change the sprite of your
application by dragging a spritefile into
the window. The program will take the
first sprite in the file to be the application
sprite and the second icon in the file (if it
exists) as the small sprite for directory
displays with small icons.

Don't forget that if you have a program
in your library which usually needs
command line operation, you can also get
the program to run these.

Some other good examples of how
you might use the program are:

• As a way of adding programs to your
resources directory using AddApp

<file>;

• As a way of setting the CSD using Dir
<path>;

• As a way of getting a hex dump of a file
using Dump <file>.

I'll leave you to discover other uses for
the program, but if you want to wrap a
library function into the application, or if

you know a little bit of BASIC
programming, there's an explanation of
how you can turn a BASIC I/O program
into a wimp application in the box to the
left.

In the next issue we'll be looking at
Obey files and how to use system
variables.

David Llewellyn-Jones
www.mat.bham.ac.uk/llewelld
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THE DATA STORE
THE DATA STORE

microcomputer* »'<«m

CASTLE, RISCSTATION AND
MICRODIGITAL DEALER

RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

A large range of software and
peripherals for all RISC OS computers

stocked in our showroom in Bromley - pop in and
see us or order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
Customer Support service for Sibelius Acorn programs.

Annual Subscriptions from £47 - pleasephone for details

SIBELIUS 7 nowonly £399 inc VAT
SIBELIUS 7 STUDENT only £249 • SIBELIUS 6 only £99

(SIBELIUS 2 FOR WINDOWS/1.4 FOR MAC now £525)

We also stock Graham Jones' excellent music scanning package
SHARPEYE - £60 inc VAT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 8313 0400

Web http://www.the-datastore.co.uk/
Email info@the-datastore.co.uk

Open MONDAY- FRIDAY (except WEDNESDAY) 10.00-5.30
SATURDAY 10.00-1.00 (1.00-5.30 by appointment only)

Virus
Protection
Scheme

New lower cost!
Pineapple's highly popular
•Killer virus protection and
removal software has proved
amazingly successful at limiting
the spread of viruses on Acorn/
RiscOS computers over the last
eight years.
Because of a reduction in the number of new viruses
being found, we are now able to reduce the number
of update discs members receive, to just two per
year. This in turn now means that we can also
reduce the cost to members to just £15 +vat for their
annual subscription.
However, there are still 223 known different virus
types which can still cause havoc on your RiscOS
computer system if you do not take the simple step
of subscribing to the Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme. Don't risk getting infected - join now!

Joining Cost £20 + vat (£23.50)
Renewal fee £15 + vat (£17.63)

Pineapple Software
PO Box 83, Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 7WB

Tel 01243 587122 Fax 01243 587953
email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

www:- http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk

This is an entirely serious advertisement* for:

WebC'hange is a support tool for website designers and maintainers. and is
particularlysuited to those who prefer to edit their HTML by hand, rather
than leave the markup to other software.

The primary function of the software is to enable the site maintainor to
effect repetitive changes to a local copy of a website quickly and easily,
often in one fell swoop, rather than having to make the change on a page
by page basis.

Features include:
•wildcarded search and replace across an entire directory tree
•automatic embedding of other files, date stamps, and sizes
•conversion of all ncwline codes between CR. LF, LF/CR & CR/LF
•add and remove Windows and Unix style filename extensions
•automaticaly insert ALT text in image tags if none is present
•script language so that any series of tasks can be dealt with as one
• and of course much more besides.

For more details, please write to the address below, or visit the Soft Rock
Software website at: llttp://\VWYV.SOftl"OCk.CO.uk

WebChange for RISC OS costs just £15, and can be ordered online or by
sending a cheque or postal order to:

Soft Rock Software
124 Marissal Road
Henbury,
Bristol,'
BS10 7NP

Please supply an email address, as the software is normally supplied online
(you will receive apassword username by email inorder toaccess the download pages)

* Unlike most previous adverts from Soft Rock Software, this one contains absolutely no
humour whatsoever. This statement of exclusion of humour in no way constitutes humour
itself (honest), and an) resemblance it bears to humour is purely coincidental. This lack of
humourdoes noi affeclyour statutoryright to be amusedby it if you so wish.

MICROBITS
Everything you need

and want in RISC OS

computers, PCs,

networks, repairs and

point of sale systems.

All under one roof

with our friendly,

expert and efficient

service.

Front Offices, Alfa Trading Est.
32 Adelaide St., Coventry CV1 5GT

Tel: 024 7655 0088

Fax: 024 7636 6452

Mobile: 0771 425 1011

E-mail: sales@microbit.demon.co.uk

Web: www.microbit.demon.co.uk



Internet

RISC OS and the Internet - good companions?
The Internet is a somewhat strange

area for RISC OS - somethings it
excels at, some it is satisfactory at

and some areas would certainly benefit
from further development.

Of course, when I talk of RISC OS and

the Internet, what I really mean is the
applications available for RISC OS that
provide the functionality for Internet
usage.

Inspired in no small part by our very
own Keyholeseries ('Whose desktop is it
this month?'), this article will take you
through my Internet directory and
hopefully show you the strengths and
weaknesses of RISC OS computers for
general Internet use.

Connection

Actually getting connected to the Internet
has been a sore point for RISC OS for
some time now. That is, until RComp
released DialUp about a year ago. DialUp
connects you to the Internet, fetches and
sends e-mail and news and lets you
disconnect again. Perfect, but what
makes DialUpso special? Possibly it's
best selling point is that it accepts .ins
files from the Windows world. Signing up
online with a Windows ISP often results

in the Web site offering you a .ins file that
will setup your Windows computer. Not
much use to use RISC OS users until

RComp decided to step in any give us the
same facilities. Now all you have to do is
drop the .ins file onto DialUp and
everything is setup for you - number to
dial, usemame, password, e-mail and
news details.

DialUp doesn't actually give you the
option to signup to an account, which is a
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RISC OS is not short of Internet applications

downside, but this can be got around by
phoning up an ISP and getting an
account (taking note of appropriate
details) or signing up elsewhere and
bringing back the .ins file to your RISC
OS computer.

Ifyou buy Oregano, it comes with the
option to install Socketeer which actually
lets you signup to Freeserve, as you
would on a PC. There is also an option to
connect to BT Click which doesn't require
a usemame or password; you can then
go to an ISP's Web site and sign up for
an account.

DialUp is convenient and opens up
RISC OS to a huge range of ISPs. It is
stable, simple and does the job well.
There are many other applications that
will connect you to the Internet, such as
the ANTSuite (well supported by Paul
Vigay), but if you seek wide compatibility
and ease-of-use, choose DialUp.

E-mail

For me, and for the vast majority of
Internet users, e-mail is one of the

principal reasons for being on the Internet
in the first place. It is fast, mostly reliable
and very cost-effective. Apart from it's
convenience, probably the best thing
about e-mail is that people enjoy using it.
You tend to find that people keep in touch
a lot better via e-mail than the same

people would via post or telephone.
Tau Press, like many businesses,

makes extensive use of e-mail. Just

about all Acorn User submissions come

in via e-mail, as do adverts and general
comments from readers. At home I have

Acorn User, business and a variety of
personal and Webmaster e-mail to check.
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I need this filtering and sorting into
different accounts and the software has

to be sturdy and reliable.
Thankfully, RISC OS has one of the

best e-mail clients available on any
platform. In fact, many would say it has
two of the best. Like Zap and StrongED
users, there are two groups of RISC OS
e-mail users: those who use

MessengerPro and those who use Pluto.
Like Zap and StrongED fans, users can
be fiercely protective of their choice of
software.

Personally, I use MessengerPro. I
didn't really give Plutoa good test, as by
that time I was already happy with
MessengerPro. I chose MessengerPro in
the first place because (a) I saw it in
action at Tau Press and (b) at the time I
was ignorant as to the very existence of
Pluto. If a Pluto user would like to review

the product, I'll be happy to print it.
MessengerPro is a truly excellent e-

mail client. It is very easy to use, yet you
can have very complicated setups. Now
shipped with it's own built-in database,
MessengerPro is no longer a beast to set
up. It is now pretty much child's play and
should be accessibly to anyone now.

At home, I have DialUp checking eight
e-mail accounts (which include Acorn
User, business, my main personal
account and various others), all of which
have different e-mail addresses

associated with them. I require this e-mail
to be filtered and sorted into different

accounts and, in the case of my main
personal account (which also handles
mailing lists), to have certain e-mail
sorted into separate folders.

A brief read of the printed manual and
this is quite easy to setup. It works very
reliably indeed. My only criticism is that
the database takes quite a while to
accept large attachments (in or out),
which can be a pain, but this seems a
small price to pay for such a good piece
of software.

Whilst MessengerPro is an excellent
e-mail client, it doesn't quite cope with all
attachments. When sent from certain

software on PCs, attachments don't

always display properly in MessengerPro.
Generally, one ends up with a very large
page of code (nonsense to you and me)
instead of a file attachment. Attacher,
freeware by John Allen, fixes this
problem. The offending message just has
to be dropped onto the Attacher window,
Attacher looks through the code and then
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you can save out the attachment. This is
an invaluable addition to my Internet
software. A recommended utility for any
RISC OS user.

For e-mail use, RISC OS is very well
served indeed.

Browsing
Browsing the World Wide Web is the
weakness in the Internet armoury. There
are many browsers available for RISC
OS, although only two are under active
development, but they do not have the
latest bells and whistles available to

Windows users.

The two main browsers, or at least the

two browsers under active development
are Oregano (from Castle Technology
and Oregan Ltd)and WebsterXL (from
RComp).

Oregano is the newest RISC OS Web
browser and was released amidst much

hype from Castle and universal praise in
magazines. Updates were rapid at first,
but the last few months have not seen

any public updates. Castle hope to make
an announcement in the coming weeks,
so we wait with baited breath.

Until then, we are left with a very good
browser. It deals with most sites perfectly
and others sufficiently well enough to get
by. Some sites are capable of totally
defeating Oregano, resulting in a blank
window or the dreaded Trap Handler
error and an imminent crash.

The main problem is not really with
Oregano itself, but down to the lack of
plugins such as up-to-date Java and the
latest incarnations of Flash. This all costs

big money and so for the moment we
must rely on Linux ports and native
implementations, coded by a very hard
workinggroup of RISC OS enthusiasts.
Their work is often taken for granted or
appreciation just not voiced, but I am sure
I speak for all RISC OS Internet users in
saying "Thanks fellas!".

MessengerPro in action, with Attacherstanding by forany broken attachments
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WebsterXL tends to be rather much

slower than Oregano, although it is has
proper hotlists and a cache and is a much
more polished piece of software. Itdoes
seem to have slightly less success than
Oregano but it is getting better and better.
WebsterXL two promises to bring speed
and modern Internet standards to RISC

OS, so this is worth keeping an eye out
for. As with Oregano, the problems tend
to boil down to lack of plugins.

Overall, the browsing experience on
RISC OS is quite satisfactory, although
there is no glossing over the fact that we
need Java and Flash plugins. Unless you
are an avid surfer who just can't survive
without Flash and Java, RISC OS is a
perfectly adequate platform to browse the
Web on.

Chat

'Chat' covers IRC (Internet Relay Chat)
and instant

messenging
{ICQ, AOL, MSN
Messenger'etc).
Ifyou want to join
in an IRC

community, you'll
be well-served by
RISC OS. IRC is

strictly standards-
based and so

here RISC OS

has no problems
in keeping up

Known channels

D "h Yj Acorn Computer Cham

;FTPc

with the rest of the world. I personally use
LIRC, which is freeware, to chat on IRC.

It has a wonderfully simple user interface
and is solid as a rock in operation. Highly
recommended.

AcornlCQ has recently been crippled
by changes at ICQ. The protocols were
changed and so AcornlCQno longer
functions correctly. The authors are
rewriting it to make a super-client, so
great things are on the way. For now,
though, ICQ is pretty much out of the
question for RISC OS.

Perfect timing and along comes a
MSNMessenger client (freeware, of
course) to fill the gap. Quite simply, this
works really well and does what it says
on the tin.

Conclusion

I've only really brieflyskimmed over my
Internet applications, but the main areas
have been covered. For average Internet
use, RISC OS is well-catered for. In fact,
in most areas there are some truly
excellent applications, with Web browsing
being the only real sore point at the
moment. However, that is by no means in
a terrible state... we are just missing one
or two items that it would be very useful
indeed to have.

Connecting to the Internet and e-mail
usage are two areas where RISC OS
really excels and the overall picture is
very good.

Michael Stubbs

edicori@acornuser.com
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S-Base

Part 3: Tracking media
In the previous part of this series I ran

through the various parts of what
makes a relational database and how

it applies to the type of program we want
to create: the Media Tracker. Enough of
the theory, we will now get down to
actually creating the application using S-
Base.

This is a tutorial on how to use S-Base

rather than a description of all its
facilities. So there will be times when I

gloss over all the options in a dialogue
box in favour of just getting something
that is known to work. I won't sidetrack

very much except where it has a bearing
on the choices I make.

Now that we are getting into the nitty-
gritty of programming we have a much
screenshot-oriented article. There are two

general approaches to programming; one
of them is to start with the user interface

and work down to the hardcore detail,

and the other is to start with the detail

and work up to the interface.
Personally I prefer a compromise; I get

a little of the detail in place and then build
some user interface on top at which point
we have something that works. From
there we spread outwards in all directions
until everything is functioning. So the first
thing we need is a piece of the nitty-gritty.

Data, data everywhere
The most fundamental object in the
media track program is the media we are
going to track. The first object we create
is a datafile called media.

From the application list, open the file
list and either press Control+N (for
speed) or use the menu. Either of these
pops up a New dialogue box into which
you enter the name to use, in this case
media, and then press Return. You then
get a dialogue box {Figure I); you can

Fig I:entering the name to use

ignore all the options, but note that a
datafile has a label (which is used in the
program) and a filename (which is used
by the operating system). In most cases
these will be the same. Just press Return
again.

The datafile appears in the file list
which you should now double-click and
you get a list of all the fields in record for
this datafile. Currently the only one is the
one S-Base uses called system. It is
important that this one stays as the first
field in the record.

From our discussions in the last issue

it is clear that we need an id field so

press Control+N which pops up the
"New" dialogue box, enter the name id
and press Return. A new dialogue box
pops up entitled About this field; in here
you specify what type of field this is

Fig II: create a new data type on-the-fly

(whether it is an integer, a floating point
number, a string, a date, a time etc).

Now we can define datatypes and
although we could simply use the 14
integer type (this is a four-byte integer
just like BASIC uses), we can be a little
bit clever and choose to define our own id

type. In future we can always use this
type when we want to refer to an id.
Why? Because we might, someday,
decide we want to change all ids from a
four-byte integer to a three-byte integer. If
we did then we simply change the basic
id data type and it will be altered
everywhere in the program immediately.
This is unlikely, but this is a very good
habit to develop for the day when it
becomes important.

To create a new data type on the fly
simply replace the defaultwith idand
click the New button. Figure //shows the
dialogue box, there are lots of options
here but all you need do is press Return
as everything else is as needed.
Save it! Press Control+F3 and everything

will be saved. Make sure you do this
regularly.

Now for a bit of naughtiness; from
experience I know that it is also very
useful to have a textual description ot
every record as well as each one having
an id. This field might not have unique
contents (unlike the id which must be
unique) but it is easier for the user to
work with textual descriptions.

So we create a second field called

descr which is of a new type called descr
and is set to be a string of length 30
characters. This is shown in Figure III. As
a final note I usually make the id the last
field in the record and the descr the first

field (after system).
There is no practical reason for this

beyond my personal aesthetics - I
happen to like it that way, you don't have
to do it. However what you can do is try
moving the field order around simply by
clicking and dragging.

Giving it a little more thought most
media (CD, DVD, floppy disc, whatever)
have an overall duration (although it
might be size) so we can add another
field called duration and give that a
standard data type of time.

We can also have another one called

size which we will give a new data type of
an eight-byte floating point number (call it
fp8) — because it can be small or huge.

Also as described last month we have

to have indexes and for the media

datafile we will have two of them. One for

the ids and one for the descrs.

Close the field list window and

Shift+double-click on the media icon. The

index list window appears with nothing in

Fig III: create a second field

it. Press Control+N to get the new index
dialogue box and enter the name by id.

I hope you are noticing a pattern here
when you want to create a new object of
absolutely any variety in S-Base.
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You now have a dialogue box and
there's no need to change anything else
just press Return {Figure IV). Then
double-click on the by id icon to pop-up
the list of index fields. Create a new one

called Wand then in the dialogue box
select the id field as shown in Figure V
and press Return. You have created an
index of ids for the media datafile.

Now run through the same procedure
to create an index called by descr based
on the descr field.

Fig V: select the 'id' field

It was about this time that I realised

that I had missed something from the
media file. This program is meant to track
any type of media so, when we create a
new media, how do we decide which type
it is? This is where relations come into

play.
We create a new datafile called

mediatype and here we find a very handy
feature of S-Base can speed things up
enormously. Take a look at Figure VI;
now open up the field lists for both media

Fig VI: showing the field lists

and mediatype, select the descr and id
fields in the media window and drag them
into the mediatype window. Bingo! there
they are, all created and ready for use.

Now open the index list windows for
both datafiles and drag the by id and by
descr indexes across; they too get
created, but taking a mere fraction of the
time - there are very real benefits in
naming fields and indexes the same and
many of those advantages will become
apparent later.

We haven't quite finished with media
yet, the whole point of this was to link
media and mediatype. You can close
down the mediatype windows and add a
new field to media. Call it mediatypejd
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Fig VII: new field, 'mediatypejd'

and give ita datatype of id {Figure VII).
We will use this field to store the media

type.
Open up the mediatypefield list. We

have decided that a particular type of
media may have either a duration or a
size. But which? Or both? Or neither?

Imagine for a second that we are creating
a new mediatype we know as we do this
whether this type of media has a size or
duration (or neither or both). In the
dialogue box we use to create a new
media type we can specify whether we
want duration or size, as switches.

So we need two more fields in

mediatype; these are duration and size
just as for media but this time we give
them both a data type of boolean - which
means they are either TRUE or FALSE.
Once we have created a mediatype this
information will be used to control what

information we need to input into a media
record of that type.

Getting on the iconbar
That concludes our work on the nitty-
gritty we will now go up to the top and
see how we can get something
happening at the user-interface level.
This is usually a nice thing to do because
you can see something actually on the
screen. The first thing we need to be able

S-Base
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Fig VIII: the Sprites resource

to do is get an icon on to the iconbar.
Open up the Sprites resource, you will
find right at the top an icon with the name
Imediatrak {Figure VIII). This is created
automatically by S-Base and is a default
that can be replaced when you are in
artistic mood. Until then this will do fine.

To run the application you are creating
press Shift+F9 (as long as one of the
application windows is highlighted) and
the program will run. Unfortunately all you
will get is a flicker of the iconbar as S-
Base puts the icon on the iconbar and
then removes it as the program exits.
Currently you have no application so
nothing happens.

Open the Programsresource - you
will find a default program called startup.
The program with this name is
automatically run when the application is
started up. Double-click on it and you'll
find it empty apart from a single bar
character and a Return character.

The bar character as the first item on a

line in any piece of code indicates that
what follows is a comment and is ignored
by S-Base when it is running. Type in the
text that is shown in Figure IX. Now much
of this will appear completely redundant
at the moment; however its use will

fj had

m?oat,
0 Hon

MP*

.running = FALSE

can_run = TRUE

if (canj-un)
.running = TRUE
poll
running = FALSE

enaif

Fig IX: type in the text shown above
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become clear. This is what it does:

The first two lines are comments, then a

variable _running is created and set to
FALSE, then another variable is created

can_run which is set to TRUE.

The first variable can be used in other

parts of the program to check whether the
application is properly running yet to
avoid errors. The second variable will

actually be set by some set-up
procedures we will put in later, and might
be set to FALSE in which case the

application will simply exit rather than run.
When we get to the if.endif block, this is
processed if canjun is TRUE and
skipped if it isn't. Inside the block we set
the _running variable to show we are
running properly and then we have the
poll command which starts up the multi
tasking of the whole application.

Before it takes effect you must press
F3 and Return, which saves the new

code into the application, then press
Shift+F9 to run the code and hurray! you
get an iconbar icon. Not only that but you
can even click Menu over it and select

Quit, and it will {FigureX). However,
trying to display the Info window will
generate an error. So let's fix it.

Open up the Menus resource and
double-click on the iconbar Item which

gives you entries for Info and Quit you
can see the dialogue boxes in Figure XI.
The error message you get tells you that
there is no procedure called info_open
which apparently the application is trying
to find and run. So we need to create

one.
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Fig Xla: entry forQuit

Open the Procedures resource, which
is empty, and create a new procedure
resource called info then type in the code
as shown in FigureXII. The first line
defines the name of the procedure and
says there is one parameter called a; in
fact this parameter doesn't mean
anything, but we have to have it. The next
line creates a variable that is local to this

'•l.Ji.i 11

Items Memory

Fig XII: creating a new procedure resource

procedure - it is critically important that
you make as many variables local as
possible. Global variables should be kept
to an absolute minimum (such as the
_runningvariable). Local variables

On the Web site

If you have the latest version of S-Base you can find an S-Base textualarchive of the program as
developed so far.
In order to use it:

• Create a new S-Base application, you don't need to give it a special name.
• Quit S-Base.
• Open up the new application with Shift+double-click.
• Copy the archive file (make sure it is called "archive" and not "archive/txt" and has a filetype of

text) into the new application and close the window.
• Control+double-clickthe application, when S-Base asks you whether you really want to

destroy the existing application, say yes you want to.

The archive of my application will now replace the default one and you
You can find the archive at www.acornuser.com/sbase

be able to try it out.

Fig Xlb:entry forInfo

prevent bits of programs interfering with
other bits and creating errors that are
virtually impossible to track down.

I called this variable ch to stand for

Card Handle. Any window created by S-
Base is called a card and every object
created in S-Base has a unique handle of
its own, which you use to refer to that
object. You don't have to set ch to zero
(notice that you can do it within the local
statement) but once again this sort of
thing is good practice.

There are then four card commands:

• card new creates a new object from
the Info format - take a look at the

Formats resource to see it.

• card show makes it visible, all cards

are initially invisible. Ones that are
visible can be hidden and re-shown as

needed.

• card poll is similar to the poll
command except it refers specifically
to S-Base going away by itself and
checking for things happening to this
card alone.

• card dispose gets rid of this object.

Once S-Base decides we can return from

the card poll command, execution returns
to this procedure and this next command
gets rid of the card and returns back from
whence it came.

Now assuming everything has been
entered correctly you will be able to go to
the Info item on the iconbar icon menu

and when you hit the arrow the info
dialogue box will appear, and disappear
when you go back to the menu. You now
have a semi-functioning S-Base program.

Next month we will create a real user-

interface, jumping years of programming
evolution to something very effective but
easy to use.

Steve Turnbull

stevet(5)acornuser.com



Switching Solutions from.

Use your RiscPC or PC
keyboard or our NEW
click multimedia

keyboard inc RISC OS
drivers only £34.95

Keyboard controlled switch allows the
use of a single monitor, keyboard and
mouse with two machines.

Only £99.95 inc
Pack with PS2MouseMini only £113.90
Manual and other switches available

WEtt '

PC I

c c
Ejj8Yft*M»cr&t«M«i

3-button Genius mouse

(as used in STD standard
mouse) FREE with switch
or £10 inc as A7000 spare

We are able to supply a range
of custom high specification PC
base units, eg:

Duron 1000 / 128MB memory /
40GB hard drive/ CD / modem

speakers /keyboard/mouse
£499 inc VAT

p.-Y': .-.. •*

Athlon XP 1600+ / 256MB DDR

memory / 40GB hard drive /
DVDplayer /12 x 10 x 32 burn
proof CD-rewriter / 64MB
Geforce2MX 400 graphics /
periphs as above £799 inc VAT

Windows ME / MS Works bundle, installed, add £100 inc

Keyboard controlled switch pack inc PS2MouseMini only
£100 inc when purchased with PC.

PS2MouseMini allows the use of

PC-style PS/2 mice with all RISC OS
machines which do not already have
a PS/2 port (ie all but A7000/RiscStation)
Use PC mice (or switches) Only £18.95

• "-:• .-

Your

Monitor

A7000, RiscStation and Omega machines may
also be switched and do not require a PS2MouseMini
interface

<ypfc
PARAFS Is a parallel port networking system for machines fitted
with a bi-directlonal parallel port (A30x0 / A4000 / A5000 / A4 /
A7000 / RiscStation / Mlco / Omega / RiscPC)

It Is implemented as a filing system and so provides transparent
file sharing across machines without the need for cumbersome and
slow transfer programs. Files and directories which are stored on the

Jremote machine appear nsif they arelocal

ParaFS typically achieves access speeds of well above 100K/8ec,
making It an ideal solution for most file-sharing applications.

E29.95Inc easy-to-find red transfer cable. E22.95software only.

Standard mouse
A quality, branded 3-button mouse for

machines fitted with a standard Acorn '

(9 pin connector) mouse port. Adapted
for Acorn machines using our
PS2MouseMini technology.
Only £19.95

V

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

Stuart Tyrrell Developments

Stuart Tyrrell Developmenl
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8F
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 60i
Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.ul
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email for a
ee product information flyer!

All prices include P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.



You need a new development environment

Why settle for BASIC or C when you can use S-Base?

S-Base is the premier Integrated Development Environment for RISC
OS computers. Powerful yet easy-to-use, S-Base offers a wealth of
professional features:

Rapid Application Development features
Integrated format and template designers
Advanced integrated programming language, with 300+
commands and functions

No compile or build step - just click to go
Full database facilities, including advanced queries
Standalone application and network options
User group on the Internet

Available in three different versions to suit your needs and
requirements, S-Base offers immense power and incredible value. The
Professional version of S-Base even allows you to create standalone
applications, so you can sell and distribute your software.

With the brand new series of tutorials in Acorn User, there has never

been a better time to buy S-Base.

For full information on S-Base, please visit the Bluewater Systems
Web site.

Try S-Base today risk free for only £69!
Please see our Web site for ordering details

www.bluewaternz.com/s-base

bluewater

systems
ARM Technology Specialists
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RISC OS and the most detailed map of Britain
Around 400 million features of the

British landscape appear on a
revolutionary digital map, showing

the whole country redrawn in
unprecedented detail.

National mapping agency Ordnance
Survey is taking the wraps offOS
MasterMap after a huge two-year project
to digitally reference not just every
building and field, but detail as fine as
railway signal lights and free-standing
letter boxes.

It is like an enormous national jigsaw
made up of 400 million pieces, with each
one 'barcoded' with a unique 16-digit
reference number known as a

topographic identifieror TOID. The Tower
of London, for example, is
0001000006032892.

TOlDsoffer a higher level of detail
than postcodes or individual addresses
as they identify millions of non
addressable properties and natural
landscape features such as small
waterways and areas of woodland.

As well as telling you where a feature
is, a TOID is also a direct link to a
description of what it is. Best of all, a
TOID can be loaded with extra detail

within a user's computer system and
shared between users, so acting as an
unambiguous and electronically mobile
package of information.

This breakthrough opens up a host of
possibilities in easier data sharing and
management for utilities, local and central
government, and any business
supporting a branch network, customer
base, or other geographic infrastructure.
The associations created by TOIDs could
even foster closer cooperation between
government and business.

"OSMasterMap is the most detailed,
definitive and intelligent mapping we have
ever produced," says Vanessa Lawrence,
Ordnance Survey's Director General and
Chief Executive. "It has been developed
inconsultationwith industry and
governmentand with the knowledge that
around 80 per cent of all the information
held in Britain has some geographic
content.As they are taken up, TOIDswill
becomecommon hooks held on any
number of databases within and between

organisations, bringingsignificant
benefits in the way informationis
integrated, manipulated, analysed and
presented."

Unlike earlierverydetailed digital map
data, OS MasterMap provides continuous

mapping of the whole of Britain from
which users can select the precise area
of coverage they need. As it is not
restricted by fixed map tiles, it is truly
seamless. It has also been created in a

series of themed layers which users can
pick and mixas they wish. Nine themes
become available in the initial release of

data today: roads, tracks and paths;
buildings; land; rail; heritage; height;
water; structures; and boundaries.

Users can stay up to date through
regular web updates showing only those
features that have changed. Whereas
before they would have received a
complete resupply of their data on CD-
ROM, the change-only facility means they
can be sent just those features that have
been updated, cutting dramatically the
size of update files and the overall costs
of data handling.

In time, all Ordnance Survey products
will be created from OS MasterMap -
even new generations of its most popular
paper maps such as Landranger and
Explorer.

Consultations are under way with
users of the existing large-scale digital
product, Land-Line, to ensure that the
conversion to OS MasterMap is as easy
as possible. In the meantime, the two will
run in parallel.

The government minister responsible
for Ordnance Survey, Sally Keeble MP,
has praised OS MasterMap, saying that
the launch "...will make it easier for

businesses, governmentdepartments
and local authorities to view their own

information, and the information of others,
in a common geographic context."

Meeting the master challenge
Ordnance Survey first introduceddigital
mapping in 1973 when itstarted digitising
its large-scale mapping archive in order
to streamline the map production
process. It took the next step when it
created the Land-Line product, supplying
the digital data to customers in electronic
form. This allowed customers to display
Ordnance Survey maps in their own
systems and electronicallyoverlay their
own data.

OS MasterMap is the next evolution of
Ordnance Survey large-scale data. While
Land-Line is largely a cartographic
product, OS MasterMap is designed to
enable sophisticated analysis in GIS
applications and to allow closer
integrationwith third party data. At the

#•••$$99$$$$$$$$$$$$$

heart of this evolution is the creation of

object-based data - making features
represent objects in the real world rather
than the graphical elements of a map.

The most noticeable addition to

achieve this goal is the provisionof area
features, or polygons, alongside the lines
and points familiarto Land-Line users. To
complement this rich feature set,
numerous additional attributes have been

added to describe the nature of the

feature as well as just its location.
Furthermore, OS MasterMap supports

closer integration with user data by
providing each feature with a unique
identifier, allowing users to associate their
own information with the OS MasterMap
features.

To enable the DA/Fand the OS

MasterMap products, Ordnance Survey
had two main technical challenges to
meet. Firstly, enhancing the content of
the Land-Line map into real-world
objects. Secondly, moving to a whole
new paradigm of data management,
storing its data in a single seamless
database.

Enhancing the content
The main obstacle to using Land-Line for
geographical analysis Is its inherent
cartographic history. To a person looking
at a graphical display of Land-Line it is
clear where the building, roads, fences
and walls are.

However, to a computer with no
understanding of the physical worldthere
are just lines and points in different
locations.

Due to the enormous amount of detail

in Ordnance Survey large-scale mapping
itwas not practical to use human
operators to identify, describe, and
recode every real-world feature shown on
the map. Ordnance Survey therefore had
to automate the vast majority of this work.

To achieve this, its software
developers built systems to interpretthe
Land-Line maps and convert the
cartographic information into real world
objects.

Built on Laser-Scan's object-oriented
Gothic architecture, the conversion
process used a highly complex rule base,
alongside a detailed object-orientated
data model. This approach enabled the
automatic classification of area features

as well as inferring numerous closing
links to furthersubdivide areas (polygons)
into more meaningful units. However,

999 45)$



MasterMap

Fig I:a 'zoomed-out' view

before achieving this goal, over 60 million
geometric inconsistencies within the
Land-Line data had to be resolved

without affecting the positional accuracy.
The result, after a year of processing and
less than 1% of manual editing, was the
total re-engineering of the large-scale
data and first stepping stone to the
creation of OS MasterMap.

Managing the new data
In the past Ordnance Survey has held its
maps as a set of separate map files. With
OS MasterMap the entire mastermap of
Great Britain is held as a single seamless
database. Instead of finding a map
location using a National Grid map sheet
reference, Ordnance Survey data is now
retrieved by defining exactly the area and
data of interest. Features are now

selected individually from the archive to
meet the needs of each customer.

Managing the DA/Fdatabase presents
some unique technical challenges,
including a relatively complex data model.
The DNF uses topological polygons to
represent areas. This means defining
areas by referring to the lines that
surround them instead of holding the
coordinates within the area features

themselves. So, besides dealing with a
very large number of features, Ordnance
Survey has to manage the fact that they
are all connected to each other and those

relationships must be properly
maintained.

OS MasterMap is an unbroken web of
400 million features stretching from
Land's End to John O'Groats. There are

no natural divisions in this network (each
feature is next to another, which is next to

another, and so on, from one end of the

country to the other) so the data
management systems at Ordnance
Survey must present this giant dataset as
a single entity to the user.

Because OS MasterMap is so
complex, Ordnance Survey's data
management system has to provide a
variety of ways to select from the

Fig II: partof a roundabout on an M4junction

database to make using the DNFeasy for
customers. The DNF features can be

selected by combinations of area and
theme.

Change-only information can be
supplied by selecting all features
changed since a given date. Features
can also be retrieved by their unique
identifier (known as a Topographic
Identifier or TOID). Ordnance Survey has
developed bespoke indices within the
database to ensure that for all these

patterns of access the features can be
retrieved efficiently.

Another challenge for the data store is
the wide variety of feature sizes. The
area features range from something as
small as a garden shed to something as
big as Loch Ness. The systems have to
reliably deal with either extreme from one
moment to the next.

The system is engineered to provide a
variety of output formats. OS MasterMap
is available in two geography mark-up
language (GML) formats: independent
polygons, and topological polygons. This,
combined with the fact that each

customer is given a selection of features
specific to them, means that every file of
OS MasterMap data has to be individually
created from the database for each

customer.

To create OS MasterMap, Ordnance
Survey has brought together a wide
range of technical developments,
including customer-specific feature
selection and high performance, each
one challenging in its own right. It has
done so on an industrial scale creating a
product which is not only a sophisticated
data product, but also one of the largest
databases of its kind in the world.

MasterMap on RISC OS
Fortunately for us, there are RISC OS
users within the Ordnance Survey, so as
soon as MasterMap was released
development started.

As from 12th December 2001, David

Snell's ProCAD+ can import the new

MasterMap GML format. For the
Independent Polygon version of the files,
areas can be automatically filled with
colour and/or symbols. Two samples at
different scales of zoom are shown here.

Both pictures show screen-shots from the
results of loading the sample independent
polygon MasterMap file downloaded from
the OS web site into ProCAD+.

Figure Ishows a zoomed-out view of a
small part of the map. The roads, railway,
housing estate and major buildings can
all be seen. When you zoom in you can
even see the house numbers, the

garages and garden sheds!
Figure II shows part of a roundabout

and slip roads on a junction on the M4.
At this zoomed-in scale the use of line

thicknesses can be seen to mark the top
and bottom of slopes. The fill symbols
and house numbers are also evident.

When you import a MasterMap file into
ProCAD+ you will find that all the hard
work has already been done for you. A
special blank drawing is provided to load
the file into. This has been set up with a
special palette that uses the colours
recommended by the Ordnance Survey
and all the symbols required are already
pre-loaded.

All you have to do is to ensure that the
file has a filetype of DOS or Text and
drop it in. In no time your map will appear
before your eyes.

In addition to the special blank drawing
ProCAD+ also uses another file during
the interpretation of the map data. This is
a text file and contains the details of the

choices of colours, line-thicknesses,
patterns, etc. It may be edited to change
the interpretation of the map data to your
own requirements or may be used to turn
off specific data types. This file also
determines which layer items are placed
on so the layer mechanism may be later
used to switch off various classes of data

if required.
It should be noted that the two sample

MasterMap files available from the OS
web site are self-extracting Zip files of 1.6
and 1.2Mb. When decompressed, these
files are over 24Mb. They can either be
decompressed on a PC or by David
Pilling's SparkFS. Sparkor the free
SparkPlugwill not do.

Ifyou would like to try all this out for
yourself you can do so. The free
evaluation version of ProCAD+ available

from the Web site: www.zynet.co.uk/
dsnell will load MasterMap data.

Michael Stubbs

editor(5)acornuser.com



One of the most talked about Acorn games is available noW
Transported to an
unknown world you musi
venture into a dangerous
domain. Not only are you
searching for power cells
so you can return, you
have to survive and

battle against the evil
denizens who are

determined to

kill you. n

"...The weaponry in this game is second
to none/ and outclasses Quake or Doom by
a long way." Acom Arcade

"I would say that it is a good buy for all
Rise PC owners" .

Acorn Arcade

m YOUt COPY NOW AND
EAN EXPLOSIVE YEAR 2001rJAV

YES! Please sendme copies of Destiny ®£10 each Postage &Packing
UKpostage, .nld £1 each

Pleasesend me copies of Destiny @£8each (subs price) Europe, add £2each
Rest of world, add £3 each

Name

Address.

Postcode E-mail

1wish to pay by:

J Cheque/postal order (payable to Tan Press Ltd)
D Credit Card (No debit cards)

cCredit Card No:

Expiry Date: / Your name as on card:

Signature:

I I Please tick here ifyou donot wish toreceive promotional information from other companies
Send your order & payment to: Destiny Offer, Tau Press, 28a Middle Hiilgate. Stockport SK1 3AY

Marcrk2001 www.acornuser.com

. High resolution 3D graphics
i) Huge varied levels %^
_Serious fire power -^

^Intelligent enemies
_Original music

Configurable controls

And much more; never, seerr
fn any other game of this^yp'

on any other platfifrm J
Playable on A7000+, Rise PC 600 or better. Stn^ARM
recommended. Requires CD-ROM drive, Klijlb RAwt^
13Mb hard disc space minimum. RISC CjpFpatch avail



kefield Show 2002 detail

jaxiircfay & Sunday lb/19 Ivlay 2002
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Horbury Road
Wakefield

www.wakefieldshow.org.uk/2002/
showinfo@wacg.org.uk

Opening times
Saturday 10:30 to 17:30
Sunday 10:30 to 16:00

m Tactions include

iames arcade

Developers village
Show theatre

•
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SPONSORED BY

Ccrilica

ooking

:et prices

Adults/Foundation/OAP
Juniors (5 to lb ye r)
Foundation/OAP
Weekend Adults

Weekend Juniors

Adults/Foundation/OAP
Juniors (5 to 16 years)
Foundation / OAP
Weekend Adults
Weekend Juniors

Advance ticket orders will be available from March
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£8.00

£6.00

Under 5's FREE

Foundation rate on
action of

membership card
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Coming soon....

...a major new RISC OS application

ISorte - a multimedia database authoring system
Createdatabases and presentations with ease.

Output data as reports, CSV or HTML.
Applications include Family Trees, School Projects,

Learning Aids, Presentations and more.
(check web page for development news)

Supporting Acorn computers from
1982 to 1999

Proud to support RISC OS
computers from 2000 to the/uture

ZP h e n o m e n a

RISC OS Software for work and entertainment

104 Manners Road, Southsea, Hampshire P04 0BG
Tel. (02392) 871530 - Fax (02392) 871531

info@digitalphenomena. co. uk
www.digitalphenomena. co. tikisoftware,html

AntUtils £5.00
The popular enhancement utility to the Ant Internet
Suite.

- Automatic timed fetches ofemail and news.

- Auto launch up to 20 internet search engines.
- Allow Fresco to 'pretend' to be Microsoft Explorer or Netscape.
- plus many more features.

Disc Commander £29.95

Disc Editor and Toolkit Utility
- Edit virtually all known disc formats
- Use as an aid to recover lost or accidentally deleted data
- Powerful virus checking.
- Fast byte search
- compatiblewith most popular filing systemsincludingparallel zip
drives, SCSI drives and 'large' discs.
- Fully RISC OS 4 compatible, including new format discs.

FresUtils £5.00

Special 'Fresco only' version of AntUtils, for Argo
Voyager Users.

NetReader £20.00

Easy to use offline Email reader, specially designed for
novice users and schools.

- Multi-user and Network compatible
- Auto text censoring for school networks
- Marcel and CIX Conferencing compatible
- System admin control such as 'forced replies' and
'open/closed' email times/days.

Classic Games Compilation £10.00
A compilation of classic games including:
SuperSnake - an addictive version of the old favourite
arcade game, featuring configurable keys, one or two
player games, computer controlled snake and over 20
increasingly difficult levels.
Runeseeker - An arcade adventure. Can you explore the
maze to locate all the hidden coins and escape with your
lives intact? Features 12 fiendishly difficult levels,
teleports, locked doors, bombs and even an unfriendly
yeti intent on hunting you down!
Shanghai - A desktop version of the classic Chinese
strategy game. Can you remove all the matching tiles in
the quickest time? Featuring different tile sets, board
styles and difficulty levels.
Blackjack - A desktop version of the popular casino
card game, featuring full casino rules.
Nightmare Park - A bonus RISC OS version of the
original BBC B classic featuring the original 'mode 7'
graphics but now RISC OS 4 and StrongArm
compatible.

VZap £10.00
The original Acorn virus scanner.
- Free support as and when new viruses are discovered
- Easy use. Start scan with only two mouse clicks.
- Network compatible for schools and colleges.

These and more shareware applications and utilities are
available to download for free evaluation from:

www.digitalphenomena.co.uklsoftware.html

Web design and general Acorn/RISC OS consultancy
and help available. Please email for details.
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Whose desktop is it this month?
Did you guess who the desktop

featured last month belonged to?
Itwas none other than your Editor,

Michael Stubbs.

This month's desktop is somewhat of a
contrast to last months minimal affair.

Again, this person likes to have all their
favourite applications to hand, and sticks
a great many of them onto the backdrop
(although a few have been removed, to
save giving the game away...)

This person is a tidy person at heart
and favours a simple, yet effective hard
drive layout, with everything in it's place -
hence a minimalist 'root directory' and the
utilities directory sorted into handy
sections in order to categorise where
things go.

There are a number of essential

utilities loaded on bootup; NeXTBar by
Paul Vigay, which provides a useful
application launcher and can also
manage which other applications are also
loaded on bootup. Organizer by Chris
Morison is also immediately to hand
which, coupled with a caller display unit
on the phone, enables this user to
immediately see who is phoning up as
soon as the telephone rings. It's a 20GB
drive, so there is plenty of space for even
the biggest of files and images.

A Viewfinder card is fitted to this

StrongArm RPC700, which allows this
user to have a default desktop of
1600x1200 in lots of colours. Running on
a Sony 19" monitor this allows for several
windows to be open at once, so that this
user can immediately see what they are
doing, whether it's editing a Web page or
answering e-mails. Even having two A4
pages from Impression Publisher side by
side.

Having subscribed to RISC OS Select,

this user likes to keep at the cutting edge
of RISC OS development, not only
regularly keeping all the applications and
utilities up to date, but regularly scanning
the Internet for any new utilities to add to
the collection of essentials. However,
being an Acorn fan for many years, this
person has replaced the current RISC OS
switcher icon with the classic Acorn' one,
simply because it "looks nicer and
reminds me of the heritage of the
machine".

The owner of this desktop uses RISC
OS for all manner of computing tasks, so
there are the majority of professional
applications installed on the computer;
some for day to day usage and others for
occasional use or leisure activities.

Majorapplications include Impression
Publisher for DTP work. Although a full
copy of the latest Ovation Pro is also
installed, this user has been using Acorns
for many years and still tends to use old
stalwart packages, simply because they
work, and are so reliable.

Photodesk Olympic edition and
Cerilica's Vantage are two frequently
used graphics packages, as this user
does a great deal of graphics creation
and editing, ranging from creating black
and white diagrams to graphical logos
and banners for Web sites.

This person also does quite a bit of
writing, not just desktop publishing, so
Techwriter by Icon Technology is also
installed and used frequently. This is a
fantastic multi-purpose word processor.
Of course it's more than just that, but
there again this user admits to only using
about 1% of it's features.

However, it's also useful for

transferring documents to and from other
people who insist on using Microsoft

Word. As a matter of

policy this users refuses
to send Word format

documents to other

people, but Techwriter is
ideal for converting Word
documents received from

others. For this purpose
it's better than the 'real'

Word as it doesn't seem

to suffer from the quirks
different versions of

Word seem to impose.
Techwriter seems happy
to read files from Word 6

right through to WordXP.
For good measure
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View of the whole desktop

Pipedream 4 is also installed on this
machine, and used regularly for database
and spreadsheet purposes. An additional
benefit being it's ability to print letters and
documents without using the RISC OS
printer driver. Having an aging Canon
bubblejet printer lets this user rapidly do a
quick print using the standard printer font.
Not many modern applications allow that,
and it can still be switched to the RISC

OS driver if graphics or anti-aliased fonts
need to be printed.

This person does a fair bit of web
design, including digital photography and
photo archival. Therefore some other
essential applications on this machine are
Zap, InterGIF, Fresco, Drawand a
collection of JPEG utilities by J. David
Barrow {Jsize, Jclean and Jcuf). Of these
Zap has to be one of the most useful
applications ever used. It's just
indispensible. In fact, it's probably one of
the main reasons this user wouldn't

defect to an alternative computer system.
Because Fresco interactively updates
Web pages when you edit them in Zap
(this person prefers hand coding HTML),
it's very quick and productive.

Indeed, this helps immensely in a
business sense because this user can

guarantee clients that a Web site can be
created in half the time any competitors
quote. RISC OS allows this because
creating Web sites is so much easier than
using Windows - even when equipped
with 'industry standard' applications such
as Dreamweaver and HotMetalPro.

Because a lot of use is made of the

Internet, this person makes extensive use
of Pluto, not only to manage 1000's of
messages and text documents but also to
manage several large mailing lists, also
run from this machine. Again, the latest
version of MessengerPro is also installed,
just so that different systems can be
evaluated and compared - although this
person tends to come down on the side
of Pluto, simply for ease of use, speed
and number of 'essential' features

required by this user.
This person also likes to listen to

music whilst they work, so when the
conventional stereo is not playing,
AMPIayer is usually working it's way
through a packed playlist, ranging from
Pink Floydand Queen to Tangerine
Dream and The Moody Blues - possibly
giving away a hint to this persons age...

Do you know the owner of this month's
desktop? Find out in the next issue.
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iy use lazy old
FAT clients, when

you can have
fast and efficient

THIN clients?
Management
Control is centralised in a TotalBoot NC installation,
making it easy to manage and providing a secure,
tamper-proof environment. Because all software and
configurations are controlled by the central TotalBoot
server, the NC does not allow pupils to alter
applicationsettings and viruses cannot be introduced.
Central management also saves time as the ICT co
ordinator will no longer have to move from machine to
machine, solving individual problems. Furthermore,
when the server is upgraded, all stations are instantly
upgraded.

Access

r.vmmm

installationsprovide Internet access and e-mail for all
stations - the communications tools needed to plug
into the National Grid for Learning. A wealth of
curriculum material provides a powerful intranet
learning resource. Both e-mail and web access can be
controlled and logged thus giving you control over
what can and, more importantly, what cannot be seen.

Cost Effective
Asallfiles and applicationsare managed centrally, NCs
do not require hard discs, floppy drives or CD-ROM
drives on each terminal. This gives dramatic savings on
unitcosts. Expensive NT servers are not obligatory.

BecauseNCshave no moving parts, there is little that
can go wrong. With PCs, most technical support
requirements stem from changing user settings.
Becausethis does not apply to NCstechnical support is
dramatically reduced. As a result, there are savingson
repairbills and on costs associated with downtime and
disruptions to teaching schedules.

Applications
Alongwith curriculum content and communications
applications, TotalBoot NC installations can run
Windows™ and Acorn RISC OSapplications, providing
access to a range of industrystandard and education
specific software titles.

All NC TotalBoot installations come with NC Works -

an integrated productivity suite including word
processor, spreadsheet, database, graphing tool,
drawinq tool, painting package and JavaScript Web

Integration
TotalBoot NCscan be integrate!
infrastructure protecting the school's investment and
extending the lifespan of resources. Old PCs, including
386s and 486s, can be used as thin-clients, giving a
new lease of lifeto legacysystems.

As long term member of the CitrixSolutions Network
(it's over 5 years since our first thin-client network was
installed), we are ideallyplaced to implement and
integrate your ideal network.

NC Base
• ARM 7500FE NC

TotalBoot NT/NetManager ready
• 16MB Memory

• Keyboard and Logitech Mouse
• Network Cable

289.00

NC15
//

• As above plus...
• 15" SVGA Monitor

Headphones and 2-way Splitter
• Mouse Mat

360.00

NC 17"
• As above but with...
• 17" SVGA Monitor

£400.00

NC 15" TFT
Multimedia

• As above but with...
• 15" TFT LCD Screen, with inbuilt

speakers, so no headphones needed!

540.00

Topcat / Zip / CompactFlash / ICA / Custom
versions available, prices on application.
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Address: Precedence Technologies Ltd
86 Kings Hedges Road
Cambridge
CB4 2PA

Tel: +44(0)1223 562500
Fax: +44(0)1223 563522

E-Mail: sales@precedence.co.uk
WWW: http://www.precedence.co.uk

Southern Area Sales

Surftec?JInternet Computer Solutions

Address: Surftec Ltd

Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Tel: +44(0)1428 608121
Fax: +44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.com

WWW: http://www.surftec.com

Prices exclude VAT and carriage. E&OE
© Precedence Techoloaies Ltd, 2002



Education

Expressing an opinion
Espresso for Primary Schools

started in 1998 and is now used by
more than 100,000 pupils in

England and Wales. Featuring video clips
from ITN, newspaper reports from The
Telegraph and specially filmed video from
Espresso's in-house production team this
totals an impressive 14Gb of raw data.

In January, Espresso for Secondary
schools was launched with an initial 6Gb

of data and cross-referenced to National

Curriculum attainment targets. For those
who like statistics that breaks down to a

total of 1,000 video reports, 1,000 print
media reports, 500 printable resources,
300 cached Web sites and 400 learning
activities. So much for quantity, how
about the price, and the quality?

Cost centres

Espresso is a satellite-delivered service
for which you will have to pay an initial
amount for a satellite dish and Espresso
boxfor receiving and storing information
which are installed for you but cost some
£1,875. This is a major consideration,
especially for smaller schools, but for
rural schools it means that coverage and
access is not the issue it is with cable, for

instance.

Once connected to your network you'll
be able to access Espresso from any
machine on your network at any time of
day using a standard Internet browser.

The site is updated automatically
every Wednesday during term time at
4pm with the latest news stories and
multimedia material. All included in the

annual subscription.
However, there are other options. For

instance, Single Espresso is the full

Espresso for Primary Schools service
running on a stand-alone PC, not
connected to a network. A nice point is
that it can also be used with a large
monitor, projector or interactive
whiteboard in classroom or school library.

If you want a taster before you commit,
Espresso Granules are little bits of
Espresso for Primary Schools on CD-
ROM. This offers a low-cost way to get
started. There are 13 Espresso Granules
for KS1 and KS2 with prices starting at
£49.99. Alternatively, Espresso Machine
is the full Espresso for Primary Schools
without weekly updates. It is likely to be
of most interest to schools who want to

try out the service without regular
updates for now. Prices start at £875.

The bottom line is that this is not an

inexpensive resource, but it can be
accessed at different levels and if this

leads to more focussed lessons, greater
motivation and an increase in standards

what is that worth?

Look and feel

Espresso for Schools looks and works
like a Web site but it lives on a computer
in the school. As it uses broadband

technology the video is good quality and
there are no frustrating delays waiting for
downloads as the satellite is used to

deliver weekly information updates.
Due to the broadband technology it

uses you get instant access to high-
quality full screen video as well as
sophisticated multimedia activities that
would take forever to download across

the Internet. Another pro for schools is
that Espresso is a self-contained site
which means that Web sites are cached

on the computer so there are no links to
take children to dubious sites or just off
task.

The aim of the site is to stimulate

children and teach them skills relevant

to their Key Stage and second to
provide a rich resource that makes
planning and researching lessons
enjoyable and stress-free for teachers.
Contemporary TV programmes appeal
to pupils and the news footage and
voice-overs are re-dubbed for greater
relevance to the National Curriculum

and bring current affairs from around
the world into the classroom.

Primary matters
There is a standard lookto Espresso
and children are guided and advised by

News bites

All aboard

The Big Bus. for children aged 4 to 12.
Developed by the team that created the
award-winning ArgoSphere Web site, and
launched formally at BETTthis year. The
Big Bus site can be experienced for free
at www.thebigbus.com

Already in situ are interactive activities
such as the Other Worlds Adventure from

the Hosiers and Music & Fireworks with

the promise of more original and engaging
new materials planned for the coming
months.

The aim is to help children play and
learn at the same time and has been

designed for use both in schools and in
the home and has been developed in
conjunction with schools in order to tie in
with the National Curriculum.

The Big Bus is available to UK schools,
educational centres and homes as a

subscription service, allowingaccess to a
wealth of learning materials and
resources. However, a free site is also
available for those who want a taster of

the full subscription site.
The site takes children through a

series of engaging and fun activities,
delivering education in an original and
entertaining way. Interactive content
ranges from times tables, spelling and art,
through to a journey through Llama World,
fun stories, quizzes and even rocket
science!

As well as retaining favourite activities
from the original Argosphere site, many
new features have been developed,
including a journey to 'other worlds', as
well as music and fireworks!

Children are encouraged both
individually and in groups to take part in
activities and can even compete with
other pupils from schools around the
world in fun quizzes.

The Big Bus site operates within a
walled garden, providing a safe, secure
environment, ensuring that pupils are not
exposed to unsuitable material on the
Internet.

Science of the gross
First there was the best-selling children's
book, Grossology, by author and science
teacher Sylvia Branzei, then a CD-ROM
following all those parts of human body
science that children love the best - from

vomit to mucus. This spawned an
interactive science roadshow which has

now found its way to our shores and the
Science Museum

(www.sciencemuseum.org.uk)
The exhibition originally was premiered

at Science World British Columbia in

Vancouver, where it received tremendous
accolades from schools and the public
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'Whitegate', Dunmow Road, Hatfield Heath, Bishop's Stortford, Herts, CM22 7ED
Cumana is a trading name of Cannon Computing

LYM

Traditional base unit which comes with keyboard and
mouse. Add your own monitor type. Ideal for existing
networks in schools and colleagues.

SLYM officially launched at the BETT 2002 show

TecrTnical Specifications
ARM 7500FE (64MHz Neuron Board)
15" TFT Multimedia Screen (17" & 19" available)
32Mb EDO RAM

16Mb Flash

RJ45 10/100 Network card

2x PS2 ports
Serial port
16bit Audio

Audio out jack (stereo 3.5 320hm)
Parallel Port

SVGA Port

Reset Switch

RISC OS 4

Oregano Web Browser (Internet Ready)
Keyboard & Mouse

Tel: 01279 730800/900

e-mail: sales@cumana.co.uk

The Neuron 100 motherboard

Cumana Cortex board

with the

ICUMANA
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Wall mounted option. SLYM built onto the back of LCD screen.
Ideal for Hospitals, doctors surgeries and point of sale systems.
SLYM with Taxan LCD screen £695 + vat

(wall mount extra)

Educational Services available from Cumana
Integrated Networking

Network Cabling
Wireless Networks

Educational Software

Internet Service Provision (Schools Internet Caller tariff)
Support Cover available for the whole of the UK

School Benching & Trolleys
Teacher Training

PCs & Laptops
Windows NT Servers

Computer accessories

Fax: 01279 730809

www.cumana.demon.co.uk



cartoon characters Sal, Ash and their dog
Scully. The curriculum is split into English
1 and 2, Maths 1 and 2, Science 1 and 2,
and Topics 1 and 2.

Taking Numeracy as a starting point,
how can Espresso be used to teach basic
skills, motivate and develop problem
solving? There are a range of activities
such as estimating with Ready Steady
Cook. Or handling and interpreting data
with special reports on the Rugby World
Cup to name but a few. Most important
though is that there are always new items
to choose from.

Ready Steady Cook is used as the
hook for several Key Stage 2 activities
covering estimation, money and time.
Choosing estimation and you're shown
the end of TV show when Fern Britton

estimates who has won from the cards

the audience holds up. This is followed by
the screen test which checks your
estimation and memory skills related to
the TVclip which you can return to and
check at any time.

There are two estimate tasks too,

where you must use your estimate skills
just like fern to put a number to the
number of red tomatoes on show. A

popular activity this one as children get
faster and more accurate the more they

Play-
Finally, the Find Out More button

provides printable captioned photos, a
printable clockface with movable hands,
Espresso bank notes and coins as well
as till receipts to use in classroom, as can
the games which you'll find in the things
to do section.

When it comes to Literacy children can
access a range of ready matter from book
reviews from T2 and the Telegraph to TV
news items on newly published books
such as the Harry Potter series.
Phonological awareness, phonics, word
recognition, handwriting and spelling are
covered in the Alphabet module which
features a range of video (including

espresso
Site map

Topical digital media focused on
specific curriculum objectives.
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modelling of handwriting), word games,
rhyming activities and printable sheets.

For schools targeting literacy among
boys and especially writing, a new
addition of Story Starts could give them a
motivational boost. Combining real-life
video stories with supporting photos and
activity worksheets, 16 news video
stories are linked to Early Years
curriculum objectives.

Four genres are covered in stories
such as The Hamster with a Bus Pass

(funny), Ghost Huntat The Royal Albert
Hall(scary), Buried Treasure (amazing)
and the FlyingSheepdog (adventure)
each accompanied by activities from
interactive storybooks to word games.
Topics cover History, Geography and
PHSE, and links can be accessed via the

Staffroom.

For instance, Open the Door is a Key
Stage 1 unit where you can find yourself
on the beach in Australia with a

mischievous young girl called Tayla. This
leads on to activities for Years 1/2 on

habitats and livingthings. Again photos
and pictures are available as with the
Maths activities and when it comes to the

things to do icon there is a nice set of
colourful dominoes to use in the

classroom as a consolidation activity.
For Key Stage 2 one of the modules is

Victorian Times based at the Beamish

Open Air Museum. Transport, home and
working lifeas well as school are covered
and there is even a search facility. Click
on school, for instance, and you'll open
four resource banks: video, pictures,
photos and things to do. This provides
children with video and text on board

schools, curriculum, discipline,
attendance, dress, writing, games and

Play-
Elements of these video clips are

assessable through the photos button,
while original documents and
photographs can be accessed and
printed via the pictures button. Finally

they provide worksheets and
discussion sheets for work

away from the computer.
The aspect which hit me the

most was that these activities

set a context and purpose for
teaching and learning which
can be sometimes lost but is

essential.

New modules are always
being added, but there are an
additional two button on the

main contents/menu page
which is referred to be

Espresso as the Channel

Education • ••«

and set record-breaking attendance
levels.

You can walk through a giant nose to
learn about air filtering and mucus
production, learn about the central role the
brain plays when vomiting, play Gas
Aftac/cpinbali to discover which foods
cause gas or learn why we sneeze by

launching dirt balls into a huge nose.
Then children can move on to help a
larger-than-life cartoon character release
a giant burp before finding out what
causes runny noses with Nigel Nose-it-AII.
All of these interposed with interesting
factoids throughout the exhibit to learn
more about our body's biology.

Little helpers
Nelson Thornes

(www.nelsonthornes.com) have
released a huge range of software tools
this Spring. Such as Teaching Scientific
Enquiry which has been developed in
conjunction with ASE and is a CD-based
product designed to enhance the user's
understanding and teaching of scientific
enquiry and investigations at primary
school. Starting from the key science
skills and the investigation topics in the
QCA Scheme of Work it guides through
the key points that underpin Sc1 with skill
progression Levels 1-5 plus exemplars.

Meanwhile, secondary teachers can
take advantage of an online interactive
and stimulating resource for ages 11-14 to
make medieval history fun with ICT. There
are 12 units which can be used on a solo

or group basis, such as Dress the
Norman Knight, Contenders on the
Throne, The Bayeux Tapestry, Thomas
Beckett Cartoon Strip, and The Black
Death Diaries.

Available on subscription for £120 per
annum a free 30 day trial is available at
www.nelsonthornes.com

Also on line is Keyed-in.com which is
an interactive online Maths magazine,
updated weekly, to support Key Stage 3
Maths and the provision of ICT. Provides
extra material for the Framework for

Teaching Mathematics and for Key Maths
Teacher Files. Offers a vast selection of

fun-to-do activities and resources

including quests, quizzes, puzzles,
strategy games, serious mathematical
challenges and articles about famous
mathematicians. New developments
include active worksheets with instant

feedback, timed mental maths tests and
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Guide. These are News and TV. The

latter provides access to topics such as
the science and technology magazine
The Future Today, which reports on
developments such as a shark-skin suit
or electric shoes. A nice aspect to this is
the built-in glossary which runs
underneath the video report.

Meanwhile the weekly news service
gives access to Espresso TVnews. Up to
six video news stories come in each

week through your subscription and you
can access previous stories which are
categorised by curriculum area. Again a
glossary is built in, and as with all video
pieces, these are available as full-screen
video at the click on a button.

There is also an index to special
reports on key events past and present.
This is aimed at Key Stage 2, but My First
News provides video news for younger
childrenwith past reports filed under
more child-friendly headings such as
Animals, Games or Families. Your

subscription also includes selected
weekly news stories (printand images)
from the Electronic Telegraph, T2 and the
Web.

Secondary options
Although the principles and format are
the same, with lesson resources based

around current and topical television
programmes and reports, the primary
cartoon characters have been replaced
by animated teachers who guide students
through the different subject areas.
You'll also find resource banks covering
English, French and PHSE as well as a
full homework service designed for
narrowband connections (modem links)
enabling Key Stage 3 and 4 students to
access this over the web from home.

In the staffroom

To give teacher support there is an online
guide to how the service supports the
Qualifications and Curriculum Authority
schemes of work along with additional
resources. This is located in the

Staffroom which teachers can access

from any Espresso screen via the coffee
cup icon. Also to be found there are easy-
to-understand tables listing the resources
which each unit linking to the relevant
resources including topical full screen
video footage, Web sites and classroom
activities.

Lesson guides can be found
throughout the primaryand secondary
elements with links to the National

Curriculum, QCA schemes of work with

detailed information on learning
objectives, Espresso resources (on
screen and printable), additional
resources as well as ideas for whole

class, individual and plenary work.
In some LEAs the staffroom is also used

as an information channel to

communicate policies and initiatives as
well as job vacancies!

There is also a teacher training
element to Espresso with videos and
support on a range of subjects such as
classroom management, ICT in the
classroom, planning and assessment and
so on. Useful for schools with trainee

teachers, NQTs or teachers who want to
work on their professional development in
ICT.

In a nutshell
Espresso is easy to use for teachers and
children, it is usable in all areas of the

curriculum, the weekly update works
really well and motivates children to find
out about current affairs as the language
and topics are geared towards them.
Colourful, engaging and relevant, the
activities are well designed to fit nicely
into Literacy or Numeracy Hours. The
downside has to be the cost and this has

to be a whole school decision which no

one else can make for you.

Espresso for schools

Ages: 5+
Price: Satellite dish and Espresso box

(approx £2000)
Single Espresso (approx £1500)
Yearlysubscription (approx £6
per student)

Espresso Education
Riverside Studios

Crisp Road
Hammersmith

London

W6 9RL

Tel:+44 (0)20 8237 1200

www.espresso.co.uk
info@espresso.co.uk

differentiated activities to test calculator

skills. Again available on subscription for
£150 a year you can access this at
www.keyed-in.com

Or how about

www.revisecomputing.com which is a
comprehensive Web site available to
support students through Computer
Science A Level and is free of charge. It
includes a glossary of key words and
concepts, an 'ask-the-author' facility to put
questions and get career advice, subject
specifications for all exam boards, further
exam questions and worked answers,
guidance and inspiration for AS and A2
project work.

Literacy for all
R-E-M (www.r-e-m.co.uk) has teamed up
with the National Literacy Association for
a project named ClickOn lt\The scheme
involved children that are underachieving
in literacy due to their circumstances and
not through lack of ability. Research has
shown that children in care frequently
achieve lower GCSE results than those

living in their own homes.
The idea behind Click On It!scheme is

to use the medium of ICT as a

motivational tool. An eye-catching
catalogue contains reviews of software
packages along with a resume by their
teachers/carers as to how the software

has improved the child's literacyskills.
The project is running in three schools in
Birmingham where a cross-section of
Year 5 and 6 children are involved as well

as pupils from a school in Kent and an
additional 20 children in two children's

homes in Hounslow.

Soft strategies
Softease (01335 343421) have created a
new National Curriculum resource pack,
KeyStage 1 Developing Literacy. The
pack comprises activities and
comprehensive teacher notes with
photocopiable pupil record sheets directly
targeted at complying with the National
Literacy Strategy.

The pack contains activities which
utilise one or more components of the
Textease Studio range and summarises
how exercises can be used to achieve

goals set out in the National Curriculum.
Developing Literacy incorporates tasks
ranging from early sorting and matching
activities to complete lesson resources
combining multimedia and resource banks
combining text, images, sounds and
animations.

The CD-ROM provides a large
selection of on-screen and printable
worksheets as well as award templates.
Indexed, each item indicates whether the
activity is based on word, text or sentence
level work. And the cost? Just £29 for a

site licence.

Pam Turnbull

educ@acornuser.com
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Selectamark.
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Tamark works because it makes expen-

7e equipment virtually impossible to sell. At

60p or less for each item, there's simply no better

way to send the thief away - empty handed - as it

makes the property worthless to sell when its true

ownership is identifiable.

• Plastic marking compound supplied in a choice oftwo attractive colours
• Recommended by leading insurance companies

• Patented and distributed in the UK (beware of imitations)
© An ideal way to record company assets
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... LOCKSBOTTOM, KENT BR6 8NL.
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Website: www.selectamark.co.uk
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EPSON
®

Buy an

EPSON AcuLaser CI ©00

between the 2nd January & the 15th March

and get a free EPSON PhotoPC 2I00Z

The EPSON PhotoPC 2I00Z brings the digital camera into
the home and so gives the first-time home user a fun and
easy-to-use, high quality and stylishly designed product at a highl
competitive price:

• 3.1 MegaPixel output using enhanced EPSON HyPictTechnology
• 2.3 MegaPixel optical resolution
• PRINT Image Matching enabled - true-life colour reproduction

6 Black Toner Cartridges FREE *

Surftec
Internet Computer SolutionsJ

^subject to terms & conditions

01428 608121
http iJJwww.surftec.netj
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Hints & Tips

Your technical queries answered
Last months plea for programs to

decode more modern JPEG files

resulted in Neil Farnham-Smith

informing me that a combination of
Photodesk and JCutwould open anything
he threw at it. I downloaded JCut and it

certainly did open some NASA 3D
images of Mars. However, RISCOS Ltd
did tell me that "the latest version of

ChangeFSI included with the RISC OS
Selectscheme does, we believe, support
all the new EXIF format JPEGs such as

are generated by the latest digital
cameras".

The also go on to say that "perhaps
you should consider subscribing to the
Select scheme?".

Neil was also not too happy about my
comments on his article concerning
digital cameras, but to save you the
details of our discussion, let's turn to

David H Wild who has a point to make:-

Iwas interested to read your
comments about the current crop of
digital cameras, but feel that you were
rather too gloomy about their usability
with our machines. It is true that most

of them come with USB connections

these days, but any RISC OS machine
with a two-way printer port (which is
probably most of the machines in
serious use these days) can use the
Surftec readers for either

CompactFlash or SmartMedia cards. I
notice that if you buy a camera from
Photodesk one of these readers

comes with it. Even if USB ports
appear for our machines in the next
month or two, it is unlikely that most
people will have them fitted, and have
the right drivers for them, before the
end of this year. The reader method is
available off the shelf. About three

years ago, I bought my first digital
camera, a Kodak DCWplus. This came
with cables and software to allow me

to connect to the PC card using the
serial port. In fact, I found it much less
messy to use my Psion 5mx with
Ps/'FS to do the transfer rather than

mess about with all the extra cables.

Another point is that, with either the
Psion or the Surftec reader, you can
transfer the pictures from one
CompactFlash card while the other
one is still in the camera. I bought a
Surftec CF reader at the Birmingham
show, and there is no doubt that it is
much quicker than the Psion route -

but even that is better than nothing,
and I must have transferred nearly a
thousand pictures using that method.
The real lessons seem to be to stick to

one of CompactFlash or SmartMedia -
and most of the cameras seem to use

one or the other.

Thanks for that; the point I was making is
that you should make sure that you can
get the pictures into your computer before
you buy it.

Of course, ifyou are buying a camera
from an established RISC OS market

supplier then it won't be a problem. It's
when you go into a normal electrical
retailer you might buy something you
shouldn't. I don't know of anything to read
Sony memory sticks, for example, so our
choice can sometimes be limited when it

comes to connectivity.

Philip Draper would like to comment on
the Zipdrive compatibility problem we
have covered lately.

I had a parallel Zip drive working with
RISC OS 4 on the RiscPC I used at

work until I retired recently. I bought it
from Alsystems, when they were still
operating, along with ZipFS. All was
well, including the changeover to RISC
OS 4, until I got a new version of ZipFS
from Partis (as Alsystems were dead
by then). It would not work with that;
apparently I also had to buy some
more of their software - I think it was

PowerMgr. I thought this was
unreasonable, so I went back to the

old version of ZipFS. The drive was
very slow, especially with the PC card,
and the effect of forgetting it was in
use and trying to print something at
the same time was fairly disastrous,
but there was no doubt it worked.

That might be a solution and on the same
subject Bob Sapey has had a similar
experience:-

I had similar problems with
Alsystems's Zip software on a 250
parallel Zip drive. Before upgrading to
RISCOS 41 carefully backed up all my
programs and files onto several Zip
discs, but when I tried to restore them
the drive could not read the discs.

Fortunately, I had done a second
backup on a second drive or I would
have been in a pickle! The problem

seems to be related to the RISC OS

format as I can still use the drive if I

have the discs formatted to DOS.

Although it appears to work when I
format to RISC OS, the disc cannot be
read. I did wonder whether this was

related to the change of format with
RISC OS 4? I also e-mailed Alsystems
last summer when this happened but
have yet to receive a reply.

Fine; as a final word on this I did say that
I hadn't received any communication from
RISCOS Ltdand received the following
from them:-

We did in fact reply the same day,
(copy below) so I am more than a little
annoyed that you decided to claim in
your column that you had a
thundering silence from us 4 weeks
afterwards.

Well, I was surprised at this and so
checked my e-mail, only to discover I was
wrong and they did reply, so sorry for
that. They said:-

We are not aware of any other
problems with Zip drivers. We have
tested a drive today with the ZIPFSLite
which works OK with RISC OS 4 and

RISC OS Select.

The customer must be loading
something else which is interfering
with the parallel port such as Turbo
drivers.

This does raise a moot point as to who
takes the responsibility for this sort of
thing, especially when one of the parties
has gone out of business. In the end I
suppose it is not the operating system
vendor that is to blame, providing he
doesn't mind people saying itwon't work
with sploge. This is a problem that will
become more acute as time passes and
technology changes, so it's something we
all have to be aware of.

Anyway, just as this was going to press I
received this from Alex Candlish which

perhaps is the final word:-

Mid-January response from Partis
suggests using PowerMgr

MiscOperations-Clean Boot
Sector. Not an option on my
software! Bit the bullet, forked out for
up-to-date software from Partis - this
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enabled using the RISC OS format
after partitioning but it was still unable
to read original saved data. Final
solution:- back to OS 3.7, saved Zip
disc data to hard drive, replaced OS 4
partitioned original discs, resaved
data to Zip discs - not scientific but it
achieved the objective, finally. Many
thanks for your efforts on my behalf
and to Tim Powys-Lybbe for his
response.

Next up Robin Hampshire continues his
saga with his 1 wire bus project:-

Thanks for your continuing advice in
the Rambles column. Following on
from my last report, I have now got the
serial port driver modules working
properly with my application, this has
helped enormously, and made running
background tasks a lot smoother.

Furthermore, as an example of
allowing forward planning and making
use of hardware abstraction, I've been

able to code things so that if sometime
in the future I use my application on a
machine with multiple serial ports, I
only have to change the value of one
variable in my configuration file to
allow connection to any port
supported by the drivers.

A couple of months ago I sent you a
logic diagram for stepping through the
1-Wire Search ROM routine, whereby
any 1-wire devices on the network can
be detected. So far I have had a

maximum of 75 devices on my net
temperature sensors, input / output
switches, branch couplers, counters
and A/D converters, and the algorithm
consistently finds all of them with no
repeats and no omissions. So when
I've saved up for the rest of the chips,

2A48 - 75: nearly there now, I'll let you
know whether it works for all

permutations :-)
As far as the 1-Wire network itself is

concerned, I have now finalised my
designs and am slowly soldering all
the components together. I am using
twenty temperature sensors, twenty
four input / output switches, 6 branch
couplers and other bits and pieces, all
connected via cat5 cable.

Unfortunately some of the
components only come in surface
mounting and TSOC packages, but
I've managed to get around that by
using surface mount to dual in line
adapters from Radio Spars, RS
158-2878, a 1mm-bit soldering iron, a
magnifying glass on an angle poise
and lots of patience. Actually, I'm quite
pleased with the results.

As an avid S-Base tan, I've
produced many S-Base applications
for my own use, from wages
administration to central heating
control, celestial navigation for
mariners that's star sights.

I have also produced a database to
keep track of a regional small holders'
association training matters, for which
I am the training coordinator.

So as you can see I have been
looking forward to Steve Turnbull's S-
Base tutorial ever since he first

mooted it on the S-Base mailing list.
Steve is well known in S-Base circles

as someone who can really make
database applications sit up and
perform, so I'm looking forward to
picking up lots of hints and tips during
the course of his tutorials. S-Base

really is a superb development
environment, and when the new
version is running properly on both

Linux and RISC OS it will be even

better.

Thanks for that update, I am pleased I got
you started on this project, you are an
inspiration to us all.

Finally George Ceridwen resurrects a
past topic when he writes:-

In the April issue of Acorn User, you
published my question on how to use
the screen dump facility on Paint on
the RiscPC, OS 3.7.1 am producing
graphs using BASIC V\n Mode 0, and
find that Paint is much easier to use

than ChangeFSITor producing black
line graphs with a white background,
suitable for publication as figures in a
scientific journal. Lettering is easy, but
I also need to add some lettering at the
left hand side of the graph; that is, it
needs to be rotated through 90
degrees. Can you suggest how that
can be done?

Well, my initial thought was that you
could put your paint file into a draw
document and then add the text. This

should allow you to rotate it as mentioned
in the RISC OS 3 user guide. However,
when I tried this I found there was no

rotate box on the text I put in. Not being a
great user of Draw I was puzzled until it
struck me that I had initially put in the text
using the system font. If you change it to
any other font next time you select it the
text will have a rotate handle at the top of
the box and you can then drag it around
to any angle you like. I am sure there are
many other packages that will do this but
everyone has Draw.

Mike Cook

rambles@acornuser.com

Get your work published in the best-selling RISC OS magazine
The relaunch of Acorn User has brought about some significant changes to the
magazine, one ofwhich is a newlook. The brand newdesignofthe magazine has
resultedina significant increase in the numberof words on each page; we've
effectively doubled the amount of editorial content.

This opens upthe doorto newregular columns, more features and longer articles.
To takeadvantage of this, weare looking for more writers to contribute to the
magazine.

If you are interested inwriting a series, one-off feature or a regular column, then
we wantto hear from you.You don't need previous experience, nordo you have to
be a professional inthe field you are writing about.The qualities we need inour
writers are: enthusiasm, commitment and ability to meet strict deadlines. You
shouldknow about yoursubject and the RISC OSsoftware connected to it.

If you think you fit the bill, please contact the Editor today.editor@acornuser.com
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SOFWARE

ProCAD+m
Windows version now available!

See both versions working at
the RISCOS Southwest Show

FREE demonstration copies of ProCAD+ and wProCAD+
available from the web site or 'phone/fax to get a copy by post.
ProCAD+single user £195 + VAT (£229.13) inc. UK postage.

wProCAD+ singleuser£150 + VAT (£176.25) inc. UK postage.
Telephone now for details: 01392 214033 Fax: 01392 496599

E-mail: dsnell@mail.zynet.co.uk Website: http://www.zynet.co.uk/dsneIl
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Tel. 01603 400477 (Fax on request)
Email ray@repairzone.co.uk

For all your RISC OS repair needs

"Keeping sensible technology alive"

STATISTICS

Serious Statistical Software
We strongly support the RISC OS market by

developing, producing and supporting our unique
products for both simple and advanced data
analysis. Call or email us and discuss your

research, thesis, project and course work, and
school performance analysis. We can help. Our

products will handle all these and much else.
Experience power and simplicity with 1st, 1stJr
or 1stL. Why not ask for a loan copy for trial?

19 Station Road, Blackwell, Bromsgrove B60 1QB
0121 445 6887 and sss@argonet.co.uk

HARDWARE
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Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600
Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk
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WrVtac^jfflg for Graphics Hardware and Software

Chris Hornby
Photodesk Limited
1 The Courtyard
Southwell Business Park
Portland DT5 2NQ

Tel: 01305 822753 Fax: 01305 860483

Mobile: 07740 895851

Email: chris@photodesk.ltd.uk

\
W www.photodesk.ltd.uk
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Expiry Date: / Prices include postage &packing
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Send your completed Acorn User
subscription/back issues form to:

Acorn User, TauPress, 28a Middle Hiilgate,
Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3AY

Telephone 0161 429 8902 or fax your completed
Acorn User subscription/ back issues form with

credit card details to

0161 429 0685

Have a query? E-mail subscrip@acormiser.com
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Competitions

WIN some fantastic RISC OS software!

ProCAD+

Sibeli

If you needa technical drawing capability tocommunicate with the rest
of the world, it has to be ProCAD+. ProCAD+ version 1.03 was
launched in November 2001 but already development has moved on a
pace.

In December, Ordnance Survey MasterMap format importing was
introduced and now the long-awaited DWG format importer has arrived.
Native files from AutoCAD version R13, R14 and R2000 can now be

dropped straight into a ProCAD+ window and voila!

And if that wasn't enough, you can have it all on a PC running Windows
as well (if you must).

Now's your chance to win this winning package. All you have to do is
answer the following question:

What is the file extension used by AutoCAD for their native
drawing files?

Send your answer on a postcard marked Acorn User ProCAD+ comp to
Acorn User at the address below.

While you are waiting for your winnings to arrive, you can try out an
evaluation copy for free from the Web site - www.zynet.co.uk/dsnell

Sibelius was a true 'Killer App' when introduced in 1991, and has
revolutionised the production of music ever since. It has been used in
virtually every field of composition from classical to rock, from TV and
film scores to avant garde. It's also used in schools and colleges around
the world at every level.

Available in fourversions to suit users from primaryschool kids to
professionals, it's the program no musical RISC OS user can afford to
be without!

The Data Store is now the sole distributor and customer supportservice
for Sibelius' RISC OSsoftware, and is pleased to offer a copyof
Sibelius 7, worth nearly £400, as a prize in thismonth's competition.

To enter, just answer the following simple question:

Which twin brothers were the originalauthors of Sibelius?

Send your answer ona postcard marked Acorn User Sibelius Comp to
Acorn User at the address below.

To be in with achance of winning one of these fantastic products, send you answers in on a postcard to Acorn User
at the address below:

Tau Press Ltd •28a Middle Hiilgate • Stockport •Cheshire • SK1 3AY •United Kingdom

Entries must be received by Friday 22nd March 2002

Please note: your details may be passed on to the companies providing the prizes for marketing purposes. If you do not wish to be contacted by the
company, please make this clearon your entry.



Free Ads

• A5000 for sale. Original .
Spec. As new. Includes lots
of software, plusoriginal
keyboard, mouse, monitor
& manuals. Also loads of
mags. Delivery,setup &
some training might be
possible if necessary. Any
offer considered.

Interested? E-mail Dave at:

DBS1@ntlworld.com

• Acorn A5000 including
monitor etc plus additional
software including
Advance suite. Any
sensible offer considered.

Contact Robert on 0191

5191231 or at

robertvardill@beeb.net

• Kinetic RiscPC 233Mhz

17" liyama monitor 10Gb
HD, 52xCDRom, software
DrawWorks NM and more.

Bought August 2000 cost
£1490.00. Accepts £800.
Buyer collects Tel 01706
812516 e-mail Louis

verseau@ukgateway.net

• StrongARM K Rev (202.4
MHz),36+lMBRAM, 8GB
HDD, 32x CDROM, 2 Slice,
Cumana SCSI II card, 14"
monitor, tons of software,
including Impression
Publisher, Easiwriter,
PipeDream, Prophet
(Accounts software), etc etc.
About 2 GB of

freeware/shareware

utilities. £450 ono. Phone

Tom: 07718 320 336, or e-
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mail tom@simnett.co.uk

liyama 15" monitor - MF-
8515F - £40 buyer collects
ray.hewett@btinternet.com

• A3010 4MB, External
SCSI Combo (HD/CD).
VGA Monitor, Some
Sherston, S24 Pro& other
Software. £40 ono

(+postage) Chesterfield
01246 555252. E-mail

john@johnandtina.
freeserve.co.uk

• RISCPC700s - Two TWIN

SLICE units, 812HD,
lOMbRAM, PC cards, one
with CDROM plus one
AKF60 monitor. £250 o.n.o.

Andrew Hynes, St Neols.
Tel 01480-353535 e-mail

arh@longsands.
cambs.sch.uk

• Canon A3 printer S4500.
A3 colour posters etc. With
RiscOS & PhotoRealdrivers.

Bought for £350 from
Photodesk Oct 2001. As

new in box, withwarranty,
software, leads. Realistic
offers over £200. Free

insured delivery. E-mail:
craig@craigb.co.uk, mobile:
07990 507 524

• RiscPC700, 233MHz
Strong Arm, RISCOS3.7,
2GbHD, 16MbRam,
PCcard, CDRom,monitor,
modem, mono printer
(colour upgradeable),

speakers, software.
£180ono. W.Dorset 01297

678792. turps@waitrose.com

• Wanted: Winchester

Hard drive (working! and
at least 50MB) for
restoration project based on
R140... Also SCSI

management software for
Acorn SCSI card.

Reasonable price paid, plus
carriage -please contact
Tony on 01672 513 726 or at
ahsdi@beeb.net

• School clearout: thirteen

A3020 network computers,
two Rise PCs, and two
A7000s all with monitors

(various). Offers to Roger
Toll at: rjtoll@cathedralschool.
hereford.sch.uk

Tel: 01432 363554

(school/day), 01981 590255
(home/evening)

• For sale: Acorn Rise PC

and monitor. Network card,
Artworks, Impression,
Easiwriter £250 or

offers.Acorn A7000+ and

monitor, Network card, CD
drive £200 or offersAcorn

A7000 and monitor,

Network card, Scanner.£200
or offers. Norfolkgb®
greshams-prep..demon.co.uk

• Looking for Basic and
anything else for makinga
Springboard card
workingmail:
pieter_drost@aconet.org

(Voorburg Netherland)

• For sales: Archimedes

A3000 computer, Monitor,
Stand, Mouse, Teletext
Adapter, Manuals and lots
of software. The lot for £40.

Buyer to collect, York area.
Tel 01904 768328

• A7000 base unit with CD

Rom (qty 2) £80 each,
A3010 £20, BBC-B with

diskdrive £15. All working,
include software. No

monitors. Email

craig@craigb.co.uk, Tel: 01698
428907 Hamilton.

• For sale: two RISCPC700s

with CDROM, PCCard,
812I-ld, lOMbRam, AKF60
monitors. £150 each, £275
the pair. Buyer collects.
Huntingdon. Call Andrew
Hynes 01480-353535.

• A3010 (4Mb), monitor,
HCCS Ultimate podule:
200Mb Disc + userport +
scanlight 256, docs, etc.
BBC Master, 5.25 and 3.5
drives, Hybrid music
synthesiser + keyboard,
various ROM cartridges,
docs, etc. Star LC10 dot
matrix printer. All items
FREE to educational

establishment, or good
home. Collect (Addlestone,
Surrey, near M25), or pay
carriage charges. E-mail:
kieran.okeeffe@argonef.co.uk
for details.
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Why not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fill in
your details on this coupon (24 words maximum, one word
per box below) and send it to FreeAds, Acorn User, 28a
Middle Hillgate, Stockport SKI 3AYor by e-mail to:
freeads@acornuser.com. Only one ad per reader please,
private sales or wanted only.

Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we can

Your name: Your phone number:

IB !
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make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.
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Letters

Acorn User relaunch deemed a success

Dear Sir,

First up, congratulations on the new
design of the site, it looks far far better, a
lot more professional and at just the right
time.

I know it might not be that easy, but
could you produce a clickable map for the
'where to buy' section, with a map of the
UK, central Europe (for Austria, Germany
etc.) and New Zealand? Users could click
on, say, the south-west of England which
has its own imagemap, and then a list
(perhaps Javascript pop-up?) of stockists
in that area?

Rod Dennis

via e-mail

We really like thatidea and will
implementit as soon as we can. Please
keepyourideas coming in and, of course,
don'tforget to add to the stockist list by e-
mailing our Webmaster with details.

Dear Sir,

Firstly may I congratulate you on your
first production as Editor of the new style
Acorn User. I appreciate the increase in
content, but I do have one reservation

concerning it's presentation. I can't
imagine that I am the only one of your
readers who had so much difficulty
reading some columns, namely those
three "In brief" and the three on "News

bites".

The difficulty 1had was in reading
black medium (1 Opt. ?) type on the purple
background. The problem was
exacerbated by the fact that I was
reading the magazine in artificial (electric)
light.

I would accept that it is easier to read
in good daylight, though even then, not
as easy as the bolder headings (which
are in white anyway).

Ifound it such a strain that Ijust gave
up after the first few lines. May I make a
suggestion, therefore, that if the
background has to be that shade of
purple, you make the font white or yellow.
I should imagine that a lot of your readers
settle down after a day's work to read
Acorn Userand at this time of the year
electric lighting seems to be the only
option.

Ifeel sure that I can not be the only
one to experience this problem. I would
have persisted had the text still been

10pt. but white or yellow.

Tom Beeley
via e-mail

Believe it or not, thatpurple background
was supposed to be blue. This was a
production errorwhich should now be
rectified in this issue. None-the-less, we

have taken the opportunityto make the
background much lighter, so it should be
much easier to read.

Apologies to those readers who found
the columns difficult to read. I hope you
find the situation resolved in this issue.

Dear Sir,

Congratulations on a much improved
magazine. I got quoted in the January
issue (from response to the
questionnaire). I'm pleased to say you
have made it much easier to

find/read/follow articles. The magazine
was back to being a 'good read', with
plenty of space on the page now that the
swirly bits have gone. The font is nice
too. I seem to remember suggesting an
Acorn Publisher type remake -
whoever put together the new ideas, it's
plain you are listening to the readers now.

I particularly enjoyed the new 'Who's
desktop' series you started last month
and the PD page.

Announcing due dates for
shops/subscribers on csa.announce is
good too. Saves us all wondering what is
happening.

All in all I felt the magazine was good
value for money and there are several
articles I want to reread - there was so

much info.

Wendy Gray
via e-mail

Thank you for the compliments - we are
verypleased at the high number of
positive comments we have been
receiving. Mostpeople seem to like the
new overall design of the magazine and
the extra content has certainly gone down
well with justabouteveryone.

The Keyhole series is a good bitof fun
- it's amazing howinteresting someone
elses computer desktopcan be! - but it
also serves a useful purpose. Everyone
has their own favourite applications and
utilities andso itis quite possible that you
might pickupa good tip or learn of a

utility thatyou've been needing for ages.
So far, the series is also provingjust how
well-suited toproductive use RISC OS
machines really are.

Dear Sir,

I read your A7000+ article with interest,
as in November 2000 Iwas persuaded by
Castle salesmen to buy a Kinetic RiscPC.
My initial experience was much like yours
but not being a computer or electronics
expert my progress was pedestrian at
best.

When it came to the Internet, which
was one of the primary reasons for
buying the KineticRiscPC, progress
stopped altogether. A number of long
phonecalls and weeks later, Castle
agreed to send a CD with supposedly
everything set up. No better. Much
frustration and swearing at Castle on the
phone, but Iwas finally connected to
Freeserve and Oregano ran. I even
received and sent an e-mail and gave
my wife her own e-mail address and an
extra one for myself.

There, progress ceased totally and it
has been that way ever since. Castle
refused to help me further stating that
they only install the software on the

computer and had no responsibility or
commitment that it should work, and

provided no support to Kinetic RiscPC
purchasers.

They provide no help for Messenger,
Newshound or anything else. I have
never got filtering to work, and
Newshound does absolutely nothing.

Even with Oreganowhen I asked
about downloading sites to read offline
and saving site addresses, Castle replied
that nowhere did they say that they
provided that possibility.

Very much later I came across
Bookmaker and got that to work so at
least I can save Web site addresses. I

had also bought WebsterXL. It is slow
and gets to less sites than Oregano but
does allow me download some sites I

want to save. It is all very poor compared
with friends with Microsoft PCs, though.

As for your commentabout a directory
crammed full of Internet goodies. That
they may be to you but for the non-
internetgenius there is nothing to say
what they are, what they do, or how Ican
make use of them at all. What is a

FreeTerm Telnet Terminal? What is an
FTPc? FTP site - what would one look
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like if I found it? What is ICQ-
AcornlCQ?, Newsdir - whoever wrote the
helpfile says he does not know where the
logfile is - what IS the logfile? When help
files suggest Istart messingaround in the
computer innards with star commands I
opt out knowing from bitterexperience
that the computer just goes haywire and I
am likely to have to give it a factory reset
and start loading everything from scratch,
that is if Ican find again what was setup.
That was from the days of a freestanding
A420, the complexity of a Kinetic RiscPC
is such that, I have to admit, I dare not
even try!

Regarding your comments on the
wonders of EasiWriter... It's ability to read
and write to Microsoft PC users was also

a selling point I fell for. Nothing I have
received as attachments from friends can

be read. A query to Castle, who replied
that they never claimed that the
EasiWriter installed could read or send

legible Word documents to Microsoft
PCs. BUT if I sent them £50 Castle will

send me an updated version 7. Will
Castle guarantee this will work? Answer
was No but send £50 and I could try it
out.

What else? The CD drive is extremely
noisy, roaring away like a revving
motorbike, bringing up CDFS error
messages and freezing often when trying
to access CDs. There is no way RISC OS
machines can read Microsoft PCs CDs,

eg those for the 1881 census etc. For
these a Microsoft PC is essential. The list

can go on.

The page 3 comment from Paul
Middleton reads like the Blair

Government's response to complaints
about the NHS - attack the complainer to
stop him/her saying what their own
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Cumana 54

Datacable 11

The Datastore 34

Destiny 47

experiences are and to dissuade anyone
else. NO WAY will I recommend to

anyone that they get a RISC OS
computer. If people ask what I have I now
have to reply that unfortunately Ido not
yet have a Microsoft PC.

If Paul Middleton and others at the top
want to be treated seriously they must
ensure that what is sold works without the

aggrevation I continue to suffer, and
works in a simple way for the majority out
there who are totally non-expert computer
users.

Eric Dobson

via e-mail

Itis unfortunate thatyou seem to be
having such problems with your Kinetic
RiscPC. However, I think a lot of the
problems stem from looking in the wrong
places for helpand perhapsone or two
unreasonable expectations.

When Castle supplyyou with the
Oregano Web browser, theyoffersupport
for the browseronly. Allof the other
applications, including the e-mail
software, are not supported by Castle.
This is because they are freeware or
public domain and as such any support
would come from the authors or other

users on the Internet. All that Castle are

doing is bundling them with Oregano for
your convenience. I would advise you to
buy the professional version of
Messenger from RComp, as this comes
with a good printed manual and, of
course, telehpone and e-mail support.
You will have filtering and newsgroups
setup in no timeat all. Once you've
achieved this, help forall the other
applications is at hand via e-mail groups
and Web sites.
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Because Word files are not

EasiWriter's native format, not even Icon
Technology (who publish the program)
wouldguarantee full compatibility with all
Word files. However, I can tell you from
personal experience that the latest
version of the software willcope withjust
about any Wordfile you care to throwat
it. Castle supply an older version of the
software to provide wordprocessing
facilities on new machines.

Indeed, any CD-ROMproduced for
Windows will not run on RISC OS, nor

MacOS or Linux for that matter. This is

perfectlynormal. IfRISC OS could load
Windows CDs and applications, then it
would not be RISC OS!

If, however, you get CDFS errorsand
freezes when trying to access RISC OS
CDs, audio CDs or cross-platform CDs
(for example, a HTML-based CD-ROM)
then you should contact Castle to have
the CD-ROM driverepairedor replaced.

In his commentary, Paul Middleton
was simply saying that we should pull
together and promote the good things we
have, whilst the things we want are
worked on.

A KineticRiscPC should be a capable
and easy-to-use machine for Internet
access and general home use. In fact,
that is precisely what I use mine for, as
well as producing a lot of Acorn User on
it. Ifyou have major difficulties thatyou
cannot resolve, why not write to Hints &
Tips, where we will try and answer your
questions?

My final advice is to give RComp a
quick call and have a chat about their
various Internetproducts. I thinkyou
need DialUp and MessengerPro - your
Internet experience will then be
transformed.
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1 The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ

Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

All Prices Include VAT — photodesk limited

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
£85.00 3L.xx/0lymp: £70.00Upgrades: 2.xxl_/Olymp:

3.xx/Olymp: £20
£100.00 2.xx/Olymp:

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympic or Olympic
upgrade add only £25

BRAND NEW CD "STARTING POINTS"£25 (Not just RISCOS or Photodesk,( >
ideal primer for general photo editing, artwork generation on any platform. ^

OHP 2 £40

A presentation
Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has

Powerpoint export.

(upgrade from l.xx£13)
OHP is a screen-based presentation package for use with Rlb^ computers

NEW Digital Cameras

OHP lets you compile Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files, which
you create or purchase outside OHP. and show them on your computer's VDU as a
full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version. OHP Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with your
presentations or used on any number of computers; this makes OHP presentations an
ideal way of communicating or advertising.

ew USB cameras, price INCLUDES Smartmedia reader for RISCO

Canon

£ALL FOR Quote
on any Camera*

PRINTERS

-\0>-

OLYMPUS
Olympus C1 1.3Mpixel £299.00

Olympus C2 2.1 Mpixel p.o.a

Canon Powershot A10 1 3Mpixel optical zoom £440.00

Canon Powershot A20 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom £495 00

Canon Ixus300 2 1Mpixel optical zoom £690.00

Canon Ixus V 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom video £599.00

Canon Pro90 3.3 Mpixel 10x optical zoom £900.00

All cameras include PhotoShow software

FUJI ix-100 1.3Mpixel.sound,video only £215.00

G/\SI^} complete range
Olympus C4040Z A Mpixeloptical zoom compact £975.00 *•*

„„„., ,.. . , „„„„,.„ #>Camera prices are changing frequently and I often have special
Olympus C40Z 4 Mpixel optical zoom compact £850.00 offers. Please phone me for a special quote if you have seen a

_,., .... _. -if. camera you like. Bear in mind that my prices include VAT.card reader
Kefurbs available, Please CALL hardware. Photoshow software and for a very little extra. Photodesk

software as well.

Canon S450 £150

Canon S4500 A3 £350

Canon S800 £375
The S450 and S4500 are brilliant general purpose printers with separate ink
tanks, the price includes a PhotoReal driver and a standard set of cartridges (4
colours) The printers may be upgraded to stunning photo-quality with the
optional photo pack which includes a photo cartridge and pack of PR101 pro
paper.(£55) Price of printers with photo pack: S450 A4 £199, S4500 A3 £399.

The S800 is Canon's top of the range photo printer, it uses the latest Canon six
ink technology with superfine droplet size. The PhotoReal driver utilises the L0OK
printers capability to produce really superb photographic output.

PLEASE ASK ME FOR BROCHURES AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS Scanner/or Printed'

Canon G2 4 Mpixel3x optical zoom £850.00
Olympus ClZ l.3Mpixel optical zoom £399.00

Olympus C200Z 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom £469.50

Olympus C700UZ 2.1Mpixel 10x optical zoom £750.00

Olympus C3040Z 3 Mpixel optical zoom with serial and USB
£730 00

All printers include PhotoReal software

Worth £69 pho»oRoal PrinterDriver Software
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WWW. InternetCamerasDirect .co.uk

MAKE & MODEL CAMERA

CANON Powershot A10 £230

CANON Powershot A20 £288

CANON Powershot G2 £628

CANON Digital Ixus (300) £425
CANON Digital IxusV £365
CASIOQV2900 £318

CASIO QV3500 £328

CASIO QV4000 £488

COOL l-CAM £45

FUJI Finepix A101 £148
FUJI FinepixA201 £178
FUJI Finepix 1300 £148
FUJI Finepix 1400 £168
FUJI Finepix 2600 £238
FUJI Finepix 2800 £318
FUJI Finepix 30i £288
FUJI Finepix 4700 £368
FUJI Finepix 4800 £378

FUJI Finepix 6800 £498
FUJI Finepix 6900 £628
FUJI FinepixS601 see website
FUJI Finepix S602 see website

CAMERA:

MAKE & MODEL CAMERA

MINOLTA 2300 £215

MINOLTA E201 £208

MINOLTA E203 £218

MINOLTA Dimage 5 £508
MINOLTA Dimage 7 £718
MINOLTA Dimage X ... £338
MINOLTA S304 £338

MINOLTA S404 see website

NIKON Coolpix 775 £263
NIKON Coolpix 885 £458
NIKON Coolpix 995 £585
NIKON Coolpix995 Premier £675
NIKON Coolpix 5000 £888
OLYMPUS C1 £158

OLYMPUS CI Zoom .-FREE Case £168

OLYMPUS C40 £528

OLYMPUS C200 £298

OLYMPUS C700 £398

OLYMPUS 2040 .rREElejlhwCaie £365

OLYMPUS 3020 .free Leather Case £458

OLYMPUS 4040 .FREE leatherCue £578

PENTAXEMOO £168

PENTAX EI200 £388

PENTAX Optio 330 £448
PENTAX Optio 440 £618
RICOH RDC7 £388

RICOH RDCJ500 £518

RICOH Caplio RR10 £334
RICOH Caplio RR1 £548
SONY DSC S85

SONY DSC S75

SONY DSC-F707

SONY P5

SONY P50

SONY CD200

SONY CD300

£618

£517

£867

£479

£258

£698

£867

JENOPTIK JD1300

JENOPTIK JD160

JENOPTIK JD2300Z3

JENOPTIK JD3300Z3

JENOPTIK JD350 multimedia

JENOPTIK JD350 video

JENOPTIK JD350E

KODAK DC3200

KODAK DX3215

KODAK DX3500

KODAK DX3600

KODAK DX3700

KODAK DX3900

KONICA KD200

KONICAKD300

£152

£40

£230

£358

£120

£90

£80

£134

£198

£218

£268

£268

£358

£228

£388

+ 16MB CARD

£244

£302

£642

£439

£382

£332

£342

£503

N/A

£156

£186

£156

£176

£246

£326

£296

£376

£386

£506

£636

see website

see website

£167

N/A

£244

£372

£134

£104

£94

£148

£216

£232

£282

£282

£372

£242

£406

+32MB CARD

£248

£306

£646

£443

£386

£336

£346

£508

N/A

£161

£191

£161

£181

£251

£331

£301

£381

£391

£511

£641

see website

see website

£172

N/A

£248

£376

£138

£108

£98

£152

£226

£236

£286

£286

£376

£246

£416 SONY FD200 see website

f16MBCARD +32MB CARD

£229 £233

£222 £226

£236 £246

£522 £526

£732 £736

£352 £356

£352 £356

see website see website

£277 £281

£472 £476

£599 £604

£689 £693

£902 £906

£166 £171

£176 £241

£536 £541

£306 £311

£406 £411

£373 £378

£466 £473

£586 £591

£182 £186

£402 £406

£462 £466

£632 £636

£396 £402

£532 £536

£352 £362

£556 £562

see website see website

see website see website

see website see website

see website see website

see website see website

see website see website

see website see website

see website see website

READERS AND ADAPTERS

FUJI ZIO USB Smartmedia reader/writer £29

JENOPTIK USB Compact Flash reader £24
JENOPTIK USB Smartmedia reader £24

SANDISK Compact Flash USB reader £27

SMART MEDIA

FUJI 16MB

FUJI 32MB

FUJI 64MB

FUJI 128MB

SANDISK 16MB

SANDISK 32MB

SANDISK 64MB

SANDISK 128MB

TOSHIBA 64MB Smartmedia card

£9

£15

£30

£60

£12

£17

£34

£68

£33

COMPACT FLASH (TYPE 1 & M)
FUJI 16MB £15

•

FUJI 64MB £32

IBM 340MB microdrive £178

£22

SANDISK 256MB £118

MULTIMEDIA CARDS

SANDISK 128MB £58

SECURE DIGITAL

SANDISK 16MB

SANDISK 32MB

SANDISK 64MB

MEMORY STICKS

£24

£34

£58

SONY 16MB £28

SONY 32MB £39

SONY 64MB £54

SONY 128MB £114

BATTERIES & CHARGERS

4x1200mAh £6.50

4x1800mAh £11.50

4 x 1200mAh & mains charger £16.50
4 x 1800mAh8r mains charger £20.50

Allprices include vat (and delivery for orders over £100)

FOR ALL THESE GREAT DEALS AND MORE VISIT OUR WEBSITE

call 0870 745 1036
or fax 01484 845 947 ore-mail sales@internetcamerasdirect.co.uk

•Secure on-line ordering at internetcamerasdirect.co.uk weusea 128bitmodel toencrypt your credit carddetai
thebrowser onyour PC. The details arenotdecrypted until downloaded ontoourserver. This isthemost secure i
usean encryption standard called Diffie-Hellman. which isa public key algorithm forkey exchange, andiswidely used on
the internet, lntcmetCamerasDirecLco.uk, 4 PeelStreet,Marsden, Huddersfield HD7 6BW

EVERY CUSTOMER GETS
£2 OF DIGITAL PRINTING FREE

EXTENDED WARRANTIES

AVAILABLE FROM £20

FREE QBEO
PHOTOGENETICS 2.0

WORTH £24.99 WITH
EVERY PURCHASE

WIN 100 DIGITAL
PRINTS IN OUR WEEKLY PRIZE

DRAW- VISIT WEB TO REGISTER

£15 OF DIGITAL
PRINTS WITH ALL

ORDERS OVER £500

COMPARE & CONTRAST
DIGITAL CAMERA

SPECIFICATIONS SIDE BY SIDE

1
FREE MINI TRIPOD WORTH

£8 WITH EVERY CAMERA

share & print

Upload digital images to or

m
Store, share or order prints.

m
Prints delivered direct to your door.

FREE n line
iiim storage

gistration

_ with every
purchase over £500


